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Analiza in napoved združevanja ter razgradnje proteinov v bioloških zdravilih
I ZVLE ČEK

V zadnjih letih narašča pomembnost raziskav procesov kot so agregacija in degradacija
proteinov, ki vplivajo na kvaliteto bioloških zdravil za zdravljenje različnih bolezenskih
stanj. V tezi raziskujemo tematike fizike mehke snovi v povezavi s temi procesi, od katerih zavisi razvoj, varnost in učinkovitost vodnih raztopin terapevtskih proteinov. Osredotočamo se predvsem na procese nereverzibilne agregacje in reverzibilnega povezovanja proteinskih molekul, na katere lahko v veliki meri vplivamo s fizikalnimi lastnostmi
raztopin. Fizikalno-kemijske interakcije, ki vplivajo na koloidno in konformacijsko stabilnost, ovrednotimo z dinamičnim sipanjem svetlobe (DLS) in denaturacijo. Termično
denaturacijo merimo z diferencialno kalorimetrijo (DSC). Kot denaturante za kemično
denaturacijo uporabljamo gvanidinijev klorid in ureo, merimo pa jo prek fluorestenčnega
odziva triptofanov. Ovrednotimo fizikalni vpliv pomožnih snovi v zdravilu (ekscipientov), kot so soli in sladkorji. Tvorbo nereverzibilnih agregatov pospešimo s povišano
temperaturo in merimo z izključitveno kromatografijo (SEC), resonančnim merjenjem
mase (RMM) in pretočno mikroskopijo (MFI). Vzporedno z eksperimentom numerično
rešimo sistem enačb po vzoru Smoluchowskega, ki opisujejo kinetiko binarne agregacije
na večih velikostnih skalah, in primerjamo dobljene rezultate z eksperimentom. Tako pojasnimo osnovne pojave, povezane z agregacijo proteinov. Z mikroskopom na atomsko
silo (AFM) in optično mikroskopijo raziskujemo adhezijo proteinov in proteinskih delcev na površine vsebnikov. Opišemo več režimov tvorbe delcev v raztopini in njihovega
prijemanja na površine, ki imajo pomemben vpliv na interpretacijo rezultatov meritev
vsebnosti delcev po študijah pri povišani temperaturi. Komentiramo tudi odstopanje rezultatov od teoretičnih napovedi modela Smoluchowskega zaradi posedanja in adhezije.
Reverzibilno povezovanje proteinskih molekul, katerega makroskopski vpliv se kaže v povišani viskoznosti, merimo z mikrofluidno reometrijo. Razločimo in analiziramo različne
faktorje, ki vplivajo na viskoznost. Predlagamo nov mehanizem, ki povezuje povišanje
viskoznosti z elektrostatskimi interakcijami. To delo prispeva k napredku razvoja proteinskih formulacij, s posebnim poudarkom na razvoju bioloških zdravil.

Ključne besede: fizika mehke snovi, monoklonsko protitelo, agregacija, degradacija, viskoznost, biološka zdravila, proteini

Analysis and prediction of aggregation and degradation in protein-based
biopharmaceuticals
A BSTRACT

Research in protein aggregation and other degradation routes is of major importance in
recent years, influencing the quality and consistency of biopharmaceutical drugs used
to treat various life-threatening conditions. In this work we study the open soft-matter
physics questions behind such processes that affect developability, safety and efficacy of
aqueous solutions of therapeutic proteins. The focus lies on processes of irreversible aggregation and reversible self-association, which can be most influenced by the physical
properties of the solution. Physico-chemical interactions reflected in colloidal and conformational stability are evaluated with dynamic light scattering (DLS) and induced protein denaturation. Thermal denaturation is measured via differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). Guanidium hydrochloride and urea are used as chemical denaturants and the ensuing unfolding is measured via tryptophan fluorescent response. The physical effect of excipients such as salts and sugars on protein stability is evaluated. Irreversible aggregation
is accelerated mostly with elevated temperature and measured with size exclusion chromatography (SEC), resonant mass measurement (RMM) and micro-flow imaging (MFI).
A Smoluchowski type system of differential equations, describing the kinetics of binary
aggregation on multiple size scales, is numerically solved in parallel, with the model output compared with experimental data, explaining several phenomena specific to protein
aggregation. Adhesion of proteins and protein particles in the micrometer size range to
surfaces of containers is characterised with atomic force (AFM) and optical microscopy.
We identify several different regimes of particle formation, adhesion to surfaces, and accumulation in bulk solution, shown to have a major impact on determination of particle
formation propensity based on elevated temperature studies. We evaluate the discrepancies with mean-field Smoluchowski type models in this non-colloidal regime. Reversible
self-association resulting in increased solution viscosity is measured with microfluidic
rheometry. The factors contributing to viscosity of protein solutions are analysed and
evaluated. A novel interaction mechanism contributing to viscosity is proposed. Finally,
this work is a contribution towards advanced protein formulation development with special emphasis on development of biopharmaceuticals.

Keywords: soft matter physics, monoclonal antibody, aggregation, degradation, viscosity, biopharmaceuticals, proteins
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The rapid development of biopharmaceuticals in recent years is an interdisciplinary challenge, which draws knowledge and expertise from a range of fields, from pharmacy and
chemistry to biology, physics and computer science. In the research concerning protein
aggregation and degradation, selected approaches from soft matter physics prove to be of
particular strength and value [1, 2]. Biopharmaceuticals are therapeutic proteins for use in
medical treatment of various conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis [3], Crohn’s disease
[4], breast cancer [5], psoriasis [6] and others. They are extracted from, or synthesized in
biological sources — microbes, animals, plants or humans. They are globular proteins,
with specific spatial conformations which enable them to perform their biological functions. Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), which are also part of our own immune system,
represent the majority of biopharmaceuticals on the market today.
Degradation of proteins, such as non-native irreversible aggregation and other routes
resulting in undesired post-translational modifications, affects multiple steps in the production, including expression, purification, freezing, transportation and long-term storage
[7, 8, 9]. Degraded protein molecules are often unable to perform biological functions
of native protein. Protein aggregates in particular also potentially cause adverse effects
by enhancing product immunogenicity [10]. Therefore, the content of larger subvisible
and visible aggregates is limited by United States and European regulatory agencies, but
notably also smaller oligomers composed of native-like monomers were shown to be capable of triggering an unwanted immune response [11]. Analysis of aggregates in the
whole size range from smaller aggregates in the range of nanometres to larger particles in
the range of micrometres and millimetres is thus crucial in determining the formulation
stability and safety.
Proteins are characterised with combinations of complementary methods with diverse
physical backgrounds. Conformational stability of individual molecules is determined via
forced thermal or chemical denaturation and measured either calorimetrically or fluorometrically [12]. Protein-protein interactions and colloidal stability are quantified via light
scattering techniques [13]. The content of irreversible aggregates is measured with various techniques such as size exclusion chromatography [14], resonant mass measurement
[15], or flow imaging microscopy [16], depending on the size range of interest. Reversible
self association is reflected in increased viscosity, which is measured either with rotational
or microfluidic rheometry [17]. Surface activity and binding of proteins into single layers
is quantified with biolayer interferometry [18] or surface plasmon resonance [19]. The
properties of such layers are determined with instruments such as Langmuir through [20].
Thicker layers and adhesion of larger protein particles can be observed with atomic force
13
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or optical microscopy [21].
A relatively new branch of physics of soft condensed matter studies the complex fluids in terms of relating micro-structure to macroscopic behaviour – namely liquids in
which there is an intermediate, or mesoscopic, length scale between the atomic (∼ 0.1
– 1 nm) and the macroscopic (∼ 1 mm or more). It brings the key idea that complex
fluids, such as those used as model systems of colloids and polymers, possess features
that are independent of their chemical details [22, 23, 24, 25]. It is assumed that the underlying microscopic basic units no longer play a crucial, physical role. Representative
constituents of these systems are molecular aggregates in contrast to atomic systems.
Protein aggregation has been successfully described using such approaches under various conditions, including storage at different temperatures [26, 27, 28], exposure to acidic
environment [29, 30], and mechanical stress [31, 32, 33]. Other degradation routes depend
more on individual chemical features of protein molecules: oxidation [34], fragmentation
[35] and various other chemical modifications [36]. They are explained by using a detailed knowledge of the protein micro-structure. Identification of underlying causes and
mechanisms that drive protein aggregation and other degradation routes is of utmost importance – it enables the scientists to identify, and test through the use of high throughput
screening, the right classes of excipients for protein stabilization. The ability to predict
and prevent protein aggregation and degradation is particularly important during product
development to ensure the quality and safety of therapeutic antibodies, not only for the
biopharmaceutical industry, but, more importantly, for the welfare of the patients.
The research presented in this thesis was published in the following publications
[21, 37, 38, 39]. The aim of this thesis is to advance protein formulation development
with special emphasis on development of biopharmaceuticals through application of soft
matter physics. In Chapter 2, we survey the theoretical background and experimental
techniques currently used in the field. The following chapters reflect our original work.
Chapter 3 serves as an extended experimental introduction into physical properties of
proteins. We assess colloidal and conformational stability of monoclonal antibodies in a
wide phase space of solution conditions, as relevant for biopharmaceutical industry. In
Chapter 4, we aim to establish a mesoscopic phenomenological approach for characterisation of protein aggregation phenomena in the context of biopharmaceuticals, capable of
covering various aggregate size scales from nanometres to micrometres and reach large
time-scales, up to years, as needed for drug development. Chapter 5 exposes the limitations of this approach. We show that special care should be taken when interpreting
aggregation data from stability studies as currently performed in development of biopharmaceuticals, especially the bulk concentration of larger aggregate-particles. In the final
chapter, we consider also administration of the drug. Controlling the viscosity of highly
concentrated solutions is an open challenge, with major recent relevance in protein formulations for biopharmaceutical applications, enabling at-home subcutaneous administration
by patients. The work in Chapter 6 is aimed to contribute to efficiency and efficacy of biopharmaceuticals by using soft matter approaches in protein solution development.
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Chapter 2
Experimental and theoretical
background
2.1

Proteins

Proteins are building blocks of cells and the most widespread type of macromolecules,
distinguished by their immense functional diversity. Their functions make them essential
for processes like muscle contraction, molecular transport, building and repair of cell
structures, enzymatic activity and immune response. These essential roles are enabled by
their structure, unique for every protein [40].
Protein structure is based on the sequence comprised of just twenty one different
amino acids, encoded in the genetic material. Amino acid consists of an acidic carboxyl
-COOH group, a basic amino -NH2 group and a side chain -R, all linked to the same central carbon atom. The side chain defines the chemical, biological, and physical properties
of the amino acid via its properties such as charge and hydrophobicity. Amino acids form
chains (polymerise) through a process of condensation by losing a water molecule when
the carboxyl group links covalently to the amino group of another amino acid, forming a
peptide bond.
Unlike linear proteins in good solvents, proteins generally fold into dense and unique
three-dimensional structure, which can be described on four hierarchic levels:
Primary structure is the amino acid sequence. It forms the backbone of the protein and
the basis for all higher structures.
Secondary structure is the three dimensional form of local segments, connected by hydrogen bonds most commonly into alpha helices and beta sheets.
Tertiary structure is a compact three dimensional structure formed from the elements
of secondary structures. Protein function is defined on this level.
Quaternary structure combines multiple proteins in a multi-subunit complex. It is the
final level of structure, which is not formed by all proteins.
Protein structure, in which the protein is able to perform its biological function, is
called native conformation. Unfolding of tertiary and secondary structure is called denaturation. This is achieved by breaking the non-covalent bonds which stabilize these
structures, by means of elevated temperature (thermal denaturation) or chemical agent
(chemical denaturation). The bonds, comprised of hydrogen bonds and salt bridges, are
15
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weak compared to covalent bonds. The free energy difference between folded and unfolded state is therefore typically small, around 10 kB T per molecule for a mid-sized
globular protein (100 kDa). An important aspect of denaturation is reversibility. If denaturation is irreversible or the protein misfolds, it stays in biologically inactive form, often
susceptible to aggregation. This mostly happens on account of new stable bond formation
between unfolded parts of the peptide chain.

2.1.1

Monoclonal antibodies

Antibodies (Ab) or immunoglobulins (Ig) are part of mammalian immune system. They
bind to foreign substances in the body – antigens – as a part of the immune response.
Monoclonal antibodies (mAb) are monospecific antibodies, binding to the same epitope,
or target, on the antigen. They are present in mammalian blood, bodily fluids and secretions. Antibodies are classified according to their structure and function to five classes:
G, M, A, D and E. At 75 %, IgG antibodies are the most common type of antibodies in the
human blood [41]. They are additionally divided into four subclasses, with IgG1 (60 %)
and IgG2 (30 %) as the prevailing types. Structure of different subclasses slightly varies
in the hinge region. Several different IgG types are used and explored in this work, with
an example of an IgG1 structure shown in Figure 2.1. Molecular weight of IgGs is around
150 kDa and their molecular size is around 10 nm. They have symmetric structure, comprised of two identical heavy chains (50 kDa) and light chains (25 kDa), connected with
disulfide bonds. Both heavy and light chains have constant (CH and CL) and variable (VH
and VL) parts, divided according to similarity of amino acid sequence between different
antibodies of the same type. Tertiary structure of an IgG consists of three globular regions
- two antigen-binding regions (Fab) and a constant region (Fc). Fab contains the variable
parts with hypervariable regions (or complementary defining regions - CDR) which bind
to the epitope, defining antigen specificity of the antibody. Fc is important for interaction
of the antibody with other parts of the immune system. The serum half-life of IgG1 in
human is about 21 days [42] - this can be mainly attributed to its interaction with the
neonatal receptor FcRn in the mammalian body through the Fc region [43]. This receptor
mediates the transportation of pinocytosed IgGs back to the cell surface, preventing their
proteolytic degradation and extending their half-life by approximately ten times [44].

2.1.2

Protein aggregation

The term protein aggregation is frequently used to summarise two very different phenomena, i.e., the reversible (protein self-association) and the irreversible (proper) aggregation.
Protein self-association denotes the formation of soluble oligomers by means of interactions, comparable in magnitude to thermal energy in the solution. These weak interactions
connect protein molecules in loosely connected networks, which on a macroscopic level
result in increased solution viscosity. On the other hand, irreversible protein aggregation
denotes any irreversible formation of strongly linked aggregates containing up to several
thousand interconnected protein subunits, that could be classified as being soluble and/or
insoluble and prone to precipitation. Both attributes, viscosity and irreversible aggregate
content, are important in development of biopharmaceuticals.
16
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Figure 2.1: Space-filling representation of an IgG1 globule and its wire model (left) compared to the schematic representation (right). Size scale is also shown. Adopted from
[45].
Irreversible Aggregation
Irreversible protein aggregation is a process which spans multiple size scales, from the
nanometre scale of individual protein macromolecules to the visible particles, comprised
of millions of elementary building blocks (i.e., individual proteins). Different methods
must be employed to detect aggregates in different size ranges. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) is used to separate the smallest oligomers. Larger particles (>100 nm) can be
measured with resonant mass measurements (RMM). The largest particles (>1 µm) are
detected by micro-flow imaging (MFI). Because the concentration of visible aggregates
is small, large volumes of samples have to be analysed, but such an amount of material
is usually not readily available in the early development phase. On the other hand, large
particles in biopharmaceuticals are the most immunogenic [46, 47] and also prohibited by
European Pharmacopoeia (EP) and United States Pharmacopeia (USP). The prediction of
their formation under different conditions would greatly contribute to development of the
final drug product formulation. A tool that could describe their assembly from the native
protein monomers and predict their concentration would therefore be a valuable addition
to the biopharmaceutical industry.
Aggregation can be described by Smoluchowski coagulation model, which is a population balance equation [48, 49]. It is a deterministic mean field model which describes
time evolution of the number density of particles as they coagulate based on mass action law. Its basic principal has been applied to polymerization, coagulation of aerosols
and flocculation. Recently, applying the same kinetics to biopharmaceuticals has been
proven highly successful [26, 27, 28, 50, 51]. Aggregation of human IgG under severe
stress conditions has been described in terms of population balance modelling, identifying dominant molecular mechanisms based on bulk aggregation measurements of smaller
oligomers under various stress conditions, such as exposure to acid [29, 30] and elevated
temperature. The effect of various excipients and conditions on the model parameters was
also studied. The connection between bulk measurements of stability parameters and microscopic mechanisms [52, 53] is also crucial in establishing a viable model for prediction
of protein aggregation at the mesoscale.
17
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j so that it does not affect the relevant results. In our work, we have used the following
kernels:
kicj = const.
(
const., i = 1 or j = 1
mono
ki j
=
0, otherwise
kiRLCA
=
j

2kB T (i j)γ 1/df
(i
+ j1/df )(i−1/df + j−1/df )
3η W

(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)

The first kernel, kc , is the simplest with all of its matrix elements set to a constant value.
The equation with this kernel even has an analytical solution [48], and it represents a system where all the particles can interact with the same probability, but does not account
for their diffusivity or reaction cross-section. The second kernel, kmono , only allows the
interaction between two particles if one of them is a monomer. The system described
by this kernel undergoes a simple monomer addition process where monomers are added
one by one to larger particles. When the supply of monomers is depleted, the aggregation process stops. The third kernel (also shown in Figure 2.2), kRLCA , corresponds to
diffusion/reaction limited cluster aggregation. Brownian motion of particles in a solution
is assumed; temperature T and viscosity η are the parameters of the kernel. Parameter
df is the fractal dimension of the clusters and describes the scaling of particle size with
the number of its building blocks. The fractal dimension of a globular particle is df = 3,
and polymers in a good solvent exhibit a fractal dimension of df = 53 . On contact, the
particles coalesce with a finite probability, described by the Fuchs stability ratio W , and
the exponent of the product kernel γ. Fuchs ratio can be computed from the total interaction potential between the primary particles, but is usually determined from the fit
due to complexity of protein-protein interactions [28]. Parameter γ describes the sticking
probability for two colliding aggregates and is proportional to the total number of primary
particle interactions upon their contact. Since the number of primary particles located on
the external surface of a fractal aggregate scales as i1−1/df , γ can be roughly estimated as
γ ≈ 1 − 1/df ,

(2.6)

although various alternative approximations exist [54]. Next, characteristic time of aggregation can be defined as
6ηW
,
(2.7)
τ=
kB T n0
where n0 is an arbitrarily chosen concentration, and unless otherwise stated (when samples of different concentrations are compared), the initial native monomer concentration.
For simpler comparison between kernels, the constants from kicj and kimono
are also set to
j
kB T n 0
6ηW ,

c = kmono = kRLCA .
which makes k11
11
11
In biopharmaceuticals, other mechanisms beside simple coagulation as covered by
Eq.(2.2) are also present. The first one implemented in our model is the initial irreversible
conformational change of the native monomer as the first step of aggregation. This step
represents spontaneous protein unfolding and subsequent misfolding so its hydrophobic
surfaces remain partially exposed. By denoting the native monomer Mnat (corresponding
concentration nnat ), its aggregation prone conformational isomer with A1 (corresponding
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concentration n1 ), and the corresponding rate constant e
k, the Eq.(2.2) can be rewritten as
dnnat (t)
= −e
knnat (t)
dt
dn1 (t)
= e
knnat (t) − k11 n21 (t)
dt
dn2 (t)
= k11 n21 (t) − . . .
dt

(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)

The native monomer is in this case not directly included into the process of aggregation
described by Eq.(2.2) — only through the intermediate state A1 .
The second relevant mechanism is the reversibility of smaller oligomers (i.e., the dissociation of dimers, trimers, tetramers), while larger particles are reported to be irreversible. In order to incorporate the reversibility of dimers, the Smoluchowski approach
needs to be generalised. In the system Eq.(2.2), which describes irreversible aggregation,
the reversibility is incorporated with addition of elements describing fragmentation to the
first equations in the system:
dnnat (t)
= krev n2 (t) − k11 n2nat (t)
dt
dn2 (t)
= −krev n2 (t) + k11 n2nat (t) . . .
dt

(2.11)
(2.12)

In principal, the dimer A2 could break apart into either N or A1 , according to our previous expansion. For simplicity, this model was only used with the original Smoluchowski
model without Eq.(2.8) to show the basic effect of this process on the concentration distribution of the particles. All of the processes listed above are schematically shown in Figure
2.2. Generally, a combination of all these processes contribute to protein aggregation.
In addition to bulk, surfaces and interfaces are also notorious for particle formation
and adhesion [31, 55], but are out of scope of mean field models such as Smoluchowski
equation (however, when left undisturbed, interface contribution to aggregation is significantly reduced [33, 56], and bulk aggregation model is a reasonable approach). The effect
of interfaces on protein solutions under different conditions has been thoroughly investigated. Native proteins were found to adhere to the air-liquid interface and the resulting
film properties were studied with the use of a Langmuir trough [20, 31]. The rate of adsorption to the air-liquid interface was found to directly correlate to the aggregation rate
during shaking stress [32]. Surface rupture and subsequent detachment of the protein film
was identified as a major cause of aggregate formation [33]. Similarly, proteins were also
found to adsorb on liquid-solid interfaces, with abrasion or rinsing of adsorbed protein
leading to subvisible aggregate formation [57, 58]. Formation of protein monolayers in
absence of additional stress was studied rigorously with diverse methods such as atomic
force microscopy and neutron interference [59, 60]. These processes, together with cavitation, are of major importance when studying the stability of formulated protein pharmaceuticals during mechanical stress [61, 62]. The complexity of this combined mechanism
makes it difficult to develop accurate scale down models to emulate real conditions experienced by therapeutic antibodies, such as accidental dropping or transportation [55].
In addition to mechanical stress, the aggregation during freezing and thawing of aqueous
protein solutions is also closely connected to the size and surface area of ice crystals [63].
Formation of larger aggregates can, under most conditions, be prevented with the use of
surfactants. However, surfactants and their degradation products can cause chemical and
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structural degradation of protein molecules. Therefore, the surfactant concentration has
to be balanced between the desirable aggregation prevention and detrimental structureperturbation effects [64].
Reversible self-association and viscosity
Viscosity of protein solutions increases exponentially with concentration due to multiple
noncovalent intermolecular interactions. This results in large transient networks of reversibly associated protein molecules that resist flow and hence exhibit great solution viscosity [65, 66]. This presents a major challenge in formulation development of therapeutic
proteins, such as monoclonal antibodies, despite their rapid development for pharmaceutical use. Highly concentrated (low volume) protein formulations for subcutaneous (SC)
administration are in great demand as an alternative route to low concentration (high volume) formulations that are delivered intravenously. Their development enables at-home
administration by patients using pre-filled syringes [67].
There are several alternative approaches toward SC administration of therapeutic proteins, based on diverse physical and biological principals. One is to circumvent the viscosity issues of concentrated solutions and focus on volume limitations of solutions injected
into the SC space. Such therapeutic mAbs have been coadministered with the enzyme
hyaluronidase, which breaks down hyaluronan in the SC space, thus allowing injections
of larger volumes [68].
Another set of approaches achieving extremely high concentrations is based on precipitation of protein out of solution [69] or creating non-aqueous suspensions of amorphous
protein powder in organic solvents, such as ethanol [70]. Very low viscosities can be
achieved by such methods, but no such products have yet been developed and approved
for the market.
The most common approach, also discussed in this thesis, is to create concentrated but
low-viscosity SC aqueous formulations of mAbs through addition of viscosity-reducing
additives (VRAs) which mitigate attractive protein-protein interactions. They are described in more detail in Section 2.1.5.

2.1.3

Other degradation routes

Proteins are prone to various other protein post-translational modifications, resulting in
degradation of drug quality. Oxidation and fragmentation are researched in the scope of
this thesis.
Methionine residues in the amino-acid sequence of the protein, if exposed to the solvent on the protein surface, are susceptible to oxidation. Fc region (see Figure 2.1/Section 2.1.1) is of particular interest. There are three methionine residues in this region,
the oxidation of which impairs binding to the neonatal receptor FcRn in the body and
consequently reduces the serum half-life in humans. The potency of the drug is thus diminished. In addition, oxidized Fc regions have decreased conformational stability [34].
If oxidized methionine residues are close to (or a part of) the hypervariable region of the
Fab, this can affect target binding, also reducing the potency of the drug. Oxidation of
these residues can occur due to exposure to oxidants during manufacture, purification or
storage.
The peptide bond has an intrinsic exceptional chemical stability - the half-life of compounds containing peptide bonds may span hundreds of years, unless very harsh conditions like extreme pH and high temperature are used. However, cleavage of the peptide
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bond may occur at higher rates when side-chains of few residues are involved in a specific
degradation mechanism [35]. Cleavage of a peptide bond can significantly alter protein
properties, particularly if followed by dissociation of the two protein fragments. Cleavages in the IgG1 upper hinge region, where several specific cleavage sites were identified,
have thus received significant attention. In this region, a single polypeptide connects the
Fab fragment with the rest of the molecule and, thus, a cleavage of the backbone is followed by dissociation of the Fab fragment (Figure 2.1). Cleavage in the hinge region has
significant pH dependence. Typically minimal around pH 6, the cleavage significantly increases both at basic and acidic pH, with different predominant cleavage sites at different
pH conditions. The Fab fragment generated is devoid of any Fc-mediated effector function and has a reduced circulation half time; the Fc-Fab fragment may not be potent at all
if interaction with the target receptor requires both Fab arms. For these reasons, the effect
of hinge region fragmentation on the potency of mAb has to be evaluated as a function of
the mechanism of action.
Susceptibility for chemical modifications in the Fab region is dependent on mAb
amino-acid sequence. These modifications, especially in the CDR (Section 2.1.1) region, can have an effect on the binding and potency, but must be evaluated separately for
each mAb.

2.1.4

Protein interactions

Hard-core repulsion
Under solution conditions where their tertiary structure is stable, proteins tend to have
a well-defined size and shape and behave like solid bodies which cannot interpenetrate.
At short range the interaction between (non-reactive) atoms is strongly repulsive due to
the Pauli exclusion principle. This hard-core steric repulsion is the only contribution to
interaction potential that is essentially independent of the solvent, which is very different
from other main interaction types. For asymmetric particles (e.g., native protein shapes),
the repulsive steric forces are also orientation dependent. Steric forces combined with
conformational entropy are usually the dominating factor in determining how molecules
mutually align in solutions [71, 72, 73]. This effect is more significant at higher protein
concentrations where distances between protein molecules are short.
Van der Waals dispersion interaction
Van der Waals (vdW) interaction is a result of electrodynamic or dispersion forces, arising
from correlated fluctuations of the dipole moments of individual molecules. They are a
result of fluctuations of electromagnetic fields resulting in standing wave patterns between
protein molecules where only certain modes or frequencies of electromagnetic field may
exist [74]. This is in contrast to electrostatic forces where a net charge or a net polarisation
drives the interaction. VdW forces act between the protein molecules and the solvent,
and between the solvent molecules themselves, which makes them dependent on solvent
conditions [24].
The essential physical picture of dispersion interactions between large particles (e.g.,
proteins) is formalised in the Lifshitz theory [75] by solving for the electromagnetic field
due to the presence of molecules or other bodies, where the main quantity that describes
vdW interaction is the frequency dependent dielectric function, ε = ε(iω), at imaginary
frequencies iω. Colloidal particles in condensed media interact between themselves in
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such a way that their properties are changed, which results in a change of their dielectric
spectrum and thus modifies vdW forces. The main assumption in the Lifshitz theory is that
the presence of dielectric discontinues in colloid surfaces modifies the electromagnetic
field spectrum between colloidal particles. Resulting vdW interaction free energy can then
be described as the change of the free energy of harmonic oscillators for all eigenmode
frequencies as a function of separation and temperature T .
The surfaces as well as space between the interacting bodies are dispersive and their
dielectric response depends on the frequencies of the electromagnetic field. The dielectric
function ε(iω) (dispersion spectrum) is given by the Kramers-Kronig transformation [76]:
2
ε(iω) = 1 +
π

Z ∞ 00
ε (ξ )dξ
0

ξ 2 + ω2

,

(2.13)

where ε 00 (ξ ) is the imaginary part of the dielectric response function in real frequency
space ε(ξ ) = ε 0 (ξ ) + iε 00 (ξ ).
To evaluate the magnitude of vdW interaction one has to know ε(iω) , which describes
how well the material responds to electromagnetic field. For two smooth spheres of equal
radii a at center-to-center distance r, the unretarded attractive dispersion potential valid at
relevant small separations is given by [75]:


 a 2 
2
2
AH
+
+ ln 1 − 4
, r > 2a + d0 .
(2.14)
W =−
6 ( ar )2 − 4 ( ar )2
r
Here, d0 is the cut-off distance defining the distance of closest approach corresponding
to the effective hard-core repulsion between atoms or molecules experiencing electronic
orbital overlap. The specific value around d0 = 0.2 nm is normally used as the size of
a typical ion - if the cut-off distance is selected equal to zero it leads to the artificial
divergence of vdW interaction at contact. Above, AH is the Hamaker coefficient and
characterises the magnitude of vdW interaction. It is given by [75]:


ε(iωn ) − εw (iωn ) 2
3kB T
,
(2.15)
AH =
2 ∑
ε(iωn ) + εw (iωn
n
where ε(iω) and εw (iω) are the frequency dependent dielectric permittivities for protein
and solvent, evaluated at imaginary frequencies. The summation is over a discrete set of
boson frequencies [76] ωn = 2π(kB T )n/h̄, where 2π h̄ is the Planck constant. The magnitude of the Hamaker coefficient for two colloidal particles primarily depends on their
chemical composition that sets their overall polarisabilities as the difference in polarisability per unit volume of the solvent and the protein molecule [75, 77].
The value of AH ≈ 3 kB T was experimentally determined for mAbs in an aqueous
solution [78]. Approximating all the mAb domains by spheres with radius a = 2 nm, the
attractive interaction potential between two mAb domains at contact (minimum distance
d0 = 0.2 nm) is approximately 1.5 kB T . This potential falls to one third at a further 0.3
nm of distance (estimated interaction range). This makes vdW interactions weaker and
shorter-ranged than interactions described hereinafter, but they are least specific and are
present between all mAbs in close contact regardless of orientation.
Hydrophobic interactions
Hydrophobic interactions stem from the lack of hydrogen bonds near non-polar surfaces.
Amino acids with hydrophobic side chains are mostly buried inside the protein structure,
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but those present on the protein surface are capable of such interaction with a hydrophobic
residue onthe neighboring protein or another molecule in solution. Furthermore, unfolded
and misfolded proteins expose a large hydrophobic surface to the solvent as one of the
main aggregation drivers. The interaction potential W between two hydrophobic surfaces
of size S placed in water at a distance of d can be described as
W = −2γi HySe−d/dH ,

(2.16)

where γi is the interfacial tension (e.g., 50 mJ/m2 for hydrocarbon interface in water),
Hy is the Hydra parameter (depending on relative surface hydrophobicity, Hy = 1 for
completely hydrophobic surfaces) and dH is the decay length (experimental values between 0.3 nm and 2 nm for various surfaces, including hydrocarbon monolayers) [79].
Estimated energy of hydrophobic interaction between two hydrophobic residues of area
S = 0.1 nm2 (approximate size of a benzene ring) is 10−20 J or approximately 2.5 kB T at
room temperature.
Electrostatic interactions
Since the proteins carry charges in an aqueous solution, there are electrostatic interactions
between them, which affects a number of functional, structural, and dynamic properties.
The average electrostatic potential between charged particles immersed in water can be
described within the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory based on the continuum description
characterised by relative dielectric permittivity of water (ε = 78).
The PB equation describes the electrostatic potential of a charged system in the equilibrium state [80]. The description is based on a colloidal particle immersed in a continuum solvent with a symmetric charge distribution uniformly smeared over its surface. The
surface charged with one sign charge repels equally charged ions in the solvent (co-ions),
while opposite charged ions are attracted (counterions). The resulting distribution of ions
is formed in a double-layer type, which partially screens the total charge of the protein.
Here, we give just the basic aspects of the PB equation. Generalising Gauss’ law in a
constant continuum dielectric, we get the Poisson equation which relates the electrostatic
potential Φ(r) to the charge distribution ρ(r) as
∇2 Φ(r) = −

e
ρ(r)
= −∑
(zi ni (r)) ,
εε0
i εε0

(2.17)

where ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, ε the dielectric constant of the medium (in our
case the host medium of the proteins, which is typically water), e is the elementary charge,
and ni is the number density of ions of valency zi . As each ionic species is (typically) in
thermodynamic equilibrium, the corresponding number density can be assumed to have
the Boltzmann distribution


ezi Φ
0
ni = ni exp −
,
(2.18)
kB T
where n0i is the number density of ions in bulk solution (taken at zero potential), kB is
the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature of the solution. Substituting
Eq.(2.18) into Eq.(2.17), one gets the Poisson-Boltzmann equation [23]:


en0i zi
ezi Φ
2
∇ Φ(r) = − ∑
exp −
.
(2.19)
kB T
i εε0
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Figure 2.3: A three-dimensional representation of electrostatic potential of a mAb with
IEP around pH 8.5. Electrostatic potential isosurfaces are shown (left to right) for pH 3, 5,
8 and 10, where red surfaces indicate the -1 and blue the +1 kB T /e electrostatic potential
contours. Adapted from [45].
The PB theory has its limits of validity. Ions are described as point charges. The ions
are assumed to interact with the average electrostatic field of all neighbours rather than
each neighbour individually. In addition, non-Coulombic interactions, such as overlap of
ion hydration spheres, are not considered, leading to deviations at high concentrations of
ions - when the bulk electrolyte strength is too high (e.g., > 0.2 M) or when the surface is
too highly charged (surface potential exceeding 50 mV) [81]. Even so, biopharmaceutical
solutions in large part fall within these boundaries. The PB equation can be linearised,
and in such a form analytically solved, yielding the Debye (or Debye-Hückel) screening
length. Debye length λD characterises the thickness of the double layer. In a system of N
different species of ions, it is given as:
s
εε0 kB T
.
(2.20)
λD =
0 z2
n
∑N
i=1 i i
The interaction free energy involving two spherical particles at center-to-center distance
r with charge e and radius a within this approximation follows the screened Coulomb
potential:
e2
W=
4πεε0



exp(a/λD )
1 + a/λD

2

exp(−r/λD )
.
r

(2.21)

Protein dissociable surface groups may under suitable pH conditions donate protons
(acidic groups) or accept protons (basic groups), imparting negative or positive charges on
the protein surface, depending on the solution pH. Such dissociation governs the charging
of the protein surface [82]. The pH value where protein net charge is zero is the isoelectric
point (IEP). Three dimensional structure and electrostatic potential surfaces of a mAb in
an aqueous electrolyte solution with 20 mM ionic strength are presented in Figure 2.3.
IEP of this model mAb is around 8.5. At pH 3 we can discern a predominance of positive
charges and at pH 10 a predominance of negative charges. At pH 8, which is near the
IEP of the protein, the positive and negative potentials are evenly distributed. This charge
distribution effects the orientational and radial dependence of interactions especially at
small separations.
Although charge-charge electrostatic interactions are strong in non-polar media, their
magnitude when exposed to water diminishes greatly. In water, formation of ion pairs
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Figure 2.4: Cation-π interaction between a benzene ring and a cation - three-dimensional
(left) and schematic (right) representation.

(i.e., salt bridges) is mostly driven by entropy, usually accompanied by unfavourable (positive) ∆H contributions on account of desolvation of the interacting ions upon association.
Typical energies of salt bridges occurring between amino acids are 10-20 kJ/mol or 3-6
kB T at room temperature [83]. In addition to unfavourable entropic desolvation contribution, electrostatic interactions are further screened by ions in the solution. The range
of electrostatic interactions can be estimated with Debye length. In a typical biopharmaceutical solution, even without the addition of salt, the range of electrostatic interactions
described by Debye length is around 1 nm.

Cation-π interactions
Hydrophobic aromatic structures, such as benzene ring derivatives, present in some amino
acid side chains, account for the majority of hydrophobic surfaces of a protein, but are
capable of another type of interaction. Aromatic structures have a significant electric
quadrupole moment due to the six p-orbital electrons that form electron clouds above and
below the aromatic ring. The attractive interaction between an aromatic structure and a
cation (cation-π interaction) can be mostly described by a charge-quadrupole interaction
[84], shown in Figure 2.4. Charge-quadrupole interactions in non-polar media are much
weaker than charge-charge interactions. Their potential diminishes faster – with ∼ 1/r3
as compared with ∼ 1/r for charge-charge interactions. However, in aqueous media, the
cation-π interaction is comparable to (and potentially stronger than) the formation of salt
bridges. This is due to the fact that salt bridge formation has a high entropic desolvation
penalty for both charged species whereas the cation-π complex would only pay a significant penalty for the cation, since benzene (and other aromatic structures) are hydrophobic
hydrocarbon structures. The resulting interaction energy, depending on relative orientation, is around 20 kJ/mol or 6 kB T for amino group cation (NH+
3 ), typically found in
amino acid side chains [85, 86]. Since cation-π interactions are mostly electrostatic in
nature, their range is also limited to the Debye length of around 1 nm in a typical biopharmaceutical solution.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of attractive potentials between surfaces in a typical biopharmaceutical solution. Van der Waals: Eq.(2.14), a = 2 nm, AH = 3. Hydrophobic: Eq.(2.16),
γi = 50 mJ/m2 , Hy = 1, S = 0.1 nm2 , dH = 0.3 nm. Cation-π and salt bridges: Eq.(2.22),
A = 0.06 kB T /nm3 and 1.1 kB T /nm, λD = 1 nm, n=3 and 1, respectively. The parameters
reflect the values in Table (2.1) upon contact distance of d0 =0.2nm. Thermal energy is
shown as a dashed line for comparison.

Comparison of interactions
Figure 2.5 shows a rough comparison of possible attractive potentials between two protein surfaces or between a protein and an excipient. Hard-core interaction is shown as
an infinite potential at d0 =0.2 nm, which corresponds to two typical radii of interacting atoms/ions on both surfaces. For vdW and hydrophobic interaction, potentials from
Eqs.(2.14) and (2.16) are shown, respectively. The separation d from Eq.(2.16) is interpreted as the distance from contact with d0 already subtracted (or r = d + d0 ). Decay
length dH of 0.3 nm is shown for hydrophobic interaction, as that is also a typical size
of a hydrophobic residues (size of a benzene ring). For both salt bridges and cation-π
interactions, a general form of Eq.(2.21) is taken:

W = −A

exp(−r/λD )
,
rn

(2.22)

with n = 1 for salt bridges and n = 3 for cation-π interactions. Debye length of 1 nm is
shown, corresponding to ionic strength of 100 mM. This form is, however, only a rough
estimation, as entropic desolvation penalty, which is a specific function depending on
both interacting ions/multipoles, is not properly accounted for. On contact, both types of
electrostatic interactions are the strongest, but hydrophobic interaction becomes comparable in strength at larger distances. VdW is the weakest, but the least specific and present
between any surfaces. At surface separation above approximately 0.5 nm, all interaction
potentials are lower in magnitude than thermal energy. Table 2.1 compares the magnitude,
approximate range, and specificity of protein-protein interactions identified in literature.
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Table 2.1: Typical interactions in aqueous protein solutions.
Interaction

Magnitude
(kB T )

Typical
range (nm)

Occurrence

Van der Waals
Hydrophobic
Charge-charge
Cation-π

1.5
2.5
3-6
6

0.3
1
1
1

any surfaces
hydrophobic amino acid side chains
charged amino acid side chains
hydrophobic amino acid side chains and specific cations

2.1.5

Protein formulation components

The conformational as well as colloidal stability of the proteins and consequently their biological functions depend on various solution properties, including pH, temperature and
presence of other molecules in the solution, such as salts and sugars [87, 88, 89, 90]. Even
small changes in these environmental conditions can greatly affect the long-term stability via their impact on hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic interactions, van der Waals
forces and other contributions to the total intra- and inter-molecular potential. Biopharmaceutical formulations reflect protein interactions and degradation profiles. They can
contain several components, each with its own specific role based on intended handling,
storage conditions and administration route.
pH value is the main factor when considering protein stability. It is stabilized with the
addition of buffer – a mixture of a weak acid and its conjugate base, or vice versa. Citric,
succinic or acetic acid in combination with NaOH and histidine or tris in combination
with HCl are some of the most frequently used buffers. The pH of a buffered formulation
changes very little if a small amount of strong acid or base accumulates as an impurity.
The usual buffer concentration in biopharmaceutical products is 10 - 20 mM. Higher
buffer concentrations can cause injection pain associated with high buffering strength and
low formulation pH [91]. Some amino acids (such as histidine) that are part of proteins
also act as buffers under usual storage conditions (pH value around 6). Additional buffer
is thus sometimes not added to highly concentrated protein formulations - mAb solution
at 100 mg/ml has the equivalent buffering capacity to around 20 mM citrate buffer [92].
Salts are used to control protein-protein electrostatic interactions via screening and as
such have a major role in the following work. Ionic strength defines the range of electrostatic forces in the solutions as described in Eq.(2.20) - for monovalent salts,
p Debye length
is numerically given in nanometres at room temperature as λD = 9.6[nm]/ c[mM], where
salt concentration c is given in mM. Furthermore, interaction between proteins and salts
can contain a substantial infusion of non-electrostatic effects, as exemplified by the notion
of the Hofmeister series, originally observed in the context of protein solution precipitation. While various attempts to rationalize the Hofmeister series abound [93], the only
valid consensus seems to be the uncontested role of non-electrostatic interactions in determining the ionic specificity [94, 95].
Viscosity reducing additives (VRAs) in addition to salts are added to highly concentrated protein formulations intended for subcutaneous administration. Viscosity and selfassociation of mAbs can be dominated by only a few specific attractive interaction sites
[96]. The most common approach to create concentrated but low-viscosity aqueous formulations of mAbs is through addition of VRAs which mitigate attractive protein-protein
interactions by binding to these sites. A common class of co-solutes used for viscosity
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reduction (in addition to salts) are organic molecules that interact with aromatic hydrophobic residues on protein surfaces [97, 98, 99, 100, 101]. Such molecules have to include
a soluble and a hydrophobic (or capable of other interaction with a hydrophobic residue,
such as cation-π interaction) moiety. By selectively covering the hydrophobic patches
on the protein and exposing their soluble part they disrupt hydrophobic protein-protein
interactions and prevent undesirable protein alignment. Examples of such molecules can
be found among amino-acids: arginine (Arg), lysine (Lys), histidine (His), proline (Pro)
and others. Many of these molecules are also charged and therefore screen electrostatic
interactions as well. Since different interactions govern viscosity and aggregation, it is
desirable to investigate the effects of co-solutes on viscosity and storage stability simultaneously.
Sugars are often added to formulations of therapeutic proteins as structural stabilizers.
Proteins are preferentially hydrated – addition of sugars to an aqueous solution of a protein results in an unfavourable free energy change. This effect increases with an increase
in protein surface area [102, 103]. Any increase in protein surface area, such as protein
unfolding, is thus penalized, effectively increasing the free energy of denaturation. On
the other hand, protein-protein associations are favoured since they decrease the collective surface area accessible by sugars, increasing viscosity in highly concentrated protein
formulations containing sugars.
Surfactants prevent surface induced protein aggregation during mechanical stress,
such as transportation. Surfactants are amphiphilic organic compounds - they contain
both hydrophobic groups (tails) and hydrophilic groups (heads). They adsorb to the airliquid interface and thus prevent the protein molecules with lower affinity to do the same.
Polysorbates (polyoxyethylene sorbitan monooleates) are most often used as surfactants
in biopharmaceuticals.
Antioxidants can be added to the formulation to mitigate oxidation. Methionine
residues on the protein surface are susceptible to oxidation by forming methionine sulfoxide. This process is further accelerated with the presence of free radicals as impurities
in the solution, either leftover from the production process, leached from primary packaging, or as a result of degradation of formulation components over time. Degradation
of polysorbates in particular can be a source of peroxides during storage of biopharmaceuticals. Pure methionine in amino acid form is the most common antioxidant added
to biopharmaceutical products. Free methionine molecules scavenge the radicals from
the solution and are oxidized in the process, thus protecting methionine residues on the
protein surface.
Chelators are small molecules that bind very tightly to metal ions. Metal ions are
sometimes found in biopharmaceutical products in small concentrations (µm) as impurities leached from primary packaging. They act as catalysts for peptide bond cleavage
that can result in protein fragmentation [35]. EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) or
DTPA (pentetic acid) are sometimes added to the formulation to remove potential metal
ions from the solution.

2.2
2.2.1

Experimental methods
Size exclusion chromatography

Size-exclusion chromatography separates the solutes according to their molecular size
[14, 104, 105]. The SEC apparatus consists of a size exclusion column and a mobile
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phase (an aqueous or organic solution which carries the sample through the column).
The column consists of a hollow tube tightly packed with small porous polymer beads
(stationary phase), ranging in size from a few nanometres to micrometres, which must
not react chemically with the sample. The pores are depressions and channels of different
sizes, which correspond to a range of molecular sizes that can be separated.
In a SEC experiment, a small volume of the sample solution is injected at the top of the
size exclusion column (all at once, as a thin band) while mobile phase continuously flows
through the column. As the solution travels down the column the particles are diluted
throughout the pores. Larger particles cannot enter small pores in the beads and are only
present in the interstitial volume. Smaller particles inevitably diffuse into the porous
volume where the flow of the mobile phase is slower — the smaller the particle, the more
pores it will access while larger particles pass by unobstructed, thus becoming spatially
separated. Larger particles elute faster — their retention volume is smaller. Retention
volume of a particle is the total volume eluted from the column before that particle is
eluted. The filtered solution collected at the end is called the eluate. Every column has a
range of molecular sizes that can be separated. The exclusion limit defines the molecular
size at the upper end of the column range — where molecules are too large to be trapped in
the stationary phase and only travel through the interstitial volume. These molecules are
eluted as a single band when that volume (i.e., void volume) of mobile phase has passed
through the system. The lower end of the range is defined by the permeation limit (also
called the inclusion limit), which defines the molecular size that is so small it penetrates
all pores of the stationary phase. All molecules below this molecular mass also elute as a
single band (i.e., at the same time) when the total column volume of the mobile phase has
passed through the system. In both cases separation will not occur.
The understanding of size exclusion is generally based on the establishment of a thermodynamic equilibrium between the solute in the interstitial volume and the pore volume
[14]. The assumption here is that the flow of the mobile phase through the column is slow
enough for such equilibrium to arise.
The appropriate thermodynamic potential under SEC conditions (equilibrium, constant temperature and pressure) is the Gibbs free energy
G = H − T S,

(2.23)

where H is the enthalpy, T is the absolute temperature and S is the entropy of the solute.
Partition coefficient K of the solute is determined by the change of the solute particle’s Gibbs free energy. Partition coefficient is the ratio of concentrations of a compound
in a mixture of two immiscible phases at equilibrium (in the case of SEC, the ratio of
solute concentrations in the interstitial volume and the pore volume). Such a system of
two phases can be described by using Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, so the partition coefficient can be calculated as [14]


∆H ∆S
+
,
(2.24)
K = exp −
RT
R
where R is the gas constant and ∆H and ∆S are the differences in solute’s enthalpy and
entropy, respectively, of the solute in mobile and the solute in stationary phase. At ideal
SEC conditions, ∆H is equal to zero because the column material should not react chemically with the sample. The only contribution to the Gibbs free energy comes from the fact
that the conformational entropy of a molecule is decreased in the confines of a pore. The
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Figure 2.6: Thermodynamic representation of SEC process. Elution of: (a) totally permeated molecules; (b) partially excluded molecules; (c) totally excluded molecules. VR is
the retention volume of the polymer, V0 is the retention volume which corresponds to the
exclusion limit and Vt is the retention volume which corresponds to the inclusion limit.

appropriate partition coefficient KSEC is then

∆S
.
KSEC = exp
R


(2.25)

The restraint of conformational freedom of a large flexible molecule in the confines of
a pore causes a decrease in entropy. It is this loss in conformational entropy that governs SEC separation — the concentration of large solute molecules inside the pores is
smaller than their concentration in the interstitial volume while smaller molecules remain
unaffected (figure 2.6).

Experimental implementation
Samples were analysed at 40 ◦ C on a Waters ACQUITY UPLC System with a SEC column (200 Å pore size, 1.7 µm bead size and 4.6 mm × 150 mm column dimensions).
Sample load was 0.75 µl. The mobile phase (50 mM sodium dihydrogen phosphate and
400 mM sodium perchlorate, pH 6.0) flow rate was 0.4 mL/min with a total run time of
5 min. If necessary, samples were diluted to 1 mg/ml in 150 mM sodium phosphate, pH
7, and held at 2–8 ◦ C in the autosampler prior to injection. The data was analysed with
Empower 3 software. A standard (IgG at 1 mg/ml) with a known amount of aggregates
was loaded prior and after each set of measurements to ensure the comparability of results
during the course of the experiment. The variability of the relative aggregate content measurement (aggregates/monomer) at described column loading was estimated to be 0.1 %
(absolute value). SEC total protein mass recovery was within measurement error for all
tested formulations before and after stress.
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2.2.2

Dynamic light scattering

Light is sensitive to dielectric properties of the medium. A sample containing particles
will scatter light away from incident direction if the particles have a different index of
refraction from the liquid in which they are dispersed. The interaction between electromagnetic field and the particles (e.g., polymers, colloidal particles) immersed in the
investigated sample can be explained using Maxwell’s equations.
In our biopharmaceutical research, the investigated samples are mostly protein solutions with a concentration of 1 - 100 mg/ml. Considering the typical size of proteins, more
specifically monoclonal antibodies (r ≈ 5 nm), the scattering is in the Rayleigh scattering regime. In this regime the wavelength of incident radiation is much larger than the
particle size. Such particles respond to the incident EM field as oscillating dipoles that
re-radiate EM waves in all directions. If the scatterers are dilute enough, each particle can
be considered as an individual scatterer, as it is not influenced by the radiation from other
particles. Particles in the solution move (Brownian motion) because of thermal fluctuations. The interference pattern of emitted radiation is continuously changing and creates
the fluctuation of scattering intensity I(r,t) randomly in time as a grainy random diffraction or “speckle” pattern. The typical time scale of these fluctuations Tc is connected to
the Brownian motion - the faster the particles move, the faster the intensity fluctuates.
The autocorrelation function of scattering light intensity can be written as
g(2) (q, τ) =

hI(q, 0)I(q, τ)i
,
hI(q)i2

(2.26)

where τ is the time delay between measurements of intensity at a constant position and
q is the scattering vector or the difference between the wave vectors of scattered and
incident light. For time delays much larger than Tc , the correlation is small: we get
limτ→∞ g(2) = 1. For much shorter time delays τ  Tc , we obtain limτ→0 g(2) = 2. Intensity autocorrelation function g(2) is connected to electric field autocorrelation function
g(1) :
g(2) (q, τ) = 1 + g(1) (q, τ)2 .

(2.27)

If Brownian motion of particles in the sample is assumed as a random walk with Gaussian
distribution and mean square displacement ∆R2 ≈ 6Dτ, we get [24]
2

g(1) (q, τ) = e−Dq τ .

(2.28)

Equation 2.28 connects exponential decay of fluctuation correlations and diffusion
constant of the particles D, which is the main quantity measured in a DLS experiment. It
is obtained by fitting of an exponential function to the autocorrelation function g(1) . Magnitude of the scattering vector q depends both on the wavelength λ0 of incident light as
well as detector position. If q ≈ 1/λ0 , we can interpret the characteristic time of autocorrelation function Tc ≈ λ02 /D as the time necessary for the average particle in the sample
to move by approximately one wavelength, changing the phase of scattered light by 2π.
Connection between diffusivity D and hydrodynamic particle radius rH in a monodisperse
solution is given by Einstein-Stokes relation
D=

kB T
,
6πηrH
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Figure 2.7: Principle of dynamic light scattering. (a) Fluctuation of the speckle pattern
due to particle movement. (b) Schematic representation of a typical time dependence of
scattered light intensity. The characteristic timescale Tc as the typical fluctuation time of
scattered light. (c) A typical autocorrelation function.

where η is the solvent viscosity. The equation is valid only for spherical particles, but even
in the case of more complex forms it can serve as a good approximation to determine the
effective size of particles (e.g., proteins).
Dynamic interaction parameter
Measurements of diffusion constant can be used to quantify protein pair interactions. For
dilute protein (or any other solute) solutions, the diffusion constant of the solute changes
linearly as [89]
D = D0 (1 + kD φ ) ,

(2.30)

where D0 is diffusivity of a single solute particle in the solvent and φ is the solute volume
fraction in the solution. The described linear dependence is only accurate if φ  1 - higher
order coefficients of the expansion (e.g., k2 φ 2 + k3 φ 3 + . . . ) are needed to describe large
solute concentration. In practical settings, φ is substituted with mass concentration of the
solvent (unit e.g., g/ml); in this case, kD has a unit of ml/g - that is also how it was evaluated in this work. Dynamic interaction parameter kD is a measure of protein-protein interactions, reflected in their collective motion. Negative values of kD mean slower diffusion
as a consequence of larger protein concentration - in this case, the forces between protein
molecules are net attractive. Positive values of kD mean faster diffusion, indicating net
repulsive interactions, resulting in better colloidal stability of protein molecules. Its value
is affected by various factors. They can be divided to direct intermolecular interactions
(e.g., electrostatic, vdW, hard-core) and indirect hydrodynamic interactions (described by
Oseen equations of motion). Dynamic interaction parameter is closely connected to second virial coefficient B22 , which qualitatively describes particle pair interactions and can
be derived from the virial expansion of the pressure of a many-particle system [78, 89],
but accounts for both the direct intermolecular interactions (described by B22 ), as well
as for the hydrodynamic interactions. By decomposing both contributions and summing
over all hydrodynamic interactions (Oseen approximation), and assuming that the diffusive particles behave as hard spheres, kD can be expressed analytically as [106]
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HS
= 0.39BHS
kD
22 Mm ,

(2.31)

where BHS
22 is the second virial coefficient of hard spheres with radius a and molecular
mass Mm [89]:
BHS
22 =

16πNA a3
.
2
3Mm

(2.32)

A comprehensive derivation of Eq.(2.31) can be found in [45].
Experimental implementation
The samples for dynamic light scattering measurements (DLS) were prepared in Greiner
half area 96-well microplates with the sample volume of 60 µl per well. A dilution series consisting of six samples per formulation in the protein concentration range from 1
mg/ml to 10 mg/ml was used to determine the dynamic interaction parameter kD . The
Wyatt DynaPro Plate Reader II instrument was used for determination of diffusion coefficient of the dilution series for which kD was determined with the use of Eq.(2.30). The
measurement was performed at 5 ◦ C to prevent sample evaporation.

2.2.3

Thermal denaturation of proteins

Thermal denaturation is measured via differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). DSC is a
thermoanalytical technique used to measure the enthalpy of phase transitions or dynamic
changes (e.g., glass transitions) in a sample [107, 108]. This can be achieved by measuring the difference in heat applied to two identical cells, as a function of temperature,
where one cell is filled with the sample (e.g., containing protein) and the second with a
blank (e.g., solution without the protein). The cells are heated at identical rates and the
difference in applied heat corresponds to the difference in heat capacities of cells contents,
which is equal to heat capacity of the protein. If we denote ∆P as the power difference of
both heating elements, the protein heat capacity Cp can be calculated as
Cp =

∆P
dT
dt

.

(2.33)

The transition in the conformation of the protein is detected as a sharp increase of its heat
capacity. Both transition temperature and total transition enthalpy can be determined from
the measurement.
Experimental implementation
The samples for calorimetric measurements were prepared in VP-CapDSC microplates.
The sample volume was 400 µl per well at a protein concentration of 1 mg/ml. The
measurements were performed with a Microcal Autosampler DSC. The samples were
heated from 25 ◦ C to 95 ◦ C at a heating rate of 60 ◦ C per hour. The data was analysed
with MicroCal VP-Capillary DSC Automated Analysis software.
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2.2.4

Chemical denaturation of proteins

Proteins unfold in the presence of certain chemicals, called denaturants. Both chemically
and thermally denatured final states were shown to be unordered amino acid chains almost completely devoid of secondary and tertiary structure, with method and denaturant
type having little effect on the final state [12, 109]. Urea and guanidine hydrochloride
(GuHCl) are used as preferred denaturants, although their mechanism of action is not
thoroughly explained [109]. The Gibbs energy of protein chemical denaturation has been
experimentally shown to follow a linear dependence on denaturant concentration [110]:
∆G = ∆G◦ − mc,

(2.34)

where ∆G◦ is the Gibbs energy of stability of the protein at zero denaturant concentration,
c is denaturant concentration and m value is as an empirical parameter, characteristic for
individual proteins and has been shown to be correlated with the change in solvent accessible surface area of the protein during denaturation [110]. A common way to determine
the ratio between folded and unfolded proteins in the sample is via tryptophan fluorescent response. Tryptophan residues in the protein molecule absorb photons at λex = 280
nm and emit them in a range between λem1 = 300 nm and λem2 = 350 nm, depending
on the polarity of their environment. During unfolding, their environment changes from
hydrophobic (protein centre) to hydrophilic (water). Fluorescent response, denoted as I,
thus caries the information about the ratio of folded and unfolded proteins. The whole
equation linking Gibbs free energy to fluorescent response, used in this work, is based on
Eq.(2.34) and is similar to the one used in [111]:
IN + kc + ID e−

∆G◦ −mc
RT

,
(2.35)
∆G◦ −mc
1 + e− RT
where IN and ID are the fitted fluorescent responses of completely native and denatured
states, respectively, k is the empirical parameter describing the initial drift of fluorescent
response before the denaturation event (similar to [111], where the drift occurred after the
denaturation), and R is the gas constant.
I=

Experimental implementation
Urea and guanidine hydrochloride were used as denaturants. Each ∆G value was determined with 24 individual fluorescence measurements, with denaturant concentration
varying from 0 to 5 M (GuHCl) or 10 M (urea) in equal increments. Tryptophan fluorescence was triggered with excitation wavelength of 280 nm and measured with plate reader
Infinite 200. The maximum response was determined to be around 323 nm for folded proteins (predominantly non-polar environment) and around 340 nm at maximum denaturant
concentration (predominantly polar environment). A ratio of intensities I323 /I340 was
therefore defined as the fluorescent response I. Eq.(2.35) was fitted to the data. In samples where multiple unfolding events occurred, ∆G was determined with a fit to the first
transition.

2.2.5

Resonant mass measurement

Resonant mass measurement (RMM) is a microfluidic technique used to detect and count
sub-visible and sub-micron particles in a sample [15]. The principle relies on having
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a mechanically resonating cantilever with a microfluidic channel embedded in its surface. When a particle flows through the channel, it changes the cantilever’s resonating
frequency, thus indicating the particle’s buoyant mass.
Experimental implementation
An Archimedes system (Affinity Biosensors) controlled by ParticleLab version 1.20 software was used. The system was flushed for several minutes with purified water and builtin (“sneeze”) operations prior each sample. The sample solution was then loaded for 30 s.
Limit of detection was determined in automatic LOD (limit of detection) mode. Samples
of 150 nl were analysed. The particles were assumed to be globular with protein density of 1.32 g/ml for particle size estimation. Protein particles in the estimated size range
between 200 nm and 2 µm could be detected in this experimental set-up.

2.2.6

Micro-flow imaging

Micro-flow imaging (MFI) is a flow microscopy technology, where bright field images
are captured in successive frames as a continuous sample stream passes through a flow
cell. The stream is centred in the field-of-view of a custom magnification system with a
well-characterised and extended depth-of-field. High speed flash illumination is used to
capture successive images of the passing sample. The flash is synchronized with a high
shutter speed in the camera to further prevent motion blur. Since depth of field decreases
exponentially with increasing magnification, the depth of the flow cell must be narrowed
significantly with higher magnifications. The combination of system magnification and
flow cell depth determines the accuracy of concentration measurement. The system software extracts particle images by using a gray scale thresholding process to identify pixel
groups which define each particle. Successive frames, each containing many particle images, are analysed by the software [16].
Experimental implementation
A Micro-Flow Imaging system (MFI5100, ProteinSimple), equipped with a silane-coated
flow cell (400 µm, 1.6 mm) and controlled by the MFI View System Software (MVSS)
version 2 was used for flow imaging microscopy analysis. The system was flushed with
5 ml of ultrapure water (UPW) from UltraPURELAB Chorus 2 water system before each
measurement. The background particle count was determined by flowing UPW. Before
measurement, samples were opened, degassed at 950 mbar for 20 min and homogenized
(rotated 10 times over the cap). Immediately afterwards, 1.5 ml of each sample was
pipetted out of the vial and analyzed at a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min and a camera frame rate
of 3 frames per second. Flow cell was flushed with 0.7 ml of pre-run sample volume, and
the remaining 0.7 ml was analysed. The diameter of a sphere with the same cross-section
area as the particle (equivalent circular diameter - ECD) was calculated by the software
from all the images for all the measured particles and presented as a measure of particle
size. Particles larger than 2 µm could be detected in this experimental set-up.

2.2.7

Viscosity of liquids

Dynamic viscosity (hereinafter: viscosity) is a property of fluids exhibiting shear forces
in a non-uniform flow. It is described by Newton’s law of viscosity:
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Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of non-Newtonian behaviour of liquids. y axis represents shearing stress τsh (unit Pa) and x axis shear velocity (unit s−1 ). Slope represents
viscosity.

τsh = η

∂v
,
∂y

(2.36)

where τsh is the shearing stress (i.e., shear force per unit area of the plane perpendicular to
the ﬂow) and ∂∂ vy is local shear velocity. For gases, water and many common liquids, the
viscosity is independent of shear velocity (Newtonian ﬂuids). However, there are many
non-Newtonian ﬂuids that deviate from this behaviour (see Figure 2.8) - their viscosity is
either increasing (shear thickening) or decreasing (shear thinning) with shear rate.
Because of shear forces, pressure has to be applied to a ﬂuid in order for it to ﬂow
through a channel of ﬁnite dimensions. The Hagen-Poiseuille equation describes the required pressure difference Δp between both ends of the channel as a function of volumetric ﬂow rate Q through a channel with a circular cross section:
8ηLQ
,
(2.37)
πr4
where η is the viscosity, L is the channel length and r is the channel radius. Equation fails
in the limit of low viscosity or wide/short pipe causing turbulent ﬂow. The equation is
applicable for viscosity measurements in microﬂuidic circuits - an analytical expression
for rectangular slits can also be derived. In a viscosity measurement, pressure is applied to
a channel ﬁlled with the investigated sample. The channel must have suitable dimensions
so laminar ﬂow in achieved - Reynolds number Re = ρvr
η , where ρ is the ﬂuid density and
v ﬂow speed, must be lower than 1. By measuring ﬂow rate and pressure drop along the
channel, viscosity of the sample can be determined. The Hagen-Poiseuille equation can
also be applied to ﬂow through a hypodermic needle.
Viscosity in liquids on a molecular level is a consequence of intermolecular forces between the shearing planes moving relatively one to another. In a colloidal suspension (e.g.,
protein solution), these forces stem both from hydrodynamic origin as well as colloidal
pair interactions. There are no simple but correct expressions for relating viscosity to
molecular interactions in liquids and colloidal suspensions [112]. Calculating the viscosity of a dense liquid from molecular point of view currently requires the use of molecular
dynamics computer simulations. In the limit of inﬁnite dilution, however, where interaction between suspended particles can be ignored, only the ﬂow ﬁeld of solvent around
each individual particle contributes to viscosity, so viscosity at low volume fractions of
suspended particles increases linearly with their concentration. This is described by inΔp =
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trinsic viscosity, defined as

η − η0
φ →0 η0 φ

[η] = lim

(2.38)

where η and η0 are viscosity values of suspension and pure solvent, respectively, and φ
is the (dimensionless) volume fraction of suspended particles. Intrinsic viscosity of hard
spheres can be analytically expressed and equals 5/2 [113].
Particle pair interactions can no longer be ignored with increasing concentration. Suspensions also generally start to exhibit non-Newtonian behaviour with increasing concentration of suspended particles. For a hard sphere suspension, this transition occurs at
φ ≈ 0.25 [114, 115]. Nevertheless, empirical formulas can be used to describe viscosity of rigid particles interacting mostly via steric hard-core repulsion. Mooney equation
[116, 117, 118] is often used in a biophysical setting:
!
[η]φ
.
(2.39)
η = η0 exp
φ
1 − φmax
Here, φmax is the maximum effective packing fraction of the particles where flow is inhibited. This depends solely on particle geometry and equals approximately 0.64 for random
packing of hard spheres. Particle pair interactions cause deviations of colloidal suspension
behaviour from Eq.(2.39).
In practical settings, φ in Eqs.(2.38) and (2.39) is usually substituted with solute mass
concentration c. Intrinsic viscosity then has units of inverse concentration (e.g., ml/g).
Experimental implementation
Viscosity was measured on a RheoSense VROC (Viscometer-Rheometer-on-a-Chip) instrument using microfluidic technology. A chip with a 2 mm × 50 µm × 13 mm rectangular slit microfluidic channel was used. All viscosity measurements were done at 25 ◦ C.
The shear rate was varied in the range between 2000 s−1 to 6000 s−1 so that the pressure
in the channel was equal for all measurements. The protein solutions were measured to
be Newtonian in that range beforehand - the viscosity in this range changed by 0.2 cP or
about 1 % (absolute sample viscosity was around 15 cP).
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Selected physico-chemical properties of
mAbs
Protein stability and consequently the biological function of the protein depends on various solution properties, including pH, temperature and ionic strength. Conformational
stability of the protein is a result of large opposing forces, which stem from hydrophobic
interactions, hydrogen bonds, Van der Waals forces and electrostatic interactions. Small
changes in environmental conditions – such as charge, electric potential, temperature, pH
– greatly affect the stability of the protein native state as well as intra- and inter-molecular
forces. The stability of protein molecules in native conformation can additionally be enhanced with the addition of specific stabilizers into drug formulation such as salts for control of electrostatic interactions, sugars, which increase the free energy of denaturation,
or methionine as an antioxidant. Different physical properties of monoclonal antibodies
and other proteins can be measured as indicators of stability, and can to some extent even
be used as predictors of aggregation propensity [37]. Among them, melting temperature
is used as an indicator of conformational stability. Higher conformational stability means
that a smaller portion of the protein is in the unfolded state and therefore susceptible to
aggregation. The second virial coefficient B22 or dynamic interaction parameter kD can
perform as colloidal stability indicators, with results linking them closely to solubility,
precipitation and crystallization of the protein.
In this chapter, we study the physical properties of several monoclonal antibodies of
various IgG types (1, 2 and 4) and present results on physical and chemical non-specific
protein degradation routes. Isoelectric point (IEP) of mAbs 1-5 is between pH 8 and 9,
and between 6 and 7 for mAbs 6 and 7. Diverse formulation conditions are included. The
buffers used in this chapter are common buffers used in various drug substance production
and purifications steps as well as long-term storage. Comprehensive studies of monovalent, divalent and trivalent ions with cosmotropic and chaotropic are presented in literature
[119] – the aim of this study is to quantify the variability between various mAbs and variability that can be achieved in quality parameters by changing formulation conditions
for any single mAb. Protein-protein interactions are quantified with dynamic interaction
parameter kD . Conformational stability is determined via chemical and thermal denaturation. Degradation was accelerated with temperature stress conditions at 40 ◦ C, providing
a reasonable compromise between sufficiently accelerated degradation and similarity to
the degradation profile at realistic long-term storage conditions at 5 ◦ C. Such temperature
stress conditions are common in a biopharmaceutical setting, and were used in most experiments in this thesis. Aggregation and fragmentation were measured with SEC. Both
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degradation pathways reduce the potency of mAbs, with aggregation in addition increasing the chance of immune response in the patient. Oxidation of the methionine residues
common to all mAbs was measured via affinity of Fc region to protein A. Oxidation also
reduces potency by significant reduction of the serum circulation half-life [44].
More broadly, we are looking into general properties of monoclonal antibodies and
their solutions and setting the framework for more detailed studies in the following sections of the thesis. The examples are shown on various mAbs but all the conclusions
in this section are general for all 7 mAbs. The results from this chapter are (partially)
published in [37].

3.1

Experimental methods

Seven therapeutic proteins - six monoclonal IgG1s (mAb 1-5, IEPs between pH 8 and
pH 9, mAb 6, IEP around pH 6) and one fusion protein (mAb 7, IEP around 6.7) were
provided by Lek Pharmaceuticals d.d.. Subsets of this group of proteins were also used
in experiments presented in all subsequent chapters. The mAbs were provided in various
buffers and concentrations. All were dialysed into additionally purified water (PURELAB Chorus) and then compounded into their final formulations. Where required for kD
measurement, protein stocks were further concentrated in amicon tubes (Amicon Ultra
centrifuge filter unit, 10, 30 or 50 kDa MWCO).
A detailed list of used buffers is presented in Table 3.1. pH was varied in a broad
range from 3 to 9. Additionally, NaCl (total ionic strength ranging from 10 mM to 250
mM) and stabilizers mannitol, trehalose and methionine (up to 100 mM) were included.
Table 3.1: Buffers with corresponding pH values used in this chapters. Buffers were
prepared at 25 ◦ C.
Buffer

pH (25 ◦ C)

Acetate
Aconitate
Adipate
Arginine
Ascorbate
Aspartate
BisTRIS
Citrate
Histidine
Maleate
MES
Phosphate
Succinate
Tartrate
TRIS

4, 5, 5.5
5
5, 5.5, 6
8
5
4, 5
6, 7
3, 4, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7
5.5, 6, 6.5
5.5, 6
5.5, 6, 6.5
6.5, 7, 8
5, 5.5, 6
5
8, 9
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3.2

Physical properties

Electrostatic forces show the greatest dependence on pH (Figure 2.3). Protein-protein interactions as measured via kD are repulsive at pH values far from the IEP where proteins
are highly charged and electrostatic repulsion is dominant, become lesser in magnitude
and even become attractive as pH value nears the IEP point. This attraction is in part due
to electrostatic multipole interactions. Figure 3.1a shows dependence of protein-protein
interactions on pH for mAb 4. The formulations presented in the graph consist of various
buffer systems with different ionic strengths. Figure 3.1b shows a more detailed look at
the interactions around IEP for mAb 7. Salt (50 mM NaCl) was added to the buffer.
Increased ionic strength screens both the contributions from monopolar repulsive interactions as well as attractive multipolar interactions which become increasingly dominant
near IEP. Therefore, depending on formulation pH and protein surface charge distribution, addition of salts can either promote attraction, repulsion or have net zero effect on
protein-protein interactions. With electrostatic interaction stripped away, the contribution
of other, net attractive interactions (e.g., hydrophobic) with low dependence on pH is revealed. For mAb 7, the magnitude of these interactions is comparable to the estimated
hard sphere repulsion. As seen in Figure 3.2a, protein-protein interactions decay exponentially with increasing ionic strength. Various buffers around pH 6 are again included.
The decay constant or characteristic ionic strength is around 30 mM (corresponding to
Debye length - Eq.(2.20) - of 1.8 nm) and is similar for all mAbs (Figure 3.2b). The scattering of dynamic interaction parameter around the fit is larger than the measurement error
and is due to specific protein-buffer interactions. The differences in asymptotic values are
several times larger in magnitude than hard-sphere interaction contribution. Hydrophobic, van der Waals, and other interactions, have a larger impact on the overall colloidal
stability than hard-core repulsion alone.
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Figure 3.1: Dynamic interaction parameter in various buffers (Table 3.1) as a function of
pH, for (a) mAb 4 (IEP around pH 8.5) and (b) mAb 7 (IEP around pH 6.7). Colour tone
denotes ionic strength of the formulation. With high ionic strength, electrostatic interactions are screened, leaving other, non pH dependent contributions (blue dashed lines).
Near IEP, the net electrostatic effect shifts from repulsive to attractive. Calculated hard
sphere repulsive contribution is shown by grey dashed line for comparison of magnitude.
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Figure 3.2: Effect of ionic strength on protein-protein interaction. (a) Exponential decay of kD with ionic strength for selected mAbs. The scattering around the ﬁt is due to
speciﬁc protein-buffer interactions. The differences in asymptotic values are due to nonelectrostatic interactions. (b) Characteristic ionic strength (decay constant) for various
mAbs. All mAbs show a decay constant of around 30 mM.
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Figure 3.3: Free energy ΔG of tertiary structure as determined by chemical denaturation
for mAb 2 (IEP around 8.5). (a) ΔG of ﬁrst unfolding event as a function of pH reaches
a plateau near IEP. Error bars represent estimated uncertainty of ﬁt. (b) Schematic representation of the ﬁt to the ﬂuorescence data at pH 4.
Free energy of tertiary structure denaturation is quantiﬁed via chemical denaturation.
Multiple unfolding events can be discerned in some measurements. Figure 3.3 shows
an exemplary ﬁt and free energy of ﬁrst denaturation of mAb 2 as a function of pH.
Conformational stability of this protein increases with a rate of approximately three kB T
per pH unit at low pH values – with it, the number of denatured proteins in thermodynamic
equilibrium in the solution is decreased e−ΔG/kB T ≈ ten times. Conformational stability
reaches a plateau near the IEP, which differs for different mAbs (Figure 3.4). This is,
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of denaturation energies (ﬁrst detected unfolding event) for various mAbs at pH 6. ΔG varies from 5 kB T to 25 kB T . Error bars represent estimated
uncertainty of ﬁt.
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Figure 3.5: Characterisation of mAb 2 conformational stability via thermal denaturation. (a) A schematic representation of a thermogram showing denaturation of various
mAb regions. (b) Melting temperature increase by trehalose. (c) Melting temperatures of
CH2 and Fab regions at different ionic strengths. Marker size denotes the region. Ionic
strength effect, seen from comparison of dashed lines, is destabilizing at low pH values
and switches to stabilizing near IEP.
however, not necessarily directly reﬂected in aggregation propensity of the mAb, since
aggregation is a sum of multiple factors, including the reactivity of denatured state (in turn
dependent on amino acid sequence) and electrostatic screening conditions in the solution
dictating colloidal stability.
Due to high measurement variability of chemical denaturation method, effects of different excipients on conformational stability are qualitatively determined via differential
scanning calorimetry. The methods show qualitatively similar results when measuring
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dependence of stability on pH. Up to three different phase transitions can be detected
with DSC, corresponding to CH2 region, Fab and CH3, respectively (Figure 3.5a). The
denaturation temperatures of CH2 and Fab regions are shown in Figure 3.5c as a function
of pH in different conditions. CH2 region denatures at a lower temperature than Fab for
all tested mAbs at low pH values. With increasing pH, both regions denature simultaneously. For this mAb, this happens above pH 6 (similarly for other mAbs, in the pH range
5-7). Increased ionic strength has a significantly destabilizing effect at low pH values.
Addition of 150 mM NaCl is roughly equivalent to lowering the pH value for one and
has a similar effect on both protein regions. Nearing the IEP and beginning around pH 6,
increased ionic strength actually increases the thermal stability. The effect of sugar is less
pronounced and shows low dependence on pH. Sugar effect at pH 6 is shown in Figure
3.5b. Data for trehalose is shown, but mannitol and sucrose have a similar effect. Sugars
up to 200 mM concentration, which is a typical maximum concentration in biologics’
formulations, have a relatively low impact on melting temperature compared to pH and
ionic strength - less than 1 ◦ C increase.

3.3

Overview of degradation routes

Figure 3.6a shows aggregation dependence on pH for mAb 4 with fitted function (third
order polynomial – Occam’s razor approach) to guide the eyes. The protein was subjected
to elevated temperature (40 ◦ C) for one month. Protein concentration is low – 1 mg/ml
(more about impact of protein concentration on aggregation in Chapter 4). As schematically shown in Figure 3.6b, conformational stability reaches a maximum near the IEP,
where colloidal stability is at its minimum. Proteins are physically most stable at pH
around two units away.
The aggregation dependence on ionic strength can be qualitatively predicted, either
based on conformational (Figure 3.5) or colloidal stability (Figure 3.1), or perhaps a combination of both. Presence of ions decreases both conformational and colloidal stability at
low pH values far away from the IEP. This effect is less and less pronounced as pH nears
the IEP, with the qualitative crossover to stabilization at roughly one or two pH units away
from IEP. Aggregation shows a similar trend. The results for other mAbs are similar (data
not shown). Aggregation is severely increased at low pH values at high ionic strength
conditions, and even slightly mitigated for this mAb near the IEP. The optimal pH conditions for physical stability can therefore generally be shifted with addition of salts, which
stabilize the protein near the IEP but promote aggregation far away.
At low pH values, conformational stability is assumed as the rate-limiting factor of
aggregation, as schematically shown in Figure 3.6b. Aggregation and melting temperature correlate well for multiple mAbs, as shown in Figure 3.7. Only formulations with
pH value lower than 6 are included. Correlation with conformational stability alone becomes less pronounced and disappears at higher pH values, where conformational stability as determined from thermal denaturation plateaus, and other aggregation mechanisms
evidently become more pronounced. All mAbs show a similar qualitative aggregation
dependence on melting temperature of Fab region - denaturation of this region was already shown to be closely connected to aggregation, more so than the denaturation of
CH2 region [120].
The combined results for all measured degradation routes are summarized in Figure
3.8. The figure is based on median values of mAbs 1-5, subjected to temperature stress
(40 ◦ C). Protein concentration is again 1 mg/ml – ratio of impacts is expected to vary
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Figure 3.6: Aggregation profile of mAb 4. (a) Relative aggregate content as determined
by SEC after one month at 40 ◦ C. Colour tone denotes ionic strength of the formulation.
Ionic strength promotes aggregation below pH 6 and has net zero or even beneficial effect
at higher pH values. (b) Schematic overlay of protein stability and aggregation profile.
Aggregation is minimal when colloidal and conformational stabilities are balanced and
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of degradation route contributions after 1 month at 40 ◦ C, based
on mAbs 1-5 (IEPs around 8.5). (a) Stacked median values of all degradation route measurements for each pH. (b) A detailed comparison at pH 6, with error bars corresponding
to data variability. Aggregation results are shown for protein concentration of 1 mg/ml,
but the error bar also includes the projection at 150 mg/ml. Based on protein concentration and other formulation conditions, aggregation can have the lowest or the highest
impact on overall degradation profile, as seen from the extent of the error bar as compared
to both other degradation pathways.

with storage conditions (temperature) and protein concentration, with aggregation having a much larger impact with increasing protein concentration, while other degradation
mechanisms are mostly concentration independent. The cross-section of the graph at pH
6 is shown in Figure 3.8b, with the error bars corresponding to variability of solution
conditions. Since aggregation is much more pronounced at high protein concentrations,
the corresponding error bar also includes samples with protein concentrations of up to
150 mg/ml from later chapters. Based on protein concentration, aggregation can have
the lowest or the highest impact on overall degradation profile from the three shown general degradation routes. High variability of fragmentation comes in part also due to poor
resolution of fragments from native monomers by SEC, well known from literature [35] other measurement methods with better resolution, such as gel and capillary electrophoresis, not used in this section, are appropriate orthogonal methods for determination of
fragment content. The most significant effect on oxidation comes from the addition of
methionine, which acts as an antioxidant and prevents oxidation of methionine residues
in the protein structure by scavenging the free radicals (e.g., peroxides generated during
degradation of certain excipients). Oxidation under tested conditions can be reduced by
more than half in the presence of 100 mM antioxidant.
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3.4

Discussion

This work is a contribution towards determining and understanding of the complexity of
the protein aggregation and degradation phenomena, which is a crucial for robust manufacturing of safe biologics. pH is the main driver of protein aggregation, fragmentation
and oxidation, affecting protein stability via its effect on charge distribution and chemical
reaction rates. At low pH values, proteins have very low conformational stability. A large
fraction of proteins are denatured and thus more susceptible for aggregation. At higher pH
values near the IEP (usually between 6-9 for therapeutic mAbs), strong attractive proteinprotein interactions in the absence of electrostatic repulsion promote aggregation. On
macroscopic level, viscosity of the solution greatly increases — viscosity is discussed in
greater detail in Chapter 6. Ionic strength also affects both conformational and colloidal
stability. It has the greatest effect near both pH extremes. At low pH, it reduces conformational stability of proteins and screens repulsive monopolar electrostatic interactions.
Near IEP, the effect is reversed, stabilizing the structure and reducing attractive multipolar interactions. Its effect at representative conditions in biopharmaceutical solutions can
be roughly comparable to pH shift of one unit. Steric stabilizers such as sugars have a
smaller effect on conformational stability, which is not clearly reflected in aggregation
reduction at low protein concentration as measured in this section – their effect is shown
in greater detail in the following sections.
In this chapter, we identified aggregation as potentially the most detrimental among
the three shown general degradation routes. More importantly, it is most influenced by
pH and other formulation conditions, making it the main topic in the following chapters.
Despite major advancement in the knowledge on of protein aggregation and in the protein
aggregation characterisation techniques, there are few robust ways for high throughput
determination and prediction of protein aggregation. High throughput low volume methods for prediction of aggregation propensity via measurement of stability parameters as
demonstrated in this work could be applied in early drug product formulation development, enabling fast screening of wide formulation space at low consumption of protein
material. This approach would then be followed by in-depth accelerated stability studies
of selected top-performing formulations.
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Chapter 4
Aggregation dynamics of selected mAbs
A key requirement for an accelerated stress stability screening of a pharmaceutical product is to ensure drug stability during storage, which in turn ensures the quality and consistency of the drug, and safeguards patients from harmful exposure to untested or undertested substances. From a commercial perspective, 18 months is frequently the minimally
acceptable shelf life due to the time required for production, packaging, and distribution.
During this period of time, strict boundaries on degradation and active loss are in place
by pharmacopeias. By contrast, initial stability screenings at elevated temperature, which
play a significant role in formulation selection, take a couple of months at most. The best
formulations are selected by ranking approach based on their degradation profiles and for
biologics, the aggregation constitutes a major degradation route. Therefore, mechanisms
of aggregate formation on all size scales are of major importance for the pharmaceutical
industry, since they are crucial for designing stable biopharmaceutical drugs.
In this chapter, we study aggregation dynamics of three IgG1 monoclonal antibodies – mAb 1, 2, and 3. These proteins exhibit different aggregation pathways, covering the common processes observed in biopharmaceuticals. Two monoclonal antibodies
were subjected to elevated temperature conditions, and the third was used to study reversibility of smaller oligomers after dilution. For elevated temperature, 40 ◦ C was used
because it is much lower than denaturation temperature of both antibodies at specified
conditions (data not shown). The results are therefore representative of long-term stability of biopharmaceuticals. Measurements of aggregation covered a broad size range
from nanometres to micrometres with a combination of size exclusion chromatography,
resonant mass measurement and micro-flow imaging. Experimental data were interpreted
with Smoluchowski coagulation equation as a model for protein aggregation on all size
scales from smaller oligomers to visible particles, consisting of hundreds of thousands of
protein monomers. Implementation of size binning [121, 122] was crucial for achieving
such particle sizes. The system of equations was also modified to describe some additional
phenomena, beside simple coagulation, that have been observed [123] in the aggregation
in biopharmaceuticals. The additional phenomena include a conformational change of the
native protein state as the first step of aggregation and reversibility of smaller oligomers.
A computational model based on a Runge-Kutta integrator was used to solve the differential equations. First, we explain basic aggregation mechanisms and parameters that can
be deduced from measurements of smaller oligomers. Later, we move on to formation of
mesoscopic and microscopic particles and explore the effect of physical parameters, like
Fuchs stability ratio and aggregate fractal dimension, on the corresponding aggregation
dynamics. But the benefits of such a model go far beyond simple explanatory purposes.
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By further understanding the link between actual solution properties, such as temperature
and pH, to the model parameters, the model could be used to predict the formation of particles of various sizes, from oligomers on nanometre scale, to larger, more immunogenic
particles. The results from this chapter are published in [38].

4.1

Experimental methods

mAb 1 was provided in 25 mM citrate buffer at pH 6.5. It was concentrated (Amicon
Ultra centrifuge filter unit, 50 kDa MWCO) and then diluted with 25 mM citrate buffer
and sucrose (Sigma) to produce 6 formulations at 1, 10 and 50 mg/ml with and without
200 mM sucrose. The formulations were aliquoted (volume of 1.7 ml) into Sarstedt Micro
tubes, 2 ml, and incubated at 40 ◦ C. SEC, RMM and MFI measurements were performed
every week for 2 months. Prior to MFI and resonant mass measurements, the samples
were degassed at 940 mbar for 20 min and homogenised (rotated 10 times). mAb 3 was
provided in histidine buffer at pH 6. The buffer was exchanged to 20 mM sodium citrate
(Citric acid, Merck), pH 7. Six samples with concentrations from 10 mg/ml to 60 mg/ml
were prepared and aliquoted into Nunc 0.5 ml cryobank vials and incubated at 40 ◦ C. SEC
measurements were performed before incubation and after one and two months of incubation. mAb 2 was provided in phosphate buffer at concentration of 63 mg/ml. The protein
sample was unstressed with the exception of freezing after purification and thawing before
the experiment. All of the aggregates were already present at the start of the experiment.
The thawed sample was stored at 5 ◦ C for a month to reach an equilibrium state, and then
diluted to 1 mg/ml with purified water and stored back at 5 ◦ C. SEC measurements were
performed several times in the course of next week.
In our biopharmaceutical studies, the size range of aggregates spans many orders of
magnitude. The largest particles are aggregates built from thousands, even millions of
individual protein molecules, whereas we fully need also the information about the single
proteins. To accurately simulate the Smoluchowski dynamics up to the particle of size
An , a system consisting of n differential equations with approximately n terms each has to
be solved in every time step, yielding a time complexity of O(n2 ). The sectional or sizebinning approach is therefore usually advocated for solving problems where the number
of building blocks in individual particles spans multiple orders of magnitude [121, 122].
Our implementation of the sectional approach uses nmax = 33 bins with particles consisting of an average number of building blocks in each bin 1,2,4,8,. . . 2nmax , meaning that
particles of sizes 1, 2, 3-5, 5-10, . . . are binned together, with the value 2n in the centre
of each bin. The number distribution in each size bin is assumed to be constant and the
kernel is also approximated by a constant for each bin.
The goal of this work is to demonstrate primarily how main dynamic traits of the system are affected by different parameters; therefore, the size-binning can be quite coarse.
However, for a full quantitative link to actual aggregation data, the implemented sizebinning method would most likely have to be improved. An arbitrary number of bins can
be chosen and improved precision obtained [122].

4.2

Aggregation dynamics of smaller oligomers

The major important information when designing pathways to control the aggregation is
to determine the order of aggregation kinetics (first, second). This order can be used to de50
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Figure 4.1: Experimental measurements of relative aggregate content for mAb 1 formulations containing 200 mM sucrose. The error bars represent the estimated SEC measurement error.
termine whether the initial conformational change, described by Eq.(2.8), is necessary for
the subsequent aggregation (unimolecular process). If it is, the aggregation follows first
order reaction kinetics and relative aggregation rate does not depend on protein concentration in the sample. In this case, the protein can be stored at high concentration without
accelerating the aggregation process, which in biopharmaceutical context is very important when selecting the final protein concentration in the drug product. Differently, if the
aggregation kinetics follow second (bimolecular process) or mixed order, then the relative aggregation rate depends on the protein concentration and a minimum concentration
should be chosen, depending on the route of administration and other factors. Figure 4.1
shows exemplary SEC aggregation measurements of mAb 1 formulations which contain
sucrose. The formulations containing only buffer are similar and not shown.
The order of such measurements can be derived from Eqs.(2.2) and (2.8). Assuming a
sample of native protein monomers at t = 0 where the concentration of aggregates can be
neglected, as is the case with biopharmaceuticals at the beginning of their shelf-life, these
equations can be simplified to
dnnat (t)
= −k11 n2nat (t)
dt

(4.1)

and

dnnat (t)
= −e
knnat (t),
(4.2)
dt
respectively. When measuring the concentration of the native monomer protein molecules
in the sample, we can introduce the initial relative rate of monomer loss through aggregation as


1
dnnat (t)
R=−
lim
.
(4.3)
nnat (0) t→0
dt
If the initial step of aggregation in the sample follows the basic bimolecular Smoluchowski process, R is a linear function of concentration whereas if the unimolecular
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Figure 4.2: Identiﬁcation of the reaction order of aggregation. (a) Experimentally determined aggregation rates (slopes from Figure 4.1) for all mAb 1 formulations. The initial
kernel elements can be easily read from the graph (slope and intercept). (b) Model results
for initial relative rate R (Eq.(4.3)) of monomer loss through aggregation as a function of
initial native monomer concentration for different processes. The rate R is a linear function (through zero) in the case of a bimolecular process (second order) and a constant in
the case of conformational change to intermediate state (ﬁrst order).
conformational change is the rate limiting process, R is a constant. By observing the
rate dependence as a function of initial concentration the order of aggregation kinetics
can be directly distinguished as shown in Figure 4.2. What is more, the corresponding
kernel elements k11 and 
k can be readily determined from the graph. Both unimolecular
and bimolecular processes are present in formulations with and without sucrose. Sucrose
is expected to inhibit the initial conformational change via the preferential exclusion from
the surface and the corresponding increase in protein conformational stability. This also
slightly decreases protein solubility, potentially resulting in a faster bimolecular aggregation. At the tested sucrose concentration, however, both effects are negligible.
An experimental challenge in the determination of monomer concentration in samples
which follow ﬁrst order aggregation rate is the distinction between the native monomer
Mnat and its aggregation prone conformational isomer (denoted with N and A1 in Figure
2.2 – respective concentrations nnat and n1 ). The two are likely not discernible based on
their size and molecular weight alone, for example by techniques like SEC. In this case,
the measured monomer concentration is the sum of both species. The relative differences
in the modelled signal are shown in Figure 4.3. The monomer concentration curve has
a distinct sigmoidal shape, which depends on the ratio of both contributions to A1 isomer dynamics from Eq.(2.9), namely the rate of formation 
knnat and rate of elimination
through aggregation k11 n21 . If the conformational change is much slower compared to
the subsequent coagulation, the concentration of the intermediate state A1 is negligible
throughout the aggregation process and the measured concentration time dependence is
purely exponential. If the subsequent coagulation is the rate limiting step, the sigmoidal
curve is much more prominent. Because the conformational change is a unimolecular
process and coagulation is a binary process, this ratio is also affected by protein concentration. This phenomenon was also described by Nicoud et al. [28]. The resulting
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Figure 4.3: Modelled protein aggregation dynamics as can be determined by SEC measurements of monomers and dimers. (a) Measured monomer (solid black line) and dimer
(solid violet line) concentrations as functions of time. The monomer peak is a sum of
the native and the intermediate state (respective concentrations nnat and n1 ) and its time
dependence exhibits a distinct sigmoidal shape. (b),(c) Lag time, and relative maximum
of intermediate state nnatn1(0) – the parameters of the intermediate state concentration curve,
which define the sigmoidal shape of the measured sum – as a function of initial native
monomer concentration. Relative maximum concentration of the intermediate state is
decreased with increasing initial native monomer concentration and it appears earlier in
the aggregation process. This lag time has a distinct power law dependence on starting
protein concentration, as seen in (b), with lag time ∝ n0−0.45 .

sigmoidal shape of the monomer concentration and the apparent lag time in the concentration evolution of conformational isomers and dimers display a power-law dependence
on concentration. But the power law is not only valid for a broad range of concentrations,
as seen in Figure 4.3b, but also for different parameters e
k and k11 , since the relative lag
time depends only on the ratio e
knnat /k11 . Special care should be taken not to confuse
such measurements with a lag phase, which is common in amyloid fibrillation of peptides
and smaller proteins in very small volumes [124], but has been attributed to stochastic
processes.
An experimental example of the described phenomenon is shown in Fig 4.4, which
shows aggregation measurements of mAb 3 (citrate buffer, pH 7) at concentrations ranging from 10 mg/ml to 60 mg/ml. The aggregation of this protein at the specified conditions is mostly unimolecular with a distinct apparent lag time at lower concentrations. An
appropriate model is fitted to the data, with model parameters displayed on chart. The
fitted data represent total aggregate concentrations, so the emphasis is on native monomer
conformational change (e
k) and the subsequent interaction between such monomers (k11 ).
Interactions between dimers and larger species are less important when considering to53
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Figure 4.4: Experimental characterisation of unimolecular aggregation of mAb 3. Relative SEC aggregate content measurements are overlaid with a fitted model (dotted lines),
with model parameters displayed. The model assumes a purely unimolecular first aggregation step.
tal aggregate content, so a kernel with equal ki j = k11 is appropriate for this purpose,
with the actual value only slightly affecting the model outcome. With this kernel, we
avoid overparametrising our system with low impact parameters such as fractal dimension and sticking probability. In addition to the measured initial aggregate concentration, the model assumes a 2.5 % content of conformationally compromised monomers at
t0 . The Fuchs stability ratio W for interaction between conformationally compromised
monomers (among themselves and other aggregates) can also be estimated from the fit.
The value (∼ 109 ) is many orders of magnitude larger than the estimated electrostatic
contribution (W ≈ 1), which is in line with previous findings about protein-protein interactions [27]. This large value indicates the presence of a high energy barrier that particles
must overcome before colliding, which reduces the collision efficiency and thus delays
the aggregation process with respect to diffusion-limited conditions. The reported value
is a couple of orders of magnitude larger still than those reported previously (∼ 107 ), but
that can be attributed to denaturation temperature of the proteins with respect to the stress
conditions. At moderate stress conditions of this study (40 ◦ C), only minor conformational changes are expected, while previously reported values correspond to 70 ◦ C, where
all the proteins are partially or completely unfolded and thus much more reactive.
The second phenomenon relevant in the study of protein aggregation is the reversibility of aggregation of the smaller oligomers (i.e., dissociation), such as dimers and trimers.
We have modelled this step with the expansion of the basic Smoluchowski model, as described in Eqs.(2.11) and (2.12). The best way to determine the extent of reversibility
of smaller oligomers is through dilution. Assuming that the initial native monomer n0
concentration in a sample is much larger than the initial concentration of the dimer n2 (0)
and that the content of all larger particles is negligible (nnat  n2 (0)  ni (0), i > 2), as is
2
can
often the case with un- or mildly-stressed samples, a stable dimer/monomer ratio nnnat
be obtained by solving Eq.(2.11) in equilibrium state,
n2
k11
=
nnat .
nnat krev
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dnnat (t)
dt

= 0:
(4.4)

4.3. Aggregation of subvisible and visible particles
By performing a dilution of a sample, we diminish both the n2 and nnat by a dilution factor
f and we get
r0
= f,
(4.5)
rd
where r0 is the initial ratio and rd is the ratio after dilution. Time dependence of this ratio
immediately after dilution can be obtained by solving Eq.(2.12):


k11
(4.6)
nnat 1 − e−krevt + r0 e−krevt .
r=
krev
In the limit of t → ∞, Eq.(4.6) reduces to Eq.(4.4). The ratio should be measured several
times over the course of hours or days after dilution (e.g., by SEC method). If the equilibrium value differs from the one obtained from Eq.(4.5), it is likely that two or more
species of dimers are present, at least one of which is irreversible. Figure 4.5 shows experimental results and a schematic interpretation of such a dilution experiment using mAb
2. The measurements are performed by SEC. Beside the monomer peak, only one more
peak is present, assumed to correspond to dimers according to column calibration curve.
The sample was diluted from 60 mg/ml to 1 mg/ml. The dimer concentration fell from
the initial 1.6 % and stabilised at 1.1 % after a week at 5 ◦ C. An excellent fit of Eq.(4.6)
to the size exclusion data suggests that only a third of all mAb 2 dimers are reversible.
Even though mAb 2 solution contains reversible dimers, this is not the crucial step in
aggregation, with the majority of dimers irreversible and thus already subjected to classical irreversible process described by Eq.(2.2). Note that two other monoclonal antibodies
also explored in analogous way exhibit no reversibility (data not shown). Characterisation of reversibility as presented, however, is important when designing stability studies,
where dilutions and buffer exchanges are present during sample preparation as well as after stress conditions prior to measurement of aggregation. Data interpretation as presented
in Figure 4.5 is intended to meet the requirements of such scenarios.

4.3

Aggregation of subvisible and visible particles

The results for smaller aggregates were mostly obtained, or at least approximated, by
analytical means. The advantage of the model is that it can also give results for much
larger particles, which can regularly be found in biopharmaceutical samples (Figure 4.6),
comprised of thousands, if not millions, of individual protein monomers. While smaller
aggregates covered in the previous section are mostly characterised by size exclusion measurements, the methods we used for detection of such larger particles are resonant mass
measurement and flow imaging microscopy. Figure 4.6 shows the aggregation process
not only on the scale of individual monomers, but also much larger particles. As we have
shown, the evolution of distribution of smaller oligomers mostly depends on elementary
processes involving the protein monomers, which can in turn be deduced from the measurements of their concentration. The ensuing distribution of larger particles, however,
also depends heavily on fractal nature of the clusters and the parameter γ, which govern
the cluster-cluster aggregation, rather than simple monomer addition.
In this section, the concentration distributions of larger particles, rather than their time
dependencies, are presented. Figure 4.6 shows a model distribution of concentrations ni
across the whole size range. The y axes show the number of building blocks as well
as the approximate size of the particles. The monomer size was assumed to be 10 nm.
The central parameter in relating the particle size with the number of primary particles
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Figure 4.5: Experimental determination of mAb 2 dimer aggregation reversibility. (a)
Dimer/monomer concentration and a ﬁt of Eq.(4.6) - solid line. The dotted line corresponds to the estimated irreversible dimer content. (b) A schematic interpretation of
monomer/dimer dynamics after dilution. If the ratio r after dilution remains much higher
than 1/ f of the starting ratio when equilibrium is achieved, an irreversible dimer species
is most likely present in the sample.
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Figure 4.6: Model dynamics of differently sized aggregates and their ensuing size distribution. a) Concentration of larger particles as a function of time. b) Distribution of
particles by size at time points when 5 %, 20 % and 50 % of the native monomers are
depleted. The size is estimated by using the fractal dimension of df = 5/3 and monomer
size of 10 nm. Different methods used to measure the particle concentration are also indicated, with the exemplary chromatogram of a SEC measurement and pictures of actual
aggregates taken by ﬂow imaging microscopy.

(monomers) is the fractal dimension of the aggregate, which determines how the particle
size scales with the number of its building blocks:
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D ∝ n1/df ,

(4.7)

where D is the characteristic size of the particle and n is the number of its building blocks.
Even though the proteins themselves are globular (df = 3), the structures formed via their
coagulation are not necessarily so. If large particles with protein monomers as building
blocks behave as polymers, their fractal dimension is df = 5/3. Fractal dimensions of
anywhere between 1.5 to 2.6 have been reported for protein aggregates of various sizes,
formed under different conditions [27, 28, 29, 30, 50, 51]. Note that even a small difference in the estimation of fractal dimension brings rather major differences in the particle
size. For example, a globular aggregate (fractal dimension 3) built from 1 million of primary particles of size 10 nm measures 1 µm in size, whereas the same aggregate behaving
as a polymer chain (fractal dimension 5/3) is forty times larger, at 40 µm.
Particle size distribution is explored by the Smoluchowski coagulation approach. Figure 4.7 shows the effect of different kernel types and parameters, including fractal dimension, on the particle size distribution. All of the distributions in the figure are shown
at a time point when 5 % of the monomer is depleted. Also shown in the figure is a
comparison of different kernels. In contrast to smaller particles, the concentration distribution of larger particles depends strongly on the structure of the kernel. The simple
monomer addition kernel is the only presented kernel where aggregation is cut off when
the monomers are depleted, producing a final distribution of particles, while aggregation
governed by other kernels in principle ultimately produces a single particle containing all
of the aggregating material. But even in the beginnig stages of aggregation, the particle
sizes stemming from the simple monomer addition kernel are significantly smaller than
from kernels that include cluster-cluster aggregation. If present, the cluster-cluster aggregation thus governs the formation of larger particles. The most suitable general kernel
including all the basic physical processes is the RLCA kernel, so some effects of its parameters on the particle distribution are also shown. The parameter γ in particular has a
strong effect on formation of larger particles. This parameter can be roughly estimated
from fractal dimension df with the use of Eq.(2.6), which would put a realistic value of
γ somewhere between 0.3 to 0.7. A broader range of values (0 to 1) is shown here for
presentation purposes. First and second order aggregation, already compared in Figure
4.2, are again revised. The aggregation following the first order produced much smaller
particles, but mainly because by the time 5 % of the native monomer is depleted, most of
this deficit is still trapped in the intermediate state — different aggregation parameter e
k
might yield different results, as presented later.
The calculated distribution of particle sizes can also be used to estimate the size of the
largest particle that one could observe in a given sample. By declaring ns as a concentration at which a single particle is present in our volume of sample, the size of the largest
particle in the sample can be estimated from the distribution of particle sizes. Defining is
as the particle size beyond which only a single particle is likely to be larger, we get:
∞

∑ ni = ns.

(4.8)

is

By treating i as a continuous variable, the Eq.(4.8) can be rewritten as
Z ∞
dni
is

di

di = ns .
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Figure 4.7: Effect of different kernel types and parameters on the modelled particle size
distribution. (a) Effect of the aggregate fractal dimension (kernel used kc ). (b) Comparison of kernel types — reaction limited cluster aggregation kernel, constant kernel, simple
polymerisation kernel. (c) Effect of parameter γ in a RLCA kernel. (d) Binary aggregation
versus aggregation with unimolecular process from Eq.(2.8).
Let us now consider a typical biopharmaceutical sample with a volume of V = 1 ml,
protein (mass of native monomer) concentration of c = 1 mg/ml and the monomer weight
of m = 150 kDa or approximately 3×10−16 mg. This data can be used to determine the
ns for our model:
ns
m
≈ 10−16 .
=
nnat cV

(4.10)

With the integral value deﬁned, we can now use Eq.(4.9) to estimate the size of the largest
particle. Because we cannot calculate an inﬁnite number of different concentrations in a
numerical computation, the summation is cut of at a large enough value of imax so that
the contributions of all larger particles can be neglected. In our case of 33 bins, that is
approximately imax ≈ 232 ≈ 1010 . In practice, the numerical integration of Eq.(4.9) is
done by summation of the numerically calculated particle distribution values from imax
backwards until the value of the sum surpasses ns , and the corresponding i is declared
is . The particle size corresponding to is is declared as the maximum particle size in the
sample. Figure 4.8 shows the estimated maximum sizes of fractal aggregates in a typical
biopharmaceutical sample when 5 % of the monomer is depleted. The conformational
change with the reaction rate of 
k is the rate limiting step of aggregation. The reaction
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rate of this conformational change leading to native monomer loss can be compared to the
rate of subsequent aggregation with the ratio K, which we define as:
K=

e
k
.
k11 nnat (0)

(4.11)

Values of K smaller than 1 effectively speed up the aggregation of larger particles compared to the native monomer loss, leading to formation of larger aggregates. For comparison, K ≈ 0.001 for mAb 3, as shown in Figure 4.4. The relation Eq.(2.6) is also applied,
correlating the sticking probability of aggregates with the number of primary particles
on their surface. We can see that the fractal nature of the aggregates has a significant
impact on aggregation. Aggregates with smaller fractal dimension are physically larger,
but are comprised of a smaller number of primary particles due to decreased reactivity.
This decrease is a result of a lesser number of the aggregates’ primary particles that come
into contact upon their collision. Denser aggregates with a larger fractal dimension are
smaller but coalesce more readily upon collision, resulting in a larger number of primary
particles — i.e., heavier aggregates. We can influence the aggregates’ fractal dimension
by factors such as pH and ionic strength [27, 28, 51], giving us an attractive possibility of
optimizing either the size or the weight of the aggregates via their fractal dimension. The
same factors, however, also influence other parameters such as Fuchs stability ratio and
the rate of native monomer degradation e
k via their impact on the particle potential and
conformational stability. A comprehensive case-by-case study of such impacts should
therefore be performed to optimise the formulation according to the model parameters.
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Figure 4.8: Estimated maximum sizes of fractal aggregates in a typical biopharmaceutical
sample. Solid lines represent the physical size of aggregates in µm. Dashed lines represent the number of primary particles comprising the aggregates. The results for different
ratios between unimolecular and subsequent bimolecular process rates K are shown.
An example of combined experimental aggregation data for different aggregation
times is shown in Figure 4.9. Measurements from size exclusion chromatography, resonant mass measurement and micro-flow imaging are shown together in a representation
directly comparable to numerical results in Figure 4.7. Experimentally determined concentration of particles n as a function of particle size D is shown as the particle size disdn
tribution dD
. However, with the measured particle sizes approaching 100 µm, the mean
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Figure 4.9: Combined experimental aggregation data for mAb 1 at a protein concentration
dn
of 50 mg/ml. Particle size distribution, dD
, where D is the estimated particle size, is
plotted as a function of size at different aggregation times (in weeks). (a) Evolution
of size distribution in a buffer only formulation. (b) Evolution of size distribution in a
formulation containing sucrose. For size exclusion measurements, the monomer size is
assumed to be 10 nm. The aggregates (mostly dimers) are grouped together with a size
estimation of 15 nm. The sizes from resonant mass measurements are calculated using
df = 3. For micro-flow imaging, estimated circular diameter (ECD) is taken as a size
estimate.
field Smoluchowski approach is not suitable anymore since sedimentation becomes an
issue with particles exceeding the size of approximately 1 µm (data not shown), causing a selective increase in concentration of larger particles near the bottom of the vial.
Larger particles therefore coalesce more rapidly because of sedimentation, leading to an
underestimation in the calculated particle size as shown in Figure 4.8. Both vial shape
and sample volume should be taken into account when adjusting the basic Smoluchowski
equation to include the effects of sedimentation. Adhesion of particles to the bottom of
the vial is also a factor, even more so for larger particles due to their low concentration.
Proteins are surface active molecules that are known to coat hydrophobic interfaces such
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as vial walls, which also has an effect on aggregation. Fitting the data with a numerically
calculated size distribution based on the mean field approach would result in misleading
parameter values because of these crucial factors. Another issue is the measurement gap
in the sub-micron range, where the mean field model would still be suitable. Resonant
mass measurements are promising, but clear trends that are observed in the nanometre
and multi-micrometre limits are not that clear in this size range. Specifically, the RRM
measurements that we performed can not provide evidence of a steady aggregate/particle
increase seen with both other methods, instead giving only a rough estimate of particle numbers’ order of magnitude. Additional experimental methods, such as field flow
fractionation [125], would be needed for characterisation of particles in this range for a
quantitative fit.
Even with these deficiencies, some qualitative conclusions can still be drawn. The
addition of sucrose does not prevent the formation of smaller aggregates, detected by SEC,
but causes a major decrease in formation of micron-sized and larger particles. Sucrose
therefore does not have an effect on the smaller aggregation kernel elements, but either
severely decreases the kernel elements describing formation of larger particles through
increased Fuchs stability ratio, or increases the fractal dimension of aggregates through
preferential exclusion from the surface, resulting in more compact aggregates. The latter
would result in smaller aggregates with more mass, as implied by Figure 4.8. Since the
resonant mass measurements, which are not affected by fractal nature of the aggregates,
do not show such an increase in the sucrose formulation, the first mechanism is more
likely. The underlying cause of this mechanism is yet to be explored.

4.4

Discussion

To generalise, the problem of protein aggregation is being tackled on multiple size scales
[26, 126]. Most of the recent modelling has been done on molecular level, simulating the
protein molecule itself and its interaction with the solvent and environment [127, 128]. In
such simulations, atomistic resolution and coarse grained modelling are combined to identify various regions prone to post-translational modifications and subsequent aggregation
and degradation. At the state-of-the art, the aggregation mechanisms on the smallest scale
are a true top-level modelling challenge, both from fundamental perspective and top-level
hardware and software infrastructure needed for such studies. For example, folding and
unfolding of large multi-domain proteins, such as monoclonal antibodies, is a complex
process and one which is still poorly understood. Our approach, on the other hand, is
more phenomenological in nature, offering a complementary view of the problem. An
initial set of experimental data is needed to determine the model parameters, which can
then be used to predict the formation of aggregates on time and size scales relevant in
the biopharmaceutical industry. This chapter helps to close the gap between molecular
processes and actual aggregation measurements in bulk solution.
We explore protein aggregation dynamics from distinct perspective of biopharmaceutical design. Experimental data from three different mAbs are presented and complemented with a coagulation model based on the modified Smoluchowski coagulation equation. We show the difference between first order and second order aggregation kinetics
and show a way to determine which of the two is the dominant process in the investigated sample. In the case of first order kinetics, where a conformational change of the
native monomer form drives the subsequent aggregation, the widely used measurement
techniques, such as SEC, may not be able to distinguish between both conformational iso61
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mers. In this case, the measured aggregate concentration at lower protein concentration
exhibits an apparent lag time, which decreases with increasing concentration, following a
distinct power law. A model was fitted to the data and the fitted model parameters were
compared to previously reported values. Characterisation of oligomer reversibility with
dilution is also discussed. Next, we show that the values of the aggregation kernel beyond
the first few elements notably affect the concentration distribution of larger aggregates.
The effect of fractal nature of the aggregates on the aggregation dynamics is explored.
The maximum size of an aggregated particle in a typical biopharmaceutical sample is
estimated by integration of the numerically calculated particle distribution, showing how
an implementation of such a model could directly impact early drug development. Based
on experimental data, drawbacks regarding the mean field approach with sedimenting
particles is also discussed. This work is a contribution towards modelling and interpreting experimental measurements of protein aggregation at the mesoscale, with aggregate
scales measuring from nanometres to microns and time scales relevant for shelf life of
therapeutics.
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Chapter 5
Effect of surfaces on protein
aggregation and screening reliability
Prediction of aggregation and degradation at intended storage conditions (typically 5 ◦ C)
is an extrapolation of obtained high temperature stress dataset and therefore a speculation. Different mechanisms of aggregation may be dominant at different temperatures.
The temperature for the majority of performed studies was set to 40 ◦ C based on preliminary DSC scans showing that the studied monoclonal antibodies are still in native form
at this temperature. Some studies were done at even higher temperatures [27, 28], but
considering the increasing amount of protein in non-native form close to the phase transition at the melting temperature, this aggregation process cannot be directly linked to
aggregation at storage conditions. Looking more broadly, not only temperature, but other
types of stress also affect aggregation kinetics – specifically, stress conditions that expose
proteins to surfaces, as they tend to unfold and expose their hydrophobic core [47, 63].
In this chapter, we demonstrate the effect of glass and PETG container surfaces on
the process of aggregation under elevated temperature and long-term storage conditions
in the absence of mechanical stress. Effectively, the surface affected aggregation relative
to the bulk aggregation propensity is varied by using different vial fill volumes, resulting in different side and bottom surface to volume ratios, where the contribution of the
top air-liquid interface is kept equivalent in all studies (i.e., exhibits stable coating with
protein monomers) [19] [20] [21] [22]. We studied three different mAbs of type IgG1 –
mAb 1, 2, and 3. Specific interactions due to container material were identified by using
glass and PETG containers, and effect of surfactant (PS80) was also studied. These materials are commonly in use in biopharmaceutical industry. Vials with protein solution were
subjected to elevated temperature and the ensuing aggregation was measured by size exclusion chromatography and flow imaging microscopy. The vials were then gently rinsed
multiple times and checked for protein surface adhesion with optical and atomic force
microscopy. Different mechanism of protein-vial interactions were identified, including
diffusion-driven coating of the vial surface with protein material, sedimentation-driven
adhesion of micron-sized and larger particles to the vial bottom and promotion of surfaceinduced aggregation in the sub-micron range. Protein monomers and smaller aggregates
(sub-100 nm) measured by size exclusion are interpreted as true colloidal particles, subjected to Brownian motion and driven only by diffusion. In contrast, micron sized and
larger particles, measured by flow imaging microscopy, behave as sedimenting particles,
where particle diffusion has a negligible effect. The work presented here gives full characterisation of proteins under long-term storage conditions specifically from the view of
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protein aggregate interaction with the liquid-vial interface. We conclude that the current
array of methods commonly used in the pharmaceutical industry is insufficient under certain conditions, especially in combination with elevated temperature conditions. A novel
combination of methods is proposed which we show can greatly assist in the interpretation
of results from time and resource consuming stability screenings in the biopharmaceutical
industry. The results from this chapter are published in [21].

5.1

Experimental methods

mAbs 2 and 3 were dialyzed in Slide-A-Lyser Dialysis Cassettes (10.000 MWCO, 12-30
ml capacity) to 25 mM sodium citrate, pH 6.5, with a buffer to sample volume ratio of
approximately 50:1. mAb 1 was already provided in this buffer. After dialysis, all the
protein solutions were further diluted to 25 mg/ml with citrate buffer. A stock solution
of PS80 (Sigma) at 0.1 % w/w was prepared and added (dilution factor of 50) to half of
each solutions resulting in 6 different formulations – three different IgGs at 25 mg/ml in
25 mM sodium citrate buffer at pH 6.5 with and without 0.02 % added PS80. All the
formulations were filtered through a vacuum pump-driven 0.22 µm filter prior filling into
vials.
Glass (Nipro 83657 mirror ground injection crimp top bottles) and PETG (Thermo
Scientific Nalgene PETG Diagnostic Bottles with Closure) vials were used. Glass vials
were sprayed on the inside with 70 % isopropanol and left to dry at 55 ◦ C for 2 hours.
PETG vials were provided sterile. The quality of glass vials (FIOLAX klar borosilicate
glass) is HGB 1 according to ISO 719, making them suitable both for primary packaging
of biopharmaceutical products on the market and stress stability studies at elevated temperature. Prior to drug product compounding, PETG bottles are a common storage vessel
for drug substance, which, if not frozen, can be in liquid storage for up to two years.
Both used materials or their equivalents are in contact with most of the biopharmaceutical products throughout their lifecycle. Sets of five vials from both materials were filled
with different volumes of prepared formulations as shown in Figure 5.1. The volumes for
glass/PETG vials were the following: 1.5/1.8 ml (V1), 3.0/3.6 ml (V2), 4.3/5.1 ml (V3),
6.0/7.1 ml (V4), 10.0/11.9 ml (V5), resulting in equal liquid levels for glass and PETG
vials. Each measurement point for every mAb consisted of four sets of five identical vials.
The different sets of vials were: (i) PETG vials filled with formulation without surfactant,
(ii) PETG vials filled with formulation with added surfactant, (iii) glass vials filled with
formulation without surfactant and (iv) glass vials filled with formulation with added surfactant. The vials were then subjected to 40 ◦ C, and not transferred or shaken in any way
throughout the experiment. This ensured that aggregation did not occur due to disturbance
of air/liquid or liquid/vial interface and that only the static long-term contribution of the
surfaces was investigated. After elevated temperature conditions, some mAb 1 samples
with micron-sized and larger aggregates present in bulk were transferred into fresh vials
and stored at 5 ◦ C for a month to study the interaction between already formed aggregates
and clean vial surface at storage conditions. This was only done with mAb 1 because it
was the only protein with large number of such aggregates present in bulk solution. All
the other samples were stored at 5 ◦ C after elevated temperature stress directly. Samples
and vials were then measured for aggregation by size exclusion chromatography and by
using optical and atomic force microscopy measurements (performed at the Jozef Stefan
Institute by Gregor Posnjak).
Solution in vials chosen for optical microscopy was homogenized (rotated 10 times)
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Figure 5.1: Vial fill volumes. Sets of five vials Vi were filled with different volumes to
determine the effect of different surface to volume ratio. PETG (in the figure) and glass
vials were filled according to vial sizes, resulting in the same liquid level heights (bolded)
in sets of vials from both materials.
and poured out. The residual solution was then removed by rinsing (also rotating 10 times)
the vials three times with 5 ml of UPW to prevent any deposition because of drying of
the protein solution. The insides of the vials were blown out with compressed nitrogen
until dry and the vials were broken into small pieces. Optical microscopy of the inner
vial surfaces was performed on a Nikon Eclipse E-100 microscope with epi illumination
with 10× and 20× objectives. The images were acquired with a Canon EOS 550D digital
camera with a 2.26× magnification tube. Breaking of the glass vials into smaller pieces,
suitable for optical microscopy, resulted in glass shards being present on the samples,
which could not be blown off by compressed nitrogen. These glass shards are easily
recognized in the micrographs by their sharp edges in contrast to the softer borders of the
aggregates. Several pieces of each vial were examined with the optical microscope by
scanning their surface and representative images for each sample were chosen for study.
Several different blanks were examined to verify the cause of the deposits: clean vials,
vials with buffer solution and vials with native unstressed protein. In none of these cases
any noticeable deposits were observed.
To additionally characterise the deposits seen in optical microscopy, surfaces of glass
vials were examined by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The preparation procedure was
the same as in the case of optical microscopy, with the addition of glass pieces of the
vials being mounted to small metal plates with two component epoxy glue, so they could
be inserted into the AFM. AFM measurements were conducted on Digital Instruments
Nanoscope IIIa in tapping mode with silicon Olympus Micro Cantilevers (resonant frequency 300 kHz, spring constant 26 N/m). Thickness of the deposited material was determined by measuring the height of a step, produced by gently running the tip of a scalpel
over the glass, which removed the adhered protein material in a narrow strip. The results
presented in the article are averages of measurements on several different pieces of a vial
of each sample. Only the results from glass vials are presented because of difficulties associated with measurements of surfaces of plastic vials after breakage, most likely caused
by accumulation of static electric charge during breakage and subsequent interaction with
the AFM tip.
Identification and quantification of adhered material discovered by microscopy methods was also attempted. Following temperature stress and removal of sample necessary
for other analytical methods, several vials not used in microscopy measurements were
chosen as a representative set (protein, presence of surfactant, sample volume) for this
purpose. Solution in the chosen vials was homogenized (rotated 10 times) and poured
out. The residual solution was then removed by rinsing (also rotating 10 times) the vials
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three times with 5 ml of UPW. Finally, 0.5 ml of 8 M guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl)
in UPW was added to the vials and incubated overnight at room temperature on a rotator such that GuHCl could access all of the vial wall surface. The amount of recovered
protein was determined next day by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm using an Eppendorf BioSpectrophotometer basic. Absorbance value of GuHCl solution in a fresh vial
following the same treatment was used as a blank measurement.

5.2

Adhesion of aggregate particles

Representative pictures of the vial bottoms, taken from elevated temperature conditions
are presented in Figure 5.2 as determined by AFM. Both mAb 1 and mAb 2 vials contain
randomly distributed lumps on the vial surface, around 1-5 µm in diameter and 100-500
nm in height. These lumps are not present in vials containing blank samples (UPW, buffer
or non-stressed protein), but otherwise treated the same as vials with samples. Vials with
protein after elevated temperature stress are the only vials containing these lumps, with
protein type as the only parameter affecting their size, number and distribution. Therefore we interpret these lumps as sedimented and adhered larger particles (aggregates), as
further discussed below. The aspect ratio of the particles is approximately 10:1 (diameter:height), which can be explained by the collapse of particles during drying, as water
occupies a large fraction of the protein particle volume [129]. The particles observed
with AFM are also visible with optical microscopy, as shown in Figure 5.3. The figure
also shows the surface concentration gradient of these particles with position on the vial
wall – i.e., at the bottom of the vial and at the sides of the vial for two different heights-,
further showing that the lumps observed with AFM represent adhered sedimented protein
particles from bulk. Note that any artefacts caused by drying of the vials would be evenly
distributed on vial bottom and walls following the blow drying of the vials. It is important
to note that our samples were homogenized and the vials then gently rinsed with water
multiple times, meaning that the measured material is truly adhered and not only sedimented on the bottom. In addition to the randomly distributed sedimented particles, all
three mAbs under 40 ◦ C temperature conditions form a uniform coating of varying thickness (Figure 5.4) of dry protein material on the glass surface. This thickness is measured
by scraping a line along the bottom with a scalpel as seen in Figure 5.2b. The thickness
of the coating as measured by AFM is relatively independent from the vial filling volume,
suggesting that the deposition of material to this coating is mostly diffusion driven. In
all cases, the thickness of the uniform layer is greater than 10 nm, which means that it
consists of multiple layers of mAb molecules. While drying was shown to cause surface
aggregation [59], resulting in a monolayer covering the surface, the drying of thoroughly
rinsed vials could only cause some restructuring of protein material, since the surface is
already covered with aggregated material that cannot be detached by simple rinsing. Total mass of adhered protein was estimated by recovery with GuHCl. The results from a
representative set of vials are in Table 1. The set contains both glass and PETG vials and
several samples measured in both vial types as controls. Based on the blank measurements, the estimated error for the values in the table is 0.02 mg. The ranking by mass is in
line with the AFM measurements, with the highest recovered mass in the mAb 2 sample
after two months of temperature stress. Little to no protein material desorbed from mAb
3 vials exposed to similar stress, with the mass of recovered mAb 2 after a shorter stress
in between. The average surface coverage with protein material as estimated from this
experiment ranges from less than 1 µg/cm2 to 10 µg/cm2, depending on protein type and
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duration of temperature stress. The glass and PETG vial measurements are very much in
line, gaining insight also into the particle adsorption to the PETG vials, suggesting that
adsorption is mostly independent of the tested vial materials. The adsorption to PETG has
otherwise proven unfeasible to measure by both AFM (because of accumulated charge)
and optical microscopy (turbidity of plastic shards due to bending). The absolute measured protein mass represents less than 0.1 % of the total protein material in the vials and
its deficit is therefore impossible to detect by bulk measuring methods such as SEC.

Figure 5.2: Adhesion of protein aggregate particles at the bottom of glass vials, as seen by
AFM. The images on the left show the surface map of the cantilever oscillation amplitude
and the graphs on the right show height of the surface features along the white lines.
(a) mAb 1 V3 sample after 14 days - individual micron-sized particles can be clearly
distinguished from the smooth coating. The protein particles at the surfaces are several
hundred nanometres high, giving them an aspect ratio of approximately 10:1. (b) mAb
2 V5 sample after 2 months – micron-sized particles are densely strewn on top of the
coating and mostly overlap. The scalpel mark used to determine the coating thickness
(around 30 nm) is also visible.

Figure 5.3: Difference in the size of surface-adhered particles as seen with optical microscopy, taken at different heights, measured from the bottom of the vial.
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Figure 5.4: Thickness of the protein material deposited on the bottom of glass vials,
as measured with AFM. mAb 1 was measured after 2 weeks, and mAbs 2 and 3 after
2 months of exposure to 40 ◦ C. One mAb 1 sample was transferred after the elevated
temperature conditions into a fresh vial and measured after storing for 1 month at 5 ◦ C.
The thickness of the protein material coating on the vial bottom is independent of the vial
fill volume (i.e., independent of the cumulative aggregate content in the vial).

5.3

Sedimentation and surface saturation by selected proteins

To test the influence of solid/solution interface on protein aggregation we expose samples with different surface-to-volume ratios to elevated temperature. After two weeks at
40 ◦ C, mAb 1 shows a significant increase in the number of particles (>2 µm) as detected by MFI, with the concentration of these particles strongly dependent on the vial
filling volume (i.e., surface to bulk ratio). Note that for mAb 2 and 3, the concentration of
particles in the bulk under the elevated temperature conditions showed no clear trend, remained constant or even decreased. For mAb 1, in the vials filled with the largest sample
volume in the absence of surfactant, the number of particles is already increasing after a
week of elevated temperature conditions, while the vials filled with lower volume remain
essentially particle-free at first, with a sharp increase in particle concentration at a certain
time (Figure 5.5). The lowest volume accumulated little to no particles. The results are
quantitatively equal in both glass and plastic vials. The experiment was repeated again in
PETG vials filled with slightly different volumes for a longer period of time (30 days),
again yielding the same trend. Due to the similarity of results, only one run (PETG vials,
19 days) is presented in Figure 5.5.
A simple model can qualitatively explain this behaviour of surface affected aggregation. The model assumes continuous and homogeneous particle formation with time t
in bulk with the rate kagg (number of formed particles per millilitre per day). The total
number of formed particles is therefore the rate multiplied by time and sample volume.
The linear increase of particles with time is indeed only a rough estimate, drawing from
the fact that Smoluchowski type models generally predict such a linear increase of total
aggregate content over time under static conditions. These particles sediment and adhere
to the bottom of the vials – as detected by AFM – but only until the bottom with surface
area Sb (square centimetres) is covered by a surface concentration of adhered particles σ
(number of particles per square centimetre). These particles are removed from the bulk,
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Figure 5.5: Schematic representation of the saturation model for mAb 1. The figure shows
particle concentration (a) as a function of both time and (b) reciprocal sample level height.
The slope of the lines in (b) represents the saturated surface concentration of particles
(larger than two microns) and is approximately 400 000 particles per square centimetre.
In samples with the least volume (to the right in (b)), the surface did not saturate during
the experiment, leaving the bulk liquid particle free.
and their total number is the vial bottom surface area times surface concentration. In equilibrium, the expression for the total number of particles N in the bulk of the sample based
on this model is:
N = kaggV t − σ Sb .
(5.1)
By dividing the expression with the volume of the vial, and taking into account the cylindrical geometry of the vial, we get an expression for the particle concentration in the
bulk:
c = kaggt − σ /h ,
(5.2)
where c = N/V is the particle concentration (number per millilitre) and h is the height of
the liquid level in the vial. This equation represents a constant rate of particle concentration increase kagg with time, but only after a certain time, which depends on the height
of the vial h. The second interpretation is a straight line in the graph of particle concentration c versus reciprocal liquid level 1/h with the initial value of kaggt and the slope
of −σ (surface concentration of adhered particles), which can be directly determined by
counting the particles measured by optical microscopy or AFM. Both data representations
are shown in Figure 5.5. The final surface concentration of particles as determined by fitting the model gives σ ≈ 4 × 105 particles per square centimetre. Indeed, this value is
well supported by optical microscopy and AFM, which show σ ≈ 5 × 105 of particles per
square centimetre larger than 2 µm adhered to the bottom, as estimated from Figs. 5.2a
and 5.6.
A basic estimate of sedimentation velocity of protein particles can be performed to
qualitatively check the model validity. Assuming a spherical shape of the aggregate particles, there are three forces acting on the particle: gravity, lift, and Stokes drag. This
equilibrium can be written as:
V (ρ − ρw )g = 6πaηv ,

(5.3)

where ρ is the particle density, ρw is the water density, g equals 9.8 m/s2 , a is the radius
of the particle, η the solution viscosity and v the sedimentation velocity of the particle.
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Figure 5.6: Effects of vial fill volume and surfactant on particle adhesion, as observed by
optical microscopy. Bottoms of vials filled with different volumes of mAb 1 after 14 days
of elevated temperature at 40 ◦ C (a and b) were similar regardless of the sample volume.
In mAb 2 vials after 2 months at 40 ◦ C (d and e), the surface particle concentration increased with sample volume, with clearly seen overlapping of particles in V5. Surfactant
increased the number of particles in mAb 1 (c) and decreased it in mAb 2 samples (f).
The bottoms of mAb 3 vials (g), as well as the fresh vials in which the stressed mAb 1
was transferred and stored at 5 ◦ C, remained clear even after two months.
The left side of the equation describes the gravity pull and lift, and the right side of the
equation is the Stokes drag. The volume of a spherical particle is V = 4πa3 /3. The final
expression for the sedimentation velocity is
2(ρ − ρw )ga2
.
v=
9η

(5.4)

Further assuming 80 % of the particle to be composed of water, the average particle density ρ amounts to around 1.1 g/cm2 rather than the density of pure protein (≈1.4 g/cm2 )
[129]. The sample viscosity with mAbs in the experiment at 30 mg/ml is very close to
the viscosity of water, further reduced at 40 ◦ C at which the samples were incubated, with
η roughly estimated at 1 cP. All of the above assumptions yield the sedimentation velocity in the order of magnitude of 1 mm/hour for a particle with the radius of 1 µm (ECD
of 2 µm), depending heavily on the point of origin, size and shape. It therefore takes a
micrometre-sized particle (as observed with MFI) hours or days to reach the bottom of the
investigated samples. This is much lower than the timescale of the shortest stress stability
study (19 days for mAb 1), meaning that most of the particles above 2 µm reached the
bottom throughout the experiment, making the sedimentation/adhesion model feasible.
Additional insights can be gained by studying not only the particle concentration, but
also particle size distributions, as measured by MFI (Figure 5.7). All of the samples
show exponential decrease of particle concentration with size, but with different rates
(slopes). Figure 5.7b shows that all distributions become more biased towards larger
particles with time, in addition to the increase in the sole number of particles. That is
the result of accumulation of particles on the bottom, where they collide and fuse to form
larger particles in addition to adhesion to the bottom. Smoluchowski type models do not
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predict such a fast increase in particle size because they assume a homogeneous solution,
where large particles are less likely to interact. Figure 5.7c shows an interesting relation
between particle sizes and sample volume. We can see that samples without surfactant
with certain volume (both in glass and PETG) tend to contain the smallest particles, while
size distributions in samples with surfactant are similar in all the vials. Another important
aspect is the similarity between PETG and glass vials. Based on similar values and trends
in particle distributions, combined with the desorption study results, we conclude that
similar processes of adhesion are present for both materials in all the samples.

Figure 5.7: Size distributions of particle concentration in mAb 1 samples contained in
both glass and PETG vials. (a) Exemplary exponential size distributions, described with
fitted exponents (slopes). More negative values of the slope mean a heavier bias towards
smaller particles. (b) Size distribution slopes as a function of temperature stress duration
for V5 samples, showing an increase in particle size over time. (c) The effect of sample
volume on the size distribution after 19 days of temperature stress.
For mAb 1, the amount of the combined adhered protein material (both coating and
particles) in the vials is independent of the filling volume. In contrast, the bottoms of
the vials containing mAb 2 samples after elevated temperature stress accumulate more
particles in the vials with a larger sample volume – i.e.„ smaller surface to volume ratio
(Figure 5.6). The MFI measurements do not show an increase of particle concentration
in bulk. This means that the surface does not saturate and the adhesion of particles is
continuous. mAb 3 is stable regarding larger particle formation, with low concentration
of particles in bulk solution and with vial bottom essentially free of particles over the
course of the experiment.
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5.4

Temperature dependence of adhesion

An important temperature dependence of surface affected protein aggregation is observed
from joint conclusions at 40 ◦ C and 5 ◦ C. While the particles readily adhered at elevated
temperature (40 ◦ C), this behaviour does not necessarily reflect their behaviour at realistic storage conditions (5 ◦ C), where unexpected accumulation of particles in the bulk
is observed, as shown in Figure 5.8. Thermally stressed samples of mAb 1 containing
large numbers of particles were transferred to fresh vials, incubated at 5 ◦ C for a month,
and then measured by AFM and MFI. These vials accumulated no particles and had a
much thinner protein coating than the vials from the thermal stress (10 nm versus 30 nm).
Because of the large particle concentration already present in bulk, the exact increase of
particle concentration in the bulk could not be directly measured due to the high relative
error of MFI measurements. Interesting findings were revealed after re-measuring of selected samples by MFI. Namely, selected mAb 2 and mAb 3 samples, stored after elevated
temperature conditions for about six months in their original vials at 5 ◦ C, were analysed.
mAb 2 without surfactant showed a clear increasing trend in the particle concentration.
The impact of this important phenomenon on the stability studies is further discussed below. mAb 3, which did not form any particles (adhered or in bulk) at 40 ◦ C, was also
stable at storage conditions, with all the particle counts much lower than in the mAb 2
case. Only one measurement at 5 ◦ C showed an increase compared to the measurements
at 40 ◦ C.

5.5

Formation of smaller aggregates as affected by surface to volume ratio

The MFI and AFM data were complemented and compared with aggregation propensity
as determined by SEC. Size exclusion was used to measure aggregates in a very different size range, with the nanometre range for SEC compared to the presented images
in micrometre range for optical/atomic force microscopy. All the aggregation peaks of
each chromatogram were summed and the aggregation rate was calculated as the relative monthly increase in the sum of aggregation peaks for each formulation by fitting a
straight line to the data. Data is presented in Figure 5.9a in dependence to surface to
volume ratio. This ratio was calculated by the sample volume, measured liquid height
and the assumption of a perfect cylindrical shape. Only vial surface was considered, as
it is the main variable (glass vs. PETG – the air interface is similar for both types of
vials and is not included in the ratio). The rate of smaller aggregate formation varied
between proteins. mAb 2 was the most aggregation prone with more than 5 % increase in
aggregates per month of thermal stress conditions. The other two proteins proved more
stable, with 0.5 % increase per month for mAb 1 and 0.3 % increase per month for mAb
3. These data add another dimension to overall protein aggregation propensity, as the rate
of formation of smaller aggregates in mAb 2 is an order of magnitude higher than in mAb
1, while the propensity for particle formation of both is quite similar when taken both
the surface and bulk measurements into account. On the other hand, SEC measurements
of mAb 1 and mAb 3 were quite similar, while mAb 3 was stable regarding larger particle formation. SEC measurements also uncovered specific protein-surface interactions.
Of all the proteins, mAb 2 was the only one that showed a definitive response to both
surface to volume ratio as well as vial material. The samples in glass vials with lower
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Figure 5.8: Temperature effects on adhesion and particle accumulation in bulk. (a) Adhered mAb 1 particles on the vial bottom after 14 days at 40 ◦ C (optical microscopy). (b)
Bottoms of fresh vials filled with particle-rich samples and stored at 5 ◦ C. The existing
particles do not adhere to the bottom at storage temperature (optical microscopy). MFI
results for (c) mAb 2 and (d) mAb 3. Solid lines represent samples subjected to elevated
temperature and dotted/dashed lines represent samples put into storage (original vial) after elevated temperature conditions and remeasured after approximately 6 months. No
clear trend can be discerned for samples at elevated temperature, but the same samples
remeasured after storage display a definite increasing trend in the case of mAb 2 without
surfactant. Mab 3 samples do not show a definite increasing trend at any temperature.
volume – higher surface to volume ratio – formed more small aggregates in bulk than
the larger volume samples, suggesting specific protein-material interactions that promote
aggregation of native monomers. This phenomenon was only apparent in mAb 2 samples
in glass vials. It is quantified in Figure 5.9b. This is in contrast to the effect of surfaces on
larger, subvisible particles, whose concentration is higher in the larger volume samples
for mAb 1 (Figure 5.10).

5.6

Role of surfactant

The presence of PS80 in the formulation had very mixed and not always expected effects
(i.e., not always reducing particle formation). With the addition of a surfactant, the bulk
concentration of particles in all mAb 1 samples initially increased to a final level, depending on the surface to volume ratio (Figure 5.10). Since the concentration of aggregates in
bulk as well as on the surface was consistently higher than in the samples without surfactant (Figure 5.6), we conclude that PS80 promotes mAb 1 aggregation, but the underlying
mechanism remains unknown. In the case of mAb 2, the number of adhered particles was
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Figure 5.9: Rate of formation of smaller aggregates, measured by SEC. (a) Comparison
between mAbs in glass vials without PS80 . Data for PETG vials are within the measurement error of the presented data, with the exception of: (b) dependence of the rate of
aggregation on surface to sample volume ratio for mAb 2 in glass vials. Aggregation rate
increases with exposure to a glass surface, but only in mAb 2 samples. The same samples
in PETG vials do not show any dependence on the sample volume.

Figure 5.10: Surfactant effect on mAb 1 bulk particle concentration (MFI). With surfactant, the particle concentration increases sharply and reaches a plateau, which is higher in
samples with larger volume.
much lower in the samples containing PS80 (Figure 5.6), but the thickness of the uniform
coating under the particles increased by two-fold (Figure 5.4). At storage conditions at
5 ◦ C, surfactant had a positive effect as it prevented accumulation of particles in bulk
solution (Figure 5.8). It is, however, unclear whether the surfactant actually prevented
aggregate formation or just promoted adhesion to the surface (now at lower temperature).
The rate of particle formation at 5 ◦ C detected in samples without surfactant was much
too low for a possible similar increase of adhered particle concentration to be detected
by AFM in samples with surfactant. Surfactant did not influence formation of smaller
aggregates as measured by SEC for any protein.

5.7

Discussion

We have demonstrated that surfaces of the containers – i.e., the actual surface material
and surface to volume ratio of a formulation in the container – in combination with different proteins and at different external conditions (temperature, surfactant) can strongly
affect specific processes of aggregation. Moreover, some particle formation processes at
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elevated temperature can be hard to detect if performing only standard screening tests.
In a typical stability screening setting only particles in bulk solution are analysed, either
by flow imaging or by light obscuration methods, but a chosen formulation may promote
aggregation which remains undetected due to adhesion of aggregates to the surfaces of the
container. In such cases, a change of primary packaging could potentially dramatically
increase particle concentration in bulk solution due to different aggregate-container interactions. We also show that particle surface adhesion appears to be temperature dependent,
which could lead to discrepancies between stability screenings at different temperatures.
As seen in the case of mAb 1, the particles formed at higher temperature do not adhere to
a fresh vial under storage conditions at 5 ◦ C. In the case of mAb 2, particles are present in
bulk solution of samples without surfactant after approximately six months under storage
conditions, which is in contrast to the elevated temperature stressed samples where no
increase in bulk particle concentration could be determined. Based on particle formation
propensity of mAb 2 as determined from AFM and the apparent temperature dependence
of adhesion as measured in mAb 1, we predict that the particles still form, albeit at a
lower rate, but do not adhere to the vial at lower temperatures. The same formulations
with surfactant do not contain significantly more particles in bulk solution, indicating that
the surfactant either prevents aggregate formation or just promotes adhesion even at lower
temperature. Most importantly, in these experiments the accelerated stress conditions are
not representative for considering the bulk particle formation under storage conditions.
These results raise additional questions about actual long-term particle-reducing mechanism of surfactants in biopharmaceuticals and furthermore, the necessity of special low
binding protein containers as a possible choice for primary packaging of biopharmaceuticals – adhesion of particles is actually a desired effect, as such particles ultimately never
reach the patient. In all the tested cases the total amount of surface adhered material –
the coating and the particles – is negligible compared to total protein material in the vial,
with the loss of native protein material in the bulk undetectable by UV methods (< 0.1 %).
Potential potency is thus not affected, with the potential risk to the patients due to protein
aggregates greatly reduced.
High variability in particle behaviour among different mAbs presented in this study
highlights the importance of individualized screening approaches. We further stress the
limitations of common methods for particle characterisation in bulk solution, such as LO
or MFI. As a general rule, special notice has to be taken when interpreting particle count
data from stability studies when different temperatures and vial types are involved. In
addition to larger particles, the formation of smaller aggregates characterised by size exclusion chromatography can also be affected by specific material-vial interactions. This
work is a contribution to understanding the underlying mechanistic processes governing
the relation between protein particle content and protein-container interactions, with special emphasis on development of biopharmaceuticals.
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Chapter 6
Dominant viscosity driving forces in
protein solutions
Choice of an appropriate formulation for a therapeutic protein is an inter-connected multilevel problem. So far, the focus of our work was primarily on protein stability and safety
of the product, but that is only a part of the requirements defining the final product. Administration route is another important aspect. From both the patient’s and the healthcare system’s perspectives, subcutaneous administration of the therapeutic is the preferred
choice, since the patients can inject themselves at home without additional medical supervision. If such an injection is contemplated, the necessary dose in a <1.5-mL injection
volume (the volume limit for SC injections) [130] results in a very concentrated and viscous aqueous solution that is difficult to discharge though standard 27- to 31-gauge needles. Protein solutions with viscosities above ∼20 cP at target dose concentration can be
difficult to inject (based on a 1 mL injection over 10 s from a standard 1-mL long syringe
with a 27G 13 mm needle resulting in the relatively high glide force of ∼28 N estimated
using the Hagen-Poiseuille equation).
In this chapter, we study the viscosity profile and the underlying protein-protein interactions of mAb 1. For viscosity control, well established VRAs are used, such as salts
and amino acids. They were chosen to exhibit various different modes of action based on
interactions described in Chapter 2. Their effectiveness is quantified with mathematical
models specifying the maximum viscosity reduction and characteristic saturation concentration of a VRA. Beside their effect on viscosity, their effect on aggregation is determined
in parallel. A stability study is performed at 40 ◦ C and 5 ◦ C for up to six months. Resulting aggregation is measured by size exclusion chromatography. Based on combined data,
optimal formulation containing excipients in distinct molar ratios is proposed. Maximum
achievable protein concentration, as relevant for the potency of administered therapeutic,
is determined. The results from this chapter were submitted to be published in [39].

6.1

Experimental methods

Protein sample material was dialysed into additionally purified water (PURELAB Chorus). pH of protein stocks in water was adjusted with low concentration HCl/NaOH (without detrimental effects to the proteins as confirmed by size exclusion) to target pH values.
The stocks were then concentrated in amicon tubes (Amicon Ultra centrifuge filter unit,
10, 30 or 50 kDa MWCO) to around 10 % over the final target concentration. Concentration was measured in triplicates after dilution to approximately 1 mg/ml. Highly
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concentrated stock solutions of VRAs (and buffer, where included) were prepared in parallel, with their pH adjusted (in stocks with buffer) to target value as well. Protein and
buffer/VRA stocks were compounded gravimetrically (precision of more than 0.5 %) to
produce final samples. Samples with the same pH used in the first part of the study
thus have negligible differences in concentration, enabling direct relative comparison.
When comparing samples from different stocks (different pH values, separate Amicon
tubes), the concentration measurement error (estimated at 1 %) was also taken into account. Protein stock for stability samples, where a large volume was needed and stocks
in some cases required VRA/sugar concentration beyond solubility for direct compounding, was concentrated with tangential flow filtration near target concentration. Samples
were aliquot from protein stock, compounded with buffer/sugar/VRA, and concentrated
in Amicon tubes to target concentration.

Figure 6.1: Representative structures of viscosity reducing additives used in this study:
arginine (Arg), lysine (Lys), histidine (His), proline (Pro) and pyridoxamine (PM). The
compounds are shown as charged in an aqueous solution at formulation pH in this study.
In the case of His at pH 5.5, 75 % of molecules are charged as shown and the rest are
net neutral on account of unprotonated imidazole ring. Some positively charged groups
(as identified in the next section) can potentially interact via cation-π interactions, and
large hydrophobic areas such as present in the aliphatic pyrrolidine side chain of Pro and
aromatic pyridine ring in PM can potentially interact via hydrophobic interactions. All net
charged molecules were pH adjusted with HCl, adding additional Cl− anions to solution.
Those are also capable of electrostatic screening.

VRAs used in this study are shown in Figure 6.1. Salts NaCl and MgCl2 were additionally used. In the following sections, the VRAs are grouped in classes according to
their mode of action: electrostatic (NaCl, MgCl2 and other VRAs with net positive charge
and an accompanying Cl− anion) and hydrophobic (VRAs which can potentially screen
hydrophobic protein regions, either via hydrophobic or cation-π interactions). Charged
amino acids such as Arg and Lys are members of both classes, whereas Pro is purely
hydrophobic.
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Figure 6.2: Effect of pH on protein interactions. (a) Relative viscosity of protein at concentration of 150 mg/ml in water compared to 100 mM NaCl solution. Error bars represent estimated instrument measurement error. (b) Absolute viscosity of protein in 100
mM NaCl solution in the pH range 4-7. Error bars reflect measurement error as well
as sample preparation error (concentration differences of different stock solutions – see
Section 6.1).

6.2

Characterisation of interactions

Electric charge of a protein molecule governs electrostatic interactions in the solution.
Electrostatic forces show the greatest dependence on pH value. Figure 6.2a shows relative contribution of electrostatic interactions to viscosity – as determined by comparing
viscosity of two samples with identical protein concentration, one with pure water as a
solvent, and the other with 100 mM NaCl for screening. This concentration was assumed
to be sufficient to screen all electrostatic interactions, in part based on results presented in
Chapter 3 (Figure 3.2), which was reasserted with viscosity measurements. Net electrostatic effect is viscosity decreasing at pH values far from the IEP where net charge of the
protein is high. It becomes smaller in magnitude and qualitatively changes to viscosity
increasing as pH value nears the IEP point. Figure 6.2b gives a more detailed insight
into the effect of residual interactions on viscosity after addition of NaCl. Increased ionic
strength screens both the contributions from repulsive as well as attractive interactions
which become increasingly dominant near IEP. Therefore, depending on formulation pH
and protein surface charge distribution, addition of salts can either promote attraction, repulsion, or have net zero effect on protein-protein interactions reflected in viscosity. With
electrostatic interaction totally screened, the contribution of residual - hydrophobic, van
der Waals and hard-core - interactions is revealed. These interactions are not dependent
on pH in the presented pH range.
The pH value where net effect of electrostatic interactions qualitatively changes is of
great importance when highly concentrated protein solutions are considered, essentially
defining whether high or low ionic strength is preferred. Attractive multipole interactions
are often stated in literature to have shorter range than monopolar repulsion in the context of IgGs, implying that this crossover pH value changes with the average √
distance r
between protein molecules, which depends on protein concentration c as r ∝ 1/ 3 c. How79
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ever, dipoles as present on an IgG molecule have much greater dimensions than the typical
screening length, as shown in Figure 6.4a. The counterions from 100 mg/ml protein solution in water alone are sufficient to reduce the screening length to around 1 nm (∼ 50 mM
ionic strength, assuming around 100 charged – including positive and negative – amino
acids per IgG molecule near IEP). In particular, dipole moments of individual Fab and Fc
regions, several nanometres in size, are often mentioned in literature [131, 132]. Under
screening conditions, such regions cannot interact as dipoles since they are too large – i.e.,
there are no long range dipole-dipole interactions that would act to favourably orient the
molecules to cause dipolar attraction. Instead, interactions of such regions consist only of
monopolar interactions between individual charged patches, either attractive or repulsive.
As such, attractive and repulsive interactions of electrostatic origin have the same range –
they both decay with ∼ 1/r and there is no additional attractive dipolar potential (decay
with ∼ 1/r3 ) which would become significant at close protein-protein surface separations.
Measurements of viscosity as shown in Figure 6.3 in the protein concentration range between 70 mg/ml and 180 mg/ml are in line with the theory above. Crossover values
were determined with the principal of dissection - sets of samples with pH values above
and below the crossover point (i.e., 4, 5 and 5.5) were prepared with and without NaCl.
Crossover was then determined as intersection of fitted linear functions, such as shown
in Figure 6.2a. Instrument measurement error (±5 %) was taken into account. Below 70
mg/ml, the absolute viscosity was below 2 cP and all the measurement values were within
measurement error, making determination of crossover point at lower concentrations unfeasible. The pH value, along with IgG charge profile at which net repulsive and attractive
effects on viscosity are equal, does not show a statistically significant variation. The tested
concentration range corresponds to the protein center-to-center distance between 11 nm
and 15 nm. Taking the approximate size of IgGs (∼ 10 nm) into account, expected surface
to surface distances range from contact to several Debye screening lengths, covering the
whole relevant range of electrostatic forces.
Protein-protein interactions in dilute conditions can be characterised by DLS. Dynamic interaction parameter kD is a measure of interaction magnitude in the concentration
range of 1 mg/ml to 10 mg/ml, corresponding to protein center-to-center distance of 30
nm and more. kD determination in a broad pH and ionic strength range was performed
for mAb 1 in Chapter 3. The results are qualitatively similar to viscosity measurements,
but the pH crossover value is different (also shown for comparison in Figure 6.3) and in
accordance with literature values reported for other IgGs [131]. This means that in the
pH range from 5 to 8.5, the net electrostatic effect is attractive when considering viscosity measurements (viscosity decreases with electrostatic screening) and at the same time
repulsive when considering the dynamic interaction parameter (kD decreases with electrostatic screening). However, we argue that this is not due to larger distances between
proteins in a kD measurement, but rather due to different interaction conditions. For kD
determination, the sample is stationary. Interactions are diffusion driven and occur mostly
between two randomly oriented individual protein molecules. Low magnitude of attractive forces very close to IEP as measured by DLS can be explained by similar number
of random positive and negative patch encounters upon protein-protein collisions caused
by diffusion, as the surface is on average covered by an equal amount of both. During a
viscosity measurement, the sample undergoes macroscopic flow reflected in the relative
movement of neighbouring shearing planes on a microscopic level. IgG molecules are flat
and somewhat elongated in shape and thus partially orient themselves along the shearing
planes, a phenomenon known as flow birefringence [133]. Charge distribution on the IgG
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Figure 6.3: Crossover pH value of net zero contribution of electrostatic interactions determined by viscosity measurements, compared to the crossover value of dynamic interaction parameter as determined by dynamic light scattering. The error bar reflects the error
of crossover determination of linear fits to data of samples with and without NaCl. Below
70 mg/ml, the relative effect of NaCl falls below measurement variability at all pH values
and the crossover point cannot be determined with viscosity measurements. Crossover
value determined via viscosity measurements is constant – 3-4 pH points away from IEP
– over the whole tested concentration range. DLS fit is done for mAb 1 similarly, to data
as presented in Chapter 3 (3.1).
surface is not homogeneous – close to the isoelectric point, individual domains have significant dipolar moments, meaning that charges are not homogeneously distributed on all
sides. It is energetically favourable for individual domains (and whole molecules) to orient themselves on average in a way that mostly patches of opposite charge interact. That
is enabled in part due to large flexibility of an IgG molecule at the hinge region [134].
Viscosity is increased as a consequence of such attractive interactions between shearing
planes. The proposed mechanism is schematically presented in Figure 6.4b.
Residual viscosity is a result of pH independent interactions – hard-core, van der
Waals, and hydrophobic. The latter can also be screened by certain VRAs. Arginine is
reported to be particularly effective [97, 135] by covering aromatic hydrophobic residues
on the protein surface via cation-π bond with its guanidino group. To estimate the relative
contribution of hydrophobic interactions, samples with arginine at approximately 150
mg/ml protein concentration were prepared at pH 5. Ionic strength was shown to have no
effect on viscosity at this pH value. Energy of a cation-π bond is several times larger in
magnitude than thermal energy, so a large enough concentration of arginine should cover
most hydrophobic patches. To confirm the interaction mechanism, NaCl in concentrations
from zero up to 200 mM was added to the samples. Cation-π bond is electrostatic in nature
and can thus be screened by additional salt in the solution, even though salt does not have
a net effect on protein directly. Relative contribution of arginine is shown in Figure 6.5.
It lowers the viscosity by 20 %, but its effectiveness is reduced with addition of NaCl.
Indeed, this suggests that arginine effect is in large part really due to cation-π binding.
A broader concentration range of various VRAs was further tested in biopharmaceutically representative formulations with intention of both further interaction characterisa81
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Figure 6.4: Effect of electrostatic interactions on viscosity. (a) A three-dimensional representation of electrostatic potential of a selected model IgG (front view) near IEP. Electrostatic potential isosurfaces are shown, where red surfaces indicate the -1 (negative charge)
and blue the +1 (positive charge) kB T /e electrostatic potential contours. The surface is
covered with large patches of same charge. However, major dipoles of an IgG molecule
are larger than the screening length, inhibiting multipole interactions. Adapted from [78].
(b) Proposed mechanism of increasing viscosity near IEP. IgG molecules (side view) partially orient themselves along shearing planes so that the side with mostly negatively
charged patches faces another with mostly positive charge, resulting in net electrostatic
attraction between shearing planes. Flow direction relative to the center plane is shown.

Table 6.1: Fitted parameter values with ﬁt errors
Equation

Parameter

Value

Abs. error

Unit

(6.1)
(6.1)

150
η5.5

14.6
4.2

0.5
0.3

cP
cP

0.37
0.51
56
1.29
0.0011
-0.0031
0.55
0.69
36
0.0016
0.022
8.0

0.07
0.02
7
4
0.0008
0.0055
0.05
0.07
7
0.0005
0.001
0.4

cP l g−1
cP
mM
%/month
% month−1 mM−1
% month−1 mM−1
cP
/
mM
mM−1
l g−1
l g−1

(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.2)
(6.3)
(6.3)
(6.3)
(6.4)
(6.4)
(6.4)
(6.4)
(6.4)
(2.39)

∂η
∂ pH
∂η
∂c

ηmax
M0
R0
kArg
kSuc
η
A
B
C
D
[η]
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Figure 6.5: Relative viscosity reduction by arginine – ηArg is the viscosity of protein
solution with added NaCl and Arg, and η is viscosity under the same conditions without
added Arg – at a pH value where electrostatic interactions have net zero contribution
(see Figure 6.2). Addition of NaCl nevertheless reduces the effectiveness of arginine and
increases viscosity by screening cation-π interactions. The effect at two different protein
and arginine concentrations is shown. Data points are connected with lines to guide the
eye.
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Figure 6.6: Viscosity in the concentration range of interest (around 150 mg/ml) as a function of protein concentration at pH 5.5. Dashed line represents reference viscosity η0 as
calculated from Eq.(6.1).
tion and selection of promising formulations for a subsequent stability study described
in the next section. Protein concentration effect on viscosity was ﬁrst characterised as
presented in Figure 6.6. Effect of pH was characterised as shown in Figure 6.2. From
these measurements, baseline viscosity of protein in water without excipients can be determined. For further sample preparation and VRA evaluation, target concentration corresponding to viscosity of around 15 cP was chosen (approximately 150 mg/ml for mAb
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1), since this was the limit of suitability for chosen administration route. Target pH was
5.5. Baseline viscosity η0 was linearly expanded around these target values:
150
η0 = η5.5
+

∂η
∂η
ΔpH +
Δc
∂ pH
∂c

(6.1)

150 were determined via a ﬁt to the data presented
Partial derivatives and central point η5.5
in Figure 6.6. The ﬁtted values (and all other ﬁtted values from following equations) are
presented in Table 6.1. The concentration of prepared samples for VRA evaluation varied
for ±10 mg/ml around the target concentration and for ±0.05 around the target pH, so
the measured viscosities could not be directly compared. For further data evaluation, they
were divided by appropriate baseline viscosity η0 of protein in water. For measurement
error estimation in all of the following ﬁgures, both the viscosity measurement error of
VROC instrument (±5 %) and the estimated error of protein concentration determination
(±2 mg/ml) are considered. Both are shown in Figure 6.6 as vertical and horizontal error
bars, respectively.
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Figure 6.7: Relative viscosity reductions at 150 mg/ml protein concentration. (a) Effect of VRAs. The concentration of all compounds is 120 mM, except for MgCl2 (50
mM). Viscosity of protein in water is shown for reference in both ﬁgures. Since all the
samples include histidine buffer, viscosity reducing effect of 20 mM His is also shown.
Compounds in blue are only capable of screening electrostatic forces, red VRAs can potentially interact with hydrophobic sites on the protein, and violet are capable of both.
Arginine is found to be the only feasible VRA. (b) Determination of saturation concentration of arginine. Eq.(6.2) is ﬁtted to relative viscosity as a function of combined Arg
and His concentration. The ﬁtted characteristic saturation concentration is 56 mM.
A diverse array of common VRAs was tested. VRAs were chosen to cover all the major interactions. 20 mM histidine buffer in addition to VRAs was chosen beforehand. The
relative viscosity reductions of buffer and VRAs are presented in Figure 6.7a. Viscosity
reduction of histidine compared to protein in water is shown for reference.
Salts have no signiﬁcant additional viscosity reducing effect beyond the reduction already achieved by histidine addition. Even though around 20 % of viscosity at this pH
value can be attributed to electrostatic interactions (Figure 6.2a), the effects of histidine
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and salts are not additive - partially because histidine by itself is an ionic excipient and
already screens a part of electrostatic interactions, and perhaps partially because histidine
is also capable of cation-π binding through the positively charged amino group on the
imidazole ring. Salt would therefore reduce the effectiveness of His similarly as it does
to Arg as shown in Figure 6.5. Pyridoxamine, proline and lysine also show only a small
viscosity reduction. Histidine buffer at 20 mM by itself performs excellently compared to
other VRAs at much higher concentrations, so an equivalent, although practically unfeasible (buffer molarity must be kept low due to injection pain associated with high buffering
strength and low formulation pH [91]) additional 120 mM His was tested, but with limited
improvement within measurement error. Arginine has the best viscosity reducing properties. Based on these results, additional arginine concentrations were tested. An empirical
equation describing effectiveness of Arg in His buffer was fitted to the data:


0
η
(6.2)
= 1 − ηmax 1 − e−M/M ,
η0
where ηmax is the maximum viscosity reduction factor that can be obtained and M 0 is
the characteristic VRA saturation concentration. Molarity of arginine (+ 20 additional
mM of His buffer) were included in M. A model fit to the data yields ηmax = 0.51 ±
0.02 and M 0 = (56 ± 7) mM. These values mean that effectively half of viscosity can
be attributed to electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions screened by Arg and His. For
sufficient interaction screening (saturation), two or three times the characteristic VRA
concentration is enough. Model fit is presented in (Figure 6.7b). Ultimately, viscosity can
be reduced by half, with Arg as the only practical VRA. Viscosity of this protein is to a
large extent a result of hydrophobic surfaces, which can, to some extent, be screened by
other compounds, but with additional specific binding sites which interact only with Arg.
Even though His and Lys are able to interact via cation-π interactions, much like Arg,
they perform poorly in comparison.
Viscosity profiles of protein with and without proposed VRAs (120 mM Arg in 20 mM
His buffer) are shown in Figure 6.8a. In order to characterise the contributions of different
interactions, viscosity profiles are compared to Mooney equation (Eq.(2.39)) describing
the viscosity of a rigid particle suspension. Intrinsic viscosity was determined according
to Eq.(2.38). Samples with low protein concentration (up to 20 mg/ml) were prepared.
Relative viscosity increase was plotted against protein concentration, yielding intrinsic
viscosity [η] = (8.0 ± 0.4) ml/g as the slope. The fit is shown in Figure 6.8b. Maximum
protein concentration cmax is estimated at 600 mg/ml. This corresponds to protein packing
fraction a little below 0.5 and is a reasonable estimation based on protein geometry [118].
The resulting Mooney function is plotted alongside our data in Figure 6.8a.
If Mooney equation is fitted to the high protein concentration viscosity data directly
(violet points in Figure 6.8a) by considering intrinsic viscosity as a fit parameter, it has a
higher value of around 12 ml/g (fit not shown), comparable to values reported by Minton
[118] for several mAbs under similar experimental conditions - 20 mM histidine buffer
and 200 mM arginine at pH 5.0. Intrinsic viscosity in that experiment was not measured. High values of intrinsic viscosity as directly fitted to the data in the experiment are
most likely a result of residual intermolecular forces, not screened by arginine – Mooney
equation fit assumes only steric interactions, so any additional interactions will result
in over- or underestimation of fit parameters. But since the extended Mooney equation
with the same parameters accurately described experiment also in mixtures of mAbs and
BSA, these interactions must be present to an equal extent among all mAb and BSA
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Figure 6.8: Protein-protein interaction characterisation from viscosity measurements. (a)
Solution viscosity as a function of protein concentration with and without VRAs (y-axis
in logarithmic scale). Steric/hydrodynamic contribution estimated by a hard-sphere (HS)
Mooney model from Eq.(2.39) and a set maximum viscosity of 15 cP are plotted for comparison. (b) Determination of intrinsic viscosity – Mooney function parameter – from
relative viscosity increase at low protein concentration. (c) Contributions to total viscosity as characterised by VRA effects. In blue are electrostatic interactions that can be
screened by purely ionic excipients, in red are screenable contributions of hydrophobic
patches interacting with arginine presumably via cation-π interactions, in black are estimated steric and hydrodynamic interactions and in grey are residual interactions, with
vdW presumably playing a major role.

molecules. Van der Waals forces ﬁt this description; they are weaker, yet within the same
order of magnitude as electrostatic interactions (Table 2.1). More importantly, they are
non-speciﬁc and act under any two surfaces on contact (e.g., between mAb and BSA
molecules). They consist of induced dipole interactions on atomic level which are not
screened by salt and could account for the majority of remaining interactions.
Figure 6.8c contains a dissection of estimated viscosity contributions at pH 5.5 for
mAb 1. 20 % of viscosity at this pH is a result of electrostatic forces (Figure 6.2a). Arginine reduces viscosity by half by screening both hydrophobic and electrostatic forces, so
another 30 % can be accounted to interactions between aromatic hydrophobic residues. As
further seen in Figure 6.8a, not all residual protein-protein interactions can be attributed to
steric and hydrodynamic interactions. Their contribution is estimated at around 30 % from
measurements of intrinsic viscosity and application of Mooney hard-core model. Other
attractive interactions still account for about 20 %. A major part of those is attributed to
vdW after comparison of our results to Minton’s experiment.
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Figure 6.9: Impact of arginine on conformational stability. (a) Schematic representation
of a DSC thermogram for formulation containing only buffer. Three denaturation events
can be discerned. (b) Melting temperature decrease in formulation with added 120 mM
arginine. Error bars represent instrument measurement error. (c) Schematic representation
of urea denaturation and subsequent curve ﬁt. In addition to the main unfolding event,
less prominent subsequent unfolding is also present, but the ﬁt is limited only to the
main event. (d) Comparison of ﬁtted ΔG values for formulation with buffer only and
formulation with added 120 mM arginine. Error bars represent the estimated error of ﬁt.

6.3

Stability study of protein formulations with viscosity
reducing agents

In search of a feasible highly concentrated formulation, a stability study with ten samples
comprised of 20 mM His buffer and different concentrations of Arg as VRA and sucrose
(Suc) as stabilizer was performed. Concentrations of both excipients ranged from 0 to
210 mM. Protein concentration was 150 mg/ml. Samples were put to 40 ◦ C for up to 3
months and 5 ◦ C for up to 6 months. Aggregation was measured by size exclusion. Some
of the results from 40 ◦ C are presented in Figure 6.10. Addition of arginine increases aggregation – the underlying cause was identiﬁed to be conformational destabilization of the
protein in the presence of arginine (Figure 6.9) as measured by thermal (DSC) and chemical denaturation (urea). Sucrose effectively stabilizes the protein, but increases viscosity
by around 15 percent per every 100 mM (data not shown). Since the known mechanisms
of arginine and sucrose contributing to aggregation do not interfere, we can assume an
additive effect of both compounds. The aggregation rate is then a linear function of both
arginine and sucrose concentrations, MArg and MSuc , respectively, as a ﬁrst order approximation. Aggregation rate R (See Eq.(4.3)) in all ten formulations at 40 ◦ C can be well
described by such an approach:
R = R0 + kArg MArg + kSuc MSuc ,

(6.3)

with R0 , kArg and kSuc as ﬁt variables. The R2 of ﬁt is 0.95. The large increase in aggregate content from Figure 6.10 is, however, not reﬂected by 5 ◦ C data. Aggregate content
after six months is mostly within SEC method variability of initial value with no significant contributions from either sucrose or arginine (data not shown). This data suggests
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that arginine destabilizing effect is not pronounced at long term storage conditions. But
nevertheless, arginine increases risk of aggregation on long term and decreases formulation robustness. This risk is compensated by lower viscosity/higher achievable protein
concentration, which increases the feasibility of formulation for SC application.
6

210 mM Arg
120 mM Arg + 60 mM Suc
60 mM Arg + 120 mM Suc
210 mM Suc
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Figure 6.10: SEC results of temperature stress samples. Aggregate content in all samples
increases with a constant rate over time. Arginine increases the aggregation rate and
sucrose inhibits aggregation.
Combined data from viscosity measurements can be used to construct a global viscosity function. This function should include an exponential decay to describe viscosity dependence on Arg concentration MArg (as seen in Figure 6.7b) and an exponential increase
for dependence on protein concentration c (as seen in Figure 6.8a). Viscosity dependence
on sucrose concentration can be considered linear from the data (not shown), since sucrose concentration in all the samples is sufficiently low. These assumptions yield:



 0
0
0
−MArg /B0
0
η = η 1−A 1−e
+C MSuc eD c .
(6.4)
Function was fitted over parameters η 0 , A0 , B0 , C0 and D0 . Both functions describing viscosity (Eq.(6.4)) and aggregation at 40 ◦ C (Eq.(6.3)) are combined and plotted in
Figure 6.11. Aggregation is visualised with colour with aggregation minimum in top left
corner (210 mM sucrose, no Arg) and maximum in bottom right corner (no sucrose, 210
mM Arg). These formulations directly correspond to the best and worst formulations in
Figure 6.10. From global viscosity function, the maximum achievable protein concentration is estimated – protein concentration is expressed from Eq.(6.4) and viscosity is set to
15 cP. Black contour lines show an estimated protein concentration where this arbitrary
maximum viscosity is reached.
The contradicting effects of sucrose and arginine on stability and viscosity can be
compared. Arg increases aggregation, but this can be compensated with addition of Suc.
Aggregation rate is constant along white lines. On the other hand, addition of Suc reduces the maximum achievable concentration by 10 - 20 mg/ml, while Arg increases it by
a similar amount. Depending on the business case and the necessary dosage for mAb 1,
a formulation can be chosen from Figure 6.11. If protein concentration is not the limiting
factor, formulations with high stability near the top left corner without Arg and below
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Figure 6.11: A comparison of contradicting effects of arginine and sucrose on stability
and viscosity. Colors denote the rate of aggregation at 40 ◦ C. White lines denote aggregation rate isoforms. Black lines are calculated from Eq.(6.4) and show projected maximum
possible protein concentration isoforms where the viscosity limit of 15 cP is reached. The
optimal viscosity-stability trade-off concentration of arginine is 100 mM, where the isoforms are parallel. Additional addition of arginine with a stability compensating amount
of sucrose over that concentration has no benefit — e.g., a formulation with no Suc and
50 mM Arg is equivalent in stability and viscosity to a formulation with 50 mM Suc and
200 mM Arg.

150 mg/ml are preferred. If high protein concentration is absolutely necessary for sufficient potency even at the cost of lower formulation robustness, then 210 mM of Arg or
even more can be added to approach 180 mg/ml - one would then rely entirely on the 6
month 5 ◦ C stability data. A compromise can also be found. At low Arg concentrations,
the benefits outweigh the associated risks and Suc in the right amount can be added to
compensate for Arg destabilising effect and achieve higher protein concentration. Aggregation can be kept constant by moving along the aggregation rate isoforms — at low Arg
concentration, the maximum achievable protein concentration increases along the white
lines. When the slope of aggregation rate isoforms becomes equal to the slope of concentration isoforms (black), the maximum achievable concentration starts to decrease along
the white lines. This happens at an Arg concentration of around 100 mM. Further addition of Arg to increase protein concentration at the same viscosity cannot be compensated
by Suc anymore. Moreover, 100 mM is already at two times the characteristic saturation
concentration of Arg and therefore additional increase will not yield significant viscosity
reduction. Any desired trade-off between potency and risk can therefore be achieved by
adding 100 mM of Arg and a desired amount of Suc.
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6.4

Discussion

To generalize, solution viscosity, protein concentration (i.e., dose) and aggregation are
heavily interconnected in a protein solution. Any excipient will usually affect all of these
parameters, so an extensive background knowledge of its interaction mechanism is required for a rational design of a protein formulation. A compound which reduces viscosity of (colloidally stabilizes) the solution, can nevertheless either promote or impede
aggregation, depending in part on conformational stability and the protein’s dominant aggregation mechanisms. Potential effect of a VRA on aggregation can at least qualitatively
be determined, for example by thermally or chemically induced denaturation measurements. If it has a detrimental impact on protein conformation, this can be mitigated with
additional conformational stabilizers, such as sucrose, to achieve the desired trade-off
between aggregation and viscosity.
Most of the contributions in our system were accounted for. In the case of arginine,
the majority of interactions with the protein were assumed to stem from cation-π binding, although salt was not able to entirely screen arginine effects at tested concentrations.
Nevertheless, it has conclusively been shown, both in case of arginine and histidine, that
effects of VRAs with different modes of action are not additive. VRAs capable of reducing viscosity via cation-π binding should not be mixed with salts for optimal effect. It was
also evident that arginine must have additional interactions with the protein. Colloidally,
it stabilized the protein, but at the same time conformationally destabilized it, resulting in
increased aggregation. This effect of arginine is also reported in literature [136]. In our
case, 120 mM arginine decreased the melting temperatures of all regions by 1-3 ◦ C and
reduced the Gibbs free energy difference of unfolding by 1-2 kB T .
Electrostatic interactions were found to be attractive when nearing the IEP, which is
consistent with results in literature, but we argue that this cannot be the result of multipolar interactions since true multipolar interactions cannot exist under presented conditions.
The main dipoles of an IgG molecule are far larger than the approximate screening length
in the solution. Effectively increased electrostatic attraction despite net protein charge
could be connected to orientational order caused by flow. In a DLS measurement, the
sample is macroscopically stationary. Protein molecules are not aligned and net electrostatic effect is repulsive if molecules have net charge due to randomness of interactions
caused by Brownian motion (indeed, it becomes attractive only in a very narrow range of
pH values very close to IEP under low screening conditions, as seen in Figure 3.1b).
Around one fifth of underlying interactions were unaccounted for. We presented
van der Waals forces as a good candidate based on an argument that a fitted generalized Mooney equation assuming only non-specific forces accurately described mixtures
of proteins saturated with arginine. We however do not have the appropriate data for this
conclusion and leave open also other possibilities.
The limitation of the chosen approach in a biopharmaceutical setting (lowering the
viscosity of an aqueous formulation with VRAs) becomes apparent from dissection of
contributions. Even though the viscosity could be reduced by half at any given concentration by VRAs, the protein concentration can only be increased by around 20 % to reach
the viscosity limit again due to the exponential increase of viscosity with concentration –
from 150 mg/ml to 175 mg/ml. A high portion of steric and hydrodynamic interactions
as determined from intrinsic viscosity measurements limits the effectiveness of a hypothetical ”silver bullet” VRA – even if all residual forces were screened, the maximum
achievable concentration would not significantly exceed 200 mg/ml (Figure 6.8). If such
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an increase in concentration is not enough to reach the desired potency in the available
volume of a SC injection, this approach could be combined with hyaluronidase enzyme
[68] or an aqueous solution should be circumvented altogether in favour of a non-aqueous
suspension [69, 70]. These conclusions are of course derived from a study on a single
IgG, but exponential increase in viscosity is a general problem which limits the classical
approach of viscosity reduction.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1

Summary

The aim of this thesis is to advance protein formulation development with special emphasis on development of biopharmaceuticals. This aim is achieved through measurements of
biophysical stability parameters, evaluation of selected protein degradation routes, aggregation mechanism determination on size scales ranging from nanometres to micrometres
and characterisation of intermolecular interactions contributing to solution viscosity. A
wide phase space of solution conditions is within the scope of this thesis, covering the
relevant excipients, pH values, and protein concentration range for storage conditions and
biopharmaceutical production processes as well. Various protein degradation pathways
are considered, such as oxidation and fragmentation, but the most emphasis is put on irreversible aggregation and reversible self-association. Stress conditions with which we
accelerate protein degradation are mostly representative of long term storage conditions
of biopharmaceutical products, namely short stability studies at elevated temperature.
A number of methods with diverse physical backgrounds is used: dynamic light scattering, differential scanning calorimetry and fluorescence measurements are used to quantify protein-protein interactions and structural stability of protein molecules; size exclusion chromatography, resonant mass measurement and micro-flow imaging to measure
aggregation; protein A affinity chromatography to estimate the effect of oxidation; optical and atomic force microscopy to observe adhesion of protein material to container
surfaces; microfluidic rheometry for viscosity determination. A Smoluchowski type system of differential equations is constructed and numerically solved for phenomenological
modelling of aggregation.
To summarize, in this work, we:
• Assess colloidal and conformational stability of mAbs in a wide phase space of solution conditions. Excipient types and pH are ranked according to overall impact on
protein stability. We demonstrate the formulation effect on various protein degradation pathways, particularly on aggregation, showing the added value of formulation
development.
• Describe both reversible and irreversible aggregation in terms of Smoluchowski
type system of equations. In the nanometre range, the model is quantitatively fitted
to the data, explaining several phenomena specific to protein aggregation. In the
micrometre range, the theoretically calculated and experimentally measured particle size distributions are compared qualitatively, putting the various aggregation
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kernel parameters into context.
• Explore the mechanism of subvisible particle formation under storage conditions.
Effect of surfaces and container geometry is investigated. We identify several different regimes of particle formation, adhesion to surfaces, and accumulation in bulk
solution. Most importantly, temperature dependence of these effects is shown to
have a major impact on determination of particle formation propensity based on
accelerated stress stability data.
• Analyse and evaluate the factors contributing to viscosity of protein solutions. A
novel mechanism of viscosity increase is proposed based on our own measurements
combined with literature data in an original way. Optimal viscosity reducing agent
for the tested protein is identified and its overall effect on the protein stability is
thoroughly analysed. We then demonstrate a development of a viable highly concentrated protein solution.
Overall, we show original contributions in multiple steps of formulation development,
from early protein characterisation to final formulation fine-tuning and selection. The
novel scientific concepts based on soft matter physics and presented in this work have
high immediate applicability and have already been integrated and used in development
of biopharmaceuticals.

7.2
7.2.1

Outlook
General physico-chemical properties of mAbs

Chapter 3 characterises selected physical properties of proteins. Several IgGs of different
subclasses are used, together with one fusion protein, creating a rough picture from which
generalised conclusions, not bound to a single protein, can be drawn. Subsets of this
selection of mAbs are further explored in more detail in following chapters.
We used dynamic light scattering to investigate colloidal stability of protein molecules
in dilute solutions under static macroscopic conditions (zero flow) via dynamic interaction parameter. For conformational stability, chemical and temperature denaturation are
used, yielding comparable results. A combination of all presented data enables ranking
of solution conditions based on the overall impact on protein stability. pH is the main
environmental parameter, defining inter- and intra-molecular forces via its effect on net
protein charge and charge distribution. Properly chosen pH value of a protein solution
is crucial to ensure both colloidal and conformational stability. Ionic strength is second
important, similarly affecting electrostatic interactions through its impact on screening
length in the solution. Ionic strength also strongly affects both intermolecular interactions
as well as protein denaturation. Addition of salt can be used to compete with the influence
of pH, by both lowering or increasing colloidal and conformational stability, depending on
the pH value relative to the IEP, and thus shifting the point of maximum protein stability.
Steric stabilizers such as sugars have a lower impact by slightly increasing conformational
stability. This is shown not to be significant in the lower protein concentration samples in
this chapter – effect of sugar is better demonstrated in later chapters.
Aggregation is quantitatively compared with two other common degradation pathways
of mAbs – oxidation and fragmentation. Aggregation is the most influenced by solution
conditions, such as pH, ionic strength, and protein concentration – which is the reason
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why it is usually the focus of formulation development. Depending on solution conditions, it can be the cause of the greatest or the smallest fraction of total degraded protein
material. Of course, we have to keep in mind that the stability was performed at accelerated temperature stress conditions at 40 ◦ C. Degradation ratios are expected to differ
with the changing temperature with respect to the ratio of activation energy of the degradation process and thermal energy kB T roughly following the Arrhenius law [137, 138].
Still, the general protein behaviour does not change qualitatively at representative storage
conditions at 5 ◦ C.

7.2.2

Smoluchowski coagulation approach

In Chapter 4, we study protein aggregation from a mathematical standpoint by constantly
mirroring the physico-chemical protein properties underlying the mathematical terms. In
the first part, we successfully describe diverse aggregation phenomena regularly encountered in protein stability studies in terms of differential equations, but we limit ourselves to
the nanometre scale. First order aggregation, second order aggregation, dimer reversibility, and associated challenges specific to the SEC measurement technique, are explained
and quantified on various mAbs of IgG 1 sub-class. Such results are of high value for
interpretation of stability data in formulation development. Since we restrict ourselves to
only the first few initial aggregate species, much of the problems have analytical solutions.
In the second part, same principals are applied to an extended size range of protein aggregates up to micrometres by solving the complete Smoluchowski system of equations with
implemented size-binning. The model is explored through numerical calculations, where
effects of various physical parameters describing particle morphology and interactions,
reflected in kernel values, are shown on the resultant theoretical particle size distribution
functions. Actual measurements of aggregation in the whole size range from nanometres
to tens of micrometres are showing very good qualitative agreement with the theoretical
modeling.
In the nanometre regime, size exclusion chromatography is used to characterise protein aggregation in its initial stages at the nanometre scale. Particles of sizes above two micrometres are quantified with micro-flow imaging. The main open challenge in this study
is the lack of a reliable and precise quantification method in the size range where homogeneous colloidal suspensions give way to sedimentation. Resonant mass measurements
are promising, but clear trends that are observed in the nanometre and multi-micrometre
limits are not that clear in this size range. Specifically, the RRM measurements that we
performed cannot provide evidence of a steady aggregate/particle increase seen with both
other methods, instead giving only a rough estimate of particle numbers’ order of magnitude. This prevents obtaining a global aggregation curve over all aggregate sizes which
would undoubtedly have shed new light on the aggregation kernel and at the same time
help to quantify the deviation of aggregation from a Smoluchowski type model due to
sedimentation and adhesion.

7.2.3

Effect of surfaces on aggregation processes and aggregation
screening reliability

Chapter 5 explores aggregate particle (considered non-colloidal) formation in samples of
different volumes and geometry. The samples were stationary and aggregation is again
accelerated with increased temperature – even though particle formation in biopharma95
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ceutical products is mostly associated with mechanical stress, such as pumping, filling,
and transport, this chapter emphasises particle formation during temperature stress indicative of long term storage conditions affecting the shelf life of the product. Specifically, we
also explore the role of container material and formulation composition (i.e., presence of
surfactant) as variables with the aim of identifying specific protein-material interactions
and how they are affected by the presence of surfactant in the solution. A number of
different IgGs are again tested with the aim of drawing general conclusions.
Surfaces of containers in combination with different proteins and at different external conditions (temperature, surfactant) are shown to strongly affect specific processes of
aggregation. Particles at stress conditions sediment and then adhere to container bottom,
making particle formation propensity hard to quantify by standard analytical methods
used in development of biopharmaceuticals. This process is shown to be strongly dependent on the protein, despite all the tested proteins were IgGs of the same sub-class. Steady
particle increase in bulk can only be observed for one mAb, and even there it is governed
by the bottom surface to volume ratio. The MFI data are overall consistent with the model
of surface particle saturation, with the saturation concentration as indirectly predicted by
MFI in good agreement with direct AFM and optical microscopy measurements. Here,
the remaining open question is why the particles stop adhering to the seemingly still
scarcely populated surface. Another mAb, for example, does not show signs of saturation
and forms a thick cover of proteinaceous material at the bottom of the vial onto which
particles are deposited one over the other. Concentration of particles in the bulk, on the
other hand, did not consistently increase. Standard analytical methods would therefore
put this protein side-by-side with the third mAb (which did not form any particles in the
bulk or at the surfaces) despite a clear difference in particle formation propensity between
them. Emphasizing this phenomenon even more, particle surface adhesion is shown to
be temperature dependent - i.e., present at temperature stress conditions but absent under
actual storage conditions. This brings the effectiveness of stability screenings at elevated
temperature with intent of particle formation propensity determination into question - in
some experiments, the accelerated stress conditions are not representative for considering
the bulk particle formation under storage conditions. Particle accumulation for different
mAbs in bulk was not affected by container material, but when it comes to surfactant, the
only conclusion is that the effect is not only quantitatively, but qualitatively, dependent on
the mAb.
Several new questions emerge. What prevents mAb 1 from completely covering the
surface by reaching what looks like a “saturation” surface particle concentration determined by MFI, when the AFM shows a picture that looks far from saturated? What is
the mechanism of surfactant which appears to be completely specific to the protein, increasing particle formation in the bulk for one and affecting adhesion for the other? What
is the reason behind temperature dependence of adhesion? Ultimately, several aspects
of particle formation that arose during this study remain unresolved. The general conclusion of this chapter is that IgG formulation development requires individualistic approach,
dependent on the actual protein material.

7.2.4

Dominant viscosity driving forces in protein solutions

Chapter 6 explores viscosity of protein solution as an important aspect of product developability. It starts with identification of interactions contributing to viscosity and compare
the findings with Chapter 3. Electrostatic forces in both experimental set-ups, explored
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by dynamic light scattering in dilute and viscosity measurement in concentrated protein
solutions, qualitatively show similar outcomes, but with repulsive electrostatic forces effectively seen as stronger when measured through viscosity. These results can be misinterpreted, with this effect being attributed to attractive multipole interactions in combination
with lower average surface to surface distances at higher protein concentration. For such
interactions to be attractive, multipoles (we point out the dipole-dipole example hereinafter) of protein molecules have to favourably align. In order to do that, all four charged
groups of both dipoles have to interact. Under screening conditions of even a bufferless
mAb sample in water at high concentration (e.g., 100 mg/ml), this is not the case since the
screening length is much lower that the size of a typical dipole of a mAb molecule. The
indicated absence of multipolar interactions is supported by quantification of net effect of
electrostatic forces on viscosity in a wide range of average surface to surface distances
well in excess of the forces’ range. The attractive effect must therefore be a result of
another phenomenon. The results could be possibly explained by flow-birefringence in
protein solutions which shows that IgG molecules, owing to their elongated shape, form
shear planes in which the molecules are aligned along their long axis. Even more, the
work showed that the major alignment of IgG dipoles occurs along the axis perpendicular to the flow, which corresponds exactly to our proposed model. This is possible due
to significant anisotropy of charge distribution on the mAb surface, causing the mAbs
within a layer to orient in a way that attractive forces between layers dominate, leading
to increased viscosity. Had such global orientational alignment taken place in a stationary sample as well, birefringence would be present even without flow, which is not the
case. Flow induced orientation is thus crucial for electrostatic forces to be attractive, not
direct interaction between multipoles present on any two individual protein molecules.
Only under dilute conditions (e.g., <10 mg/ml) of a kD measurement in a weakly buffered
solution is the screening length large enough for multipolar interactions to have a net
attractive contribution very close to the IEP in the absence of macroscopic flow. These
conclusions, notably, are of high importance because they directly point to deficiencies in
data interpretation presented in widely accepted and quite extensive literature.
After detailed characterisation of electrostatic forces, we explore the impact of hydrophobic residues on overall viscosity, which is done under assumption that the main
mechanism of arginine’s viscosity reduction, under conditions where charge-charge electrostatic forces have net zero effect on viscosity, is cation-π binding to hydrophobic aromatic residues on the protein surface. This assumption is based on findings in literature
combined with the fact that arginine’s effect is screened by the presence of salt. Any specific electrostatic interaction involving a guanidino cation as the most prominent charged
feature of arginine could arguably cause the viscosity reduction, but cation-π is the interaction most connected to it specifically in the existing literature. Additional experiments
would be needed to further clarify the role of cation-π interactions.
Hydrodynamic (steric) contribution is measured via intrinsic viscosity at low protein
concentration where other contributions can be neglected and extrapolated to higher concentration with the Mooney equation. Most, but not all of the remaining viscosity can be
attributed to residual attractive interactions, such as vdW.
Development of a viable highly concentrated formulation of mAb 1 is presented. Arginine and sucrose are the excipients of choice, one acting as a viscosity reducer and the
other as stabilizer. However, they both affect viscosity an aggregation exactly oppositely
– sucrose increases viscosity and arginine increases aggregation propensity. As a side
experiment, the reason behind arginine’s promotion of aggregation is identified to be con97
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formational destabilization of the protein measured via both thermal and chemical denaturation. This quantitatively connects the results and methods from chapters 3 and 4, as
the decrease in the free energy of denaturation is directly connected to the rate of aggregation – a link that surely deserves further attention in future work. Finally, despite the
ambivalent effects of both excipients, a range of optimal combinations presenting the best
compromise between viscosity and stability is identified.

7.3

Final remarks

The field of physical stability of proteins is today an open and exciting scientific challenge.
Protein degradation pathways, especially via aggregation, are complex due to specific
properties of protein surfaces and their dynamic conformations as well as interaction of
solution ions and various excipients with the protein surface. Much of the progress in this
area could benefit from future experimental and computational methods that are currently
being developed or perhaps yet to be conceived. Among those, fully atomistic molecular
dynamics simulations hold especially great promise, but are still marginally out of reach
due to their substantial computing power requirements. In spite of this, biopharmaceutical
industry is rapidly developing new and new innovative therapeutic proteins, prolonging
life expectancy and quality.
In this work we focus on developability of aqueous protein solutions from soft-matter
physics perspective. We use novel combinations of measurement and computational
methods and interpret the obtained results with specific aim of advancing therapeutic
protein formulation development. I am convinced, that the presented topic will remain an
active area of soft-matter physics research for the foreseeable future.
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Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem jeziku
Uvod
V zadnjih letih se s pospešenim razvojem bioloških zdravil odpirajo nova raziskovalna
področja, povezana s proteinsko agregacijo in degradacijo [1, 2]. Biološka zdravila so
raztopine terapevtskih proteinov, ki se med drugim uporabljajo za zdravljenje revmatoidnega artritisa [3], Chronove bolezni [4], raka [5] in luskavice [6]. Pridobivamo jih iz
bioloških virov – mikroorganizmov, rastlinskih ali živalskih celic. Gre za globularne proteine s specifičnimi konformacijami, ki jim omogočajo biološko funkcijo. Med proizvodnjo, čiščenjem, zamrzovanjem, transportom in dolgoročnim shranjevanjem, ki spadajo v
življenjski cikel zdravila, prihaja do degradacije proteinov [7, 8, 9]. Degradirane proteinske molekule pogosto ne morejo več opravljati biološke funkcije nativnega proteina.
V določenih primerih lahko povzročijo imunski odziv v pacientu, ki preprečuje nadaljne
zdravljenje [10, 11]. Poznavanje degradacijskih poti je tako ključnega pomena za razvoj
bioloških zdravil, ne le s stališča industrije, pač pa tudi za dobrobit pacientov.
Zgradba proteinov
Beljakovine ali proteini so gradniki celic in so najbolj razširjene makromolekule, ki se
odlikujejo z veliko funkcijsko raznovrstnostjo. Sodelujejo pri procesih, kot so krčenje
mišic, prenašanje molekul, vzdrževanje celičnih struktur, encimski procesi in imunski
odziv. To vlogo v življenjskem procesu jim omogoča značilna sestava, ki je za vsak
protein unikatna. Proteini so sestavljeni iz aminokislinske verige (primarna struktura),
ki se z vodikovimi in drugimi vezmi povezuje v lokalne strukture, kot so alfa vijačnice
in beta listi (sekundarna struktura). Ti elementi se zaradi hidrofobnih interakcij združujejo v kompaktne tridimenzionalne strukture, ki omogočajo biološko funkcijo (terciarna
struktura). Strukturo proteina, v kateri je sposoben opravljati svoje biološke funkcije,
imenujemo nativna konformacija. Razvitje sekundarnih in terciarnih struktur imenujemo
denaturacija. V celoti je energijska razlika obeh skrajnih stanj majhna, tipična vrednost
je reda velikosti 10 kcal/mol (približno 15 kB T na molekulo) za srednje velik globularni
protein (100 kDa).
Protitelesa (Ab) ali imunoglobulini (Ig) so del protitelesnega sistema sesalcev. Monoklonska protitelesa (mAb) so monospecifična in monoafinitetna protitelesa, usmerjena proti
enemu samemu področju določenega antigena. Antigen je vsaka snov, ki lahko v telesu
sproži imunski odziv. Teža monoklonskih protiteles je okoli 150 kDa, velikost pa okoli
10 nm. Prisotni so v krvi, tkivnih tekočinah in telesnih izločkih. Protitelesa se ločijo po
zgradbi in zaščitni vlogi pri obrambi mehanizma. Njihova struktura je prikazana na sliki
1. Protitelesa glede na vrsto težke verige delimo na pet razredov, od katerih so protitelesa
razreda IgG s tričetrtinskim deležem najpogostejši tip protiteles v človeški krvi [41]. Pri
ljudeh poznamo štiri podrazrede IgG (IgG1, IgG2, IgG3 in IgG4), ki se med seboj raz111

kjer sta η in ηs vrednosti viskoznosti raztopine in čistega topila ter c koncentracija (v
mg/ml) delcev topljenca (e.g., proteinov). Naraščanje viskoznosti izven limite nizko koncentriranih raztopin pa lahko opišemo z empirično Mooneyevo enačbo [116, 117, 118]:
!
[η]c
,
(2)
η = ηs exp
c
1 − cmax
kjer je cmax največja koncentracija, pri kateri je tok delcev še mogoč.
Van der Waalsova interakcija je posledica elektrodinamskih in disperzijskih sil, ki se
pojavijo zaradi koreliranih fluktuacij dipolnih momentov proteinskih molekul [74]. Ta
interakcija je krajšega dosega in šibkejša kot interakcije opisane v nadaljevanju, je pa
najmanj specifična in prisotna ob vsakem kontaktu proteinov, ne glede na orientacijo.
Disociacija kislih in bazičnih skupin povzroča električno nabitost proteinske površine,
ki je odvisna predvsem od pH [82]. pH vrednost, kjer je neto naboj na proteinu enak
nič, je izoelektrična točka (IEP – isoelectric point). Monopolna elektrostatska interakcija
med naboji je zelo močna v nepolarnih medijih, v vodi pa je njena jakost zmanjšana. V
vodi je glavno gonilo tvorbe ionskih parov entropija, ki jo običajno spremlja neugoden
entalpični prispevek zaradi desolvatacije ionov ob interakciji [83]. Elektrostatske interakcije so dodatno senčene zaradi prisotnosti ionov v raztopini. Hidrofobna interakcija je
rezultat odsotnosti vodikovih vezi med vodo in nepolarnimi površinami [79]. Nepolarne
stranske verige aminokislin so zato večinoma v notranjosti proteinske strukture, vendar
so nekatere prisotne tudi na površini. Hidrofobne aromatske strukture v stranskih verigah
aminokislin na površini proteina povzročajo večino hidrofobnih interakcij, interagirajo pa
z nekaterimi kationi v raztopini tudi prek kation-π interakcije. To je privlačna interakcija
med kvadrupolnim momentom aromatskega obroča in nabojem, ki je v vodni raztopini
lahko tudi močnejša od interakcije med naboji [85, 86].
Formulacija
Formulacije bioloških zdravil na trgu odražajo proteinske interakcije in degradacijske
poti. Vsebujejo lahko več komponent, od katerih ima vsaka svojo vlogo pri rokovanju,
skladiščenju in administraciji zdravila [87, 88, 89, 90]. pH vrednost je glavni faktor za
stabilnost bioloških zdravil. pH vrednost določa pufer, ki je mešanica šibke kisline in
njene konjugirane baze (ali obratno). pH vrednost pufrske raztopine je stabilna tudi ob
dodatku ali akumulaciji nečistoče, ki deluje kot močna kislina ali baza. Soli se uporabljajo za uravnavanje elektrostatskih interakcij v raztopini. Ionska jakost določa Debyjevo
dolžino senčenja, ki je okrog 1 nm v tipični proteinski raztopini. Med ioni različnih soli in
proteini pa so prisotne tudi druge interakcije, ki so posledica kaotropnosti ali kozmotropnosti določenih soli [94, 95]. Soli imajo prek senčenja elektrostatskih interakcij med
drugim vpliv na viskoznost, obstajajo pa tudi drugi dodatki za zmanjševanje viskoznosti
(VRA – viscosity reducing additive). Take so recimo molekule, ki interagirajo s hidrofobnimi stranskimi verigami aminokislin na površini proteina (arginin, lizin, histidin, prolin). S pokritjem teh preprečujejo hidrofobno interakcijo med proteini in tako zmanjšajo
viskoznost [97, 98, 99, 100, 101]. Sladkorje pogosto dodamo v formulacijo kot stabilizatorje proteinske konformacije. Proteini so preferenčno hidrirani, zato ima dodatek sladkorja neugoden doprinos k prosti energiji raztopine [102, 103]. Ta doprinos je odvisen od
proteinske površine, ki je v stiku s topilom, zato se poveča prosta energija razvitja proteina. Po drugi strani iz istega razloga postane ugodnejša interakcija med proteini, zato
se viskoznost raztopine ob dodatku sladkorja poveča. Surfaktanti preprečujejo agregacijo
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med mehanskim stresom. To so amfifilne organske molekule (največkrat polisorbati), ki
pokrijejo hidrofobne površine, na katerih bi se drugače nabrali proteini. Antioksidanti pobirajo proste radikale iz raztopine in tako preprečujejo oksidacijo proteinov. Kelatorji pa
se vežejo na kovinske ione, ki so v raztopinah prisotni kot nečistoče, in lahko katalizirajo
razpad peptidnih vezi in s tem fragmentacijo proteinov.
Metode
Fizikalno-kemijske interakcije, ki vplivajo na koloidno in konformacijsko stabilnost, ovrednotimo z dinamičnim sipanjem svetlobe (DLS – dynamic light scattering) [89] in denaturacijo [12, 109]. Termično denaturacijo merimo z diferencialno kalorimetrijo (DSC –
differential scanning calorimetry). Kot denaturante za kemično denaturacijo uporabljamo
gvanidinijev klorid in ureo, merimo pa jo prek fluorestenčnega odziva triptofanov. Tvorbo
nereverzibilnih agregatov pospešimo s povišano temperaturo in merimo z izključitveno
kromatografijo (SEC – size exclusion chromatography) [14, 104, 105], resonančnim merjenjem mase (RMM – resonant mass measurement) in pretočno mikroskopijo (MFI –
micro-flow imaging) [16]. Z mikroskopom na atomsko silo (AFM – atomic force microscopy) in optično mikroskopijo raziskujemo adhezijo proteinov in proteinskih delcev
na površine vsebnikov. Vzporedno z eksperimentom numerično rešimo sistem koagulacijskih enačb po vzoru Smoluchowskega [48, 49] in primerjamo dobljene rezultate z
eksperimentom. Osnovni model Smoluchowskega je sistem diferencialnih enačb oblike
∞
dni (t) 1 i−1
= ∑ ki− j j ni− j (t)n j (t) − ∑ ki j ni (t)n j (t),
dt
2 j=1
j=1

(3)

kjer so členi ki j koeficienti hitrosti združevanja parov agregatnih delcev, sestavljenih iz i in
j osnovnih gradnikov, ni pa njihova koncentracija v raztopini. Modelu dodamo še nekaj
dodatnih enačb, s katerimi opišemo osnovne pojave, povezane z agregacijo proteinov.
Pojavi so shematsko prikazani na sliki 2.
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Slika 2: Shematska reprezentacija osnovnih mehanizmov agregacije proteinov. (a) unimolekularna sprememba iz nativne konformacije v konformacijo, dovzetno za agregacijo,
ki ima kinetiko prvega reda. (b) Bimolekularno združevanje monomerov in reverzibilnost manjših oligomerov. (c) Združevanje delcev, kot ga opisuje osnovna enačba Smoluchowskega. Koeficiente hitrosti reakcij lahko združimo v matriko, ki ji rečemo agregacijsko jedro. Grafični prikaz dveh različnih agregacijskih jeder je prikazan na desni.

Fizikalno-kemijske lastnosti monoklonskih protiteles
Prvo vsebinsko poglavje se osredotoča na fizikalne lastnosti sedmih različnih monoklonskih protiteles (poimenovanih mAb 1-7) različnih tipov (IgG 1, 2 in 4). V njem sta
predstavljena pregled in primerjava fizikalnih in kemijskih degradacijskih poti. V eksperiment so vključeni različni vzorci, ki ustrezajo široki paleti pogojev (pH, ionska jakost,
prisotnost sladkorjev in antioksidanta), katerim je protein izpostavljen tekom proizvodnje,
čiščenja in dolgoročnega shranjevanja. Cilj študije je ovrednotiti variabilnost med različnimi monoklonskimi protitelesi in pa variabilnost v degradacijskem profilu enega protitelesa v različnih formulacijah. Interakcije med proteini ovrednotimo z dinamičnim interakcijskim parametrom kD . Konformacijsko stabilnost določimo s termično in kemično
denaturacijo proteina. Degradacijo pospešimo s povišano temperaturo (40 ◦ C) pri vzorcih
s proteinsko koncentracijo 1 mg/ml. Agregacijo in fragmentacijo merimo z izključitveno
kromatografijo, oksidacijo pa prek afinitete vezave na protein A.
Pokažemo, da je pH raztopine glavni dejavnik za agregacijo zaradi svojega vpliva
na porazdelitev naboja in na hitrost kemijskih reakcij (slika 3). Pri nizki vrednosti pH
imajo protitelesa nizko konformacijsko stabilnost. Velik delež protiteles je v razviti obliki in tako bolj dovzeten za agregacijo. Pri višjih vrednostih pH, blizu izoelektrične točke
(običajno med pH vrednostima 6 in 9), povzročajo agregacijo močne privlačne interakcije
v odsotnosti elektrostatskega odboja. Poleg tega se poveča tudi viskoznost raztopine, kar
obravnavamo v enem naslednjih poglavij. Naslednji pomembni dejavnik na koloidno in
konformacijsko stabilnost je ionska jakost v raztopini. Pri nizki vrednosti pH zmanjšuje
konformacijsko stabilnost proteinov in senči njihov elektrostatski odboj. Blizu izoelektrične točke je vpliv obraten – ioni v raztopini stabilizirajo proteinsko strukturo in senčijo
prispevek privlačnih multipolnih elektrostatskih interakcij. Sterični stabilizatorji (sladko115
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Slika 3: Tipični agregacijski profil monoklonskih protiteles. (a) Relativni delež agregatov
po enem mesecu na 40 ◦ C. Barvni odtenek nakazuje ionsko jakost formulacije. Višja
ionska moč pri pH vrednosti manjši od 6 povzroča agregacijo, pri višji pa nima efekta ali
pa jo zmanjšuje. Agregacija je minimalna ko sta konformacijska in koloidna stabilnost v
ravnovesju, in se poveča v obeh ekstremih.
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Slika 4: Primerjava relativnih deležev doprinosov različnih degradacijskih poti po enem
mesecu na 40 ◦ C. (a) Naložene mediane meritev vseh degradiranih deležev (mAb 1-5) pri
različnih pH vrednostih. (b) Podroben presek pri pH 6. Napake prikazujejo variabilnost
med meritvami vzorcev pri različnih pogojih (pH, ionska moč, sladkorji, antioksidant).
Rezultati za agregacijo so prikazani pri proteinski koncentraciji 1 mg/ml, vendar napaka
zajema tudi meritve pri 150 mg/ml. Agregacija lahko predstavlja najmanjši ali pa največji
delež degradirane oblike.
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rji) imajo manjši efekt na konformacijsko stabilnost, ki se pod eksperimentalnimi pogoji
v tem poglavju (nizka proteinska koncentracija) še ne odraža v zmanjšanju agregacije.
Primerjava pričakovanih hitrosti degradacijskih poti ter njihovih variabilnosti v tipičnem
biološkem zdravilu je prikazana na sliki 4. Agregacija lahko predstavlja najmanjši ali
pa največji delež degradacije. Hkrati lahko na agregacijo najbolj vplivamo z različnimi
pogoji v raztopini, zato se nanjo najbolj osredotočamo tudi v naslednjih poglavjih.
V prikazanem delu raziskujemo splošne fizikalno-kemijske lastnosti monoklonskih
protiteles in postavljamo osnovo za bolj detajlne študije v nadaljevanju. Prikazani so
različni primeri, vendar vsi zaključki tega poglavja veljajo v splošnem za vsa protitelesa.

Agregacijska dinamika izbranih protiteles
V tem poglavju raziskujemo agregacijsko dinamiko treh IgG1 monoklonskih protiteles - mAb 1, 2 in 3. Agregacija teh proteinov poteka po različnih poteh, ki pokrivajo
glavne agregacijske mehanizme bioloških zdravil [123]. S kombinacijo izključitvene
kromatografije, resonančnega merjenja mase in pretočne mikroskopije merimo nastanek
agregatov velikosti od 10 nm do več µm. Eksperimentalne podatke interpretiramo s
koagulacijsko enačbo Smoluchowskega kot agregacijskim modelom, ki pokriva vse od
prvih oligomerov do delcev, ki vsebujejo več sto tisoč elementarnih gradnikov (enačba 3).
Klasičnemu sistemu Smoluckowskega dodamo še nekaj enačb, ki opisujejo značilne agregacijske pojave monoklonskih protiteles: začetno konformacijsko spremembo nativne
proteinske molekule kot prvi agregacijski korak in reverzibilnost manjših oligomerov
(slika 2). Dobljeni sistem enačb numerično rešimo z integratorjem tipa Runge-Kutta.
Na manjši velikostni skali oligomerov najprej pokažemo razliko med agregacijo prvega
in drugega reda ter pokažemo, kako določiti dominantno agregacijsko pot v raziskovanem
vzorcu. V primeru agregacije prvega reda, kjer je ključni začetni korak konformacijska
sprememba nativnega monomera, klasična merilna tehnika (SEC) ne more razločiti med
obema konformacijama. Tako pomerimo naraščanje koncentracije agregatov z zakasnitvijo, ki je odvisna od proteinske koncentracije, in je ne smemo zamenjati z zakasnitvijo

Slika 5: Eksperimentalna določitev koeficientov hitrosti agregacije za mAb 3. Model
(črtkana črta – slika 2) se nalega na meritve relativnega deleža agregatov. Prikazani so
tudi parametri modela.
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Slika 6: Velikostne porazdelitve delcev (napoved modela) ob treh časovnih točkah.
Prikazane so metode za meritev koncentracije delcev na različnih velikostnih skalah,
s primerom SEC kromatograma in slik agregatnih delcev posnetih pri pretočni
mikroskopiji.
agregacije manjših peptidov zaradi stohastičnih pojavov, opisano v literaturi. Naleganje
modela na eksperimentalne podatke za mAb 3 je prikazano na sliki 5. Z redčenjem karakteriziramo tudi reverzibilnost dimerov, ki jo od vseh treh monoklonskih protiteles kaže
le mAb 2. Tretjina dimerov tega proteina je reverzibilnih in so v ravotežju, odvisnem od
koncentracije proteina – ostali so nereverzibilni.
Rezultate za večje agregatne delce prikažemo v obliki velikostne porazdelitve, kot
kaže slika 6. Na sliki so prikazane tudi zmožnosti različnih merilnih tehnik. Najprej
teoretično raziščemo vpliv različnih parametrov agregacijskega jedra, kot so fraktalna dimenzija in reaktivnost, na evolucijo porazdelitve delcev po velikosti. Z integracijo te
verjetnostne porazdelitve teoretično določimo tudi največjo velikost delca ob nekem času
v tipičnem vzorcu biološkega zdravila, kot funkcijo teh parametrov. Nato teoretične rezultate podpremo še z meritvami. Slika 7 kaže evolucijo velikostne porazdelitve agregatov
v vzorcih mAb 1. Modela žal ne moremo direktno povezati s temi meritvami zaradi
nezanesljivosti metode resonančnega merjenja mase. Natančne meritve koncentracije
delcev v velikostnem redu enega mikrometra so ključnega pomena za primerjavo modela z meritvami, ker na formacijo večjih delcev že vpliva sedimentacija in adhezija, ki
je ne moremo opisati samo z modelom Smoluchowskega. Ta namreč predpostavlja homogenost v vzorcu. Te tematike se dotakne naslednje poglavje.
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Slika 7: Združeni eksperimentalni podatki za mAb 1 pri koncentraciji 100 mg/ml – vedn
kot funkcija ocenjene velikosti delca D. Prikazane so tedenske
likostna porazdelitev dD
meritve (trajanje eksperimenta devet tednov).

Vpliv površin na agregacijske procese in merilne metode
Tu pokažemo vpliv površin vsebnikov na proces agregacije pri povišani temperaturi in pri
dolgoročnem shranjevanju v odsotnosti mehanskega stresa. Tudi tokrat raziskujemo agregacijsko dinamiko treh IgG1 monoklonskih protiteles - mAb 1, 2 in 3. Uporabimo steklene in PETG vsebnike, spreminjamo napolnjenost vial (in s tem razmerje med površino
in volumnom raztopine) ter preverimo efekt surfaktanta (PS80). Viale s proteinskim
vzorcem so izpostavljene povišani temperaturi (40 ◦ C), agregate v raztopini pa merimo z
izključitveno kromatografijo in pretočno mikroskopijo. Viale nato izpraznimo in večkrat
speremo z vodo, da ločimo med sedimentacijo in lepljenjem proteinskega materiala. Lepljenje proteina na vialo spremljamo z optično mikroskopijo in mikroskopijo na atomsko
silo. Identiteto prilepljenega materiala določimo z dodatkom denaturanta GuHCl, ki proteinsko plast delno odlepi, nato pa koncentracijo tega materiala določimo z absorpcijo UV
svetlobe.
Najopaznejši rezultat tega eksperimenta je potrditev prisotnosti večje količine proteinskega materiala v obliki delcev, ki po izpostavitvi temperaturnemu stresu ostane prilepljen na dno viale, kot kaže slika 8. Gre za agregatne delce, ki najprej sedimentirajo, nato
pa se prilepijo na dno – to smo določili z merjenjem koncentracije prilepljenih delcev na
stenah vial, ki močno pada z višino. Prisotnost prilepljenih delcev je odvisna od proteina
– v odsotnosti surfaktanta opazimo tri različne režime. Pri mAb 1 v vseh vialah opazimo
podobno koncentracijo prilepljenih delcev, hkrati pa je edini protein, pri katerem znatno
povečanje opazimo tudi v raztopini s pretočno mikroskopijo. Na podlagi tega sklepamo,
da mAb 1 saturira dno, nato pa se začnejo delci akumulirati tudi v raztopini. Pri mAb 2 po
temperaturnem stresu ne zaznamo konsistentnega povečanja delcev v raztopini, opazimo
pa debelo plast prilepljenih proteinskih delcev na dnu, ki prekrivajo drug drugega. Pri
tem proteinu se dno ne saturira in vsi delci, ki nastanejo, se prilepijo na dno viale. Pri
mAb 3 pa ne opazimo nobene akumulacije delcev ne v raztopini ne na dnu – je termično
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Slika 9: Vpliv temperature na lepljenje agregatnih delcev in njihovo akumulacijo v
raztopini. (A) Prilepljeni delci mAb 1 po 14 dneh na povišani temperaturi (optična
mikroskopija). (B) Dno svežih vial, napolnjenih z vzorcem z visoko vsebnostjo delcev in
shranjenih na 5 ◦ C. Delci se ne lepijo na dno. (C) MFI rezultati mAb 2. Polne črte prikazujejo vzorce na povišani temperaturi, črtkane črte pa vzorce v istih vialah na 5 ◦ C. Rezultati
s povišane temperature ne kažejo konsistentnega trenda naraščanja koncentracije agregatnih delcev, se pa koncentracija znatno poveča po shrambi na nizki temperaturi pri vzorcih
brez surfaktanta.

Viskoznost kot posledica interakcij v proteinskih razopinah
V tem poglavju se osredotočimo na reverzibilne reakcije med proteinskimi molekulami,
ki se na makroskopski skali odražajo kot povečanje viskoznosti. Uporabimo protein
mAb 1. Prek učinka različnih VRA-jev identificiramo večino interakcij, ki prispevajo
k viskoznosti. Elektrostatski prispevek ocenimo z dodatkom soli (NaCl) v širokem območju pH vrednosti, ki se odraža v porazdelitvi električnega naboja na površini proteina.
Elektrostatske interakcije so edine, ki so močno odvisne od pH vrednosti – ostale interakcije so konstantne v celotnem preiskovanem pH območju. Elektrostatske interakcije
zmanjšujejo viskoznost (so odbojne) pri nizkem pH daleč stran od IEP, nato pa z višanjem pH postanejo privlačne, kar se sklada z rezultati v literaturi. Pokažemo pa, da to ni
rezultat v literaturi večkrat navedenih privlačnih multipolnih, največkrat dipolnih, interakcij. Pod danimi pogoji elektrostatskega senčenja je Debyjeva dolžina mnogo manjša
od glavnih dipolov IgG molekule. Elektrostatski privlak, ki se pojavi med dvema enako
nabitima molekulama, mora biti torej povezan z ureditvijo molekul med tokom. Pri laminarnem toku dolgih molekul, kot so molekule IgG, se pojavi dvolomnost, ki nakazuje
ureditev molekul vzdolž toka [133]. Molekule se torej orientirajo vzdolž strižnih plasti,
ki tečejo druga ob drugi, interakcije med temi plastmi pa določajo viskoznost tekočine
na makroskopski skali. Energetsko ugodneje je, da se molekule v plasteh orientirajo
tako, da so med plastmi sile privlačne. Tako orientacijo jim omogoča anizotropija porazdelitve naboja in pa njihova fleksibilnost okrog tečaja. Predlagani mehanizem povečevanja viskoznosti laminarnega toka na račun elektrostatskih sil prikazuje slika 10. Pri
pH 5.5 in proteinski koncentraciji 150 mg/ml je približno četrtina viskoznosti posledica
elektrostatskih sil.
Prispevek hidrofobnih interakcij ocenimo z vplivom arginina. Arginin je nabita molekula,
ki se veže na aromatske hidrofobne dele na proteinski površini prek kation-π interakcij,
hkrati pa zaradi nabitosti vpliva tudi na elektrostatske interakcije prek Debyjeve dolžine.
Da med seboj ločimo vpliv arginina na elektrostatske in hidrofobne interakcije, poskuse
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Slika 10: Vpliv elektrostatskih interakcij na viskoznost.
(a) Tridemenzionalna
reprezentacija elektrostatskega potenciala IgG molekule (od spredaj) blizu IEP. Prikazane
so ekvipotencialne ploskve +/− (modra/rdeča) 1 kB T /e, kjer je e osnovni naboj.
Površina proteina je kljub majhenmu neto naboju asimetrično pokrita z večjimi nabitimi
ploskvami. Dipoli z največjim prispevkom k skupnemu momentu so veliko večji od Debyjeve dolžine senčenja, kar preprečuje multipolne elektrostatske interakcije med proteini. Povzeto po [78]. (b) Predlagani mehanizem povečanja viskoznosti blizu izoelektrične točke. IgG molekule (od strani) se delno orientirajo vzdolž strižnih plasti, tako da
med seboj interagirajo večinoma nasprotno nabite ploskve. To povzroči privlačne interakcije med strižnimi plastmi. Označena je relativna smer toka glede na centralno plast.
delamo pri pH vrednosti, kjer je neto vpliv elektrostatskih sil na viskoznost ravno ničeln.
Pri pH 5.5 je približno četrtina viskoznosti posledica hidrofobnih sil med aromatskimi
skupinami na površini proteina. Pokažemo pa tudi, da mešanje VRA-jev, ki delujejo
izključno na elektrostatske interakcije (npr. NaCl), in takih, ki so sposobni kation-π
vezave (npr. arginin, histidin), ni optimalno – tudi kation-π interakcije so elektrostatske,
zato z znižanjem Debyjeve dolžine zmanjšamo učinkovitost takih VRA-jev.
Prispevek hidrodinamskih interakcij določimo z meritvami intrinzične viskoznosti pri
nizki proteinski koncentraciji (do 20 mg/ml), kjer so interakcije med samimi proteini še
zanemarljive. Prek Mooneyevega modela (slika 11) jih nato ocenimo tudi pri višji koncentraciji. S hidrodinamskimi interakcijami pojasnimo velik del preostanka viskoznosti
pri koncentraciji 150 mg/ml, vendar nam ostane še okrog ena petina viskoznosti. VdW
sile, ki nespeciﬁčno delujejo med vsemi proteinskimi površinami in so po velikostnem
redu primerljive z elektrostatskimi, so odgovorne za ta delež v veliki meri.
Za zaključek poiščemo še možne formulacije mAb 1 pri visoki proteinski koncentraciji. Naredimo šestmesečno stabilnostno študijo na 40 ◦ C in 5 ◦ C z desetimi vzorci, ki
vsebujejo različne koncentracije sukroze kot stabilizatorja in arginina kot edinega efektivnega VRA. Agregacijo in viskoznost opišemo z matematičnimi funkcijami. Sukroza
preprečuje agregacijo in povečuje viskoznost, arginin pa ravno nasprotno. Kljub temu
lahko optimalno formulacijo izberemo iz slike 12. Opazimo tudi glavno omejitev zmanjševanja viskoznosti z VRA – kljub temu da lahko viskoznost znižamo za polovico pri katerikoli proteinski koncentraciji, se to znižanje zaradi eksponentnega naraščanja viskoznosti
odraža v le okrog 20 % povečanju mogoče proteinske koncentracije, preden spet dosežemo
mejno viskoznost.
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Slika 11: Karakterizacija proteinskih interakcij. (a) Viskoznost raztopine kot funkcija
proteinske koncentracije z in brez VRA (logaritemska skala). Oceno prispevka hidrodinamskih/steričnih interakcij dobimo iz Mooneyevega modela (enačba 2). Vrednost 15
cP je označena kot mejna viskoznost za injiciranje biološkega zdravila. (b) Določitev
intrinzične viskoznosti (enačba 1) – parametra Mooneyeve funkcije – iz relativnega
povečanja viskoznosti pri nizki proteinski koncentraciji. (c) Prispevki različnih interakcij k viskoznosti, določeni z vplivi VRA-jev. Modra prikazuje elektrostatski prispevek
k viskoznosti, na katerega lahko vplivamo z dodatkom soli. Rdeča prikazuje ocenjen
prispevek hidrofobnih aromatskih skupin na površini proteina, na katere vpliva arginin,
domnevno prek kation-π interakcij. S črno je prikazan sterični in hidrodinamski vpliv, s
sivo pa rezidualne interakcije (vdW in druge).
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Slika 12: Fazni diagram agregacije in viskoznosti, ki prikazuje nasprotujoča efekta arginina in sukroze. Z barvami je prikazana linearno normirana hitrost agregacije pri 40 ◦ C.
Bele črte so izoforme agregacije. Črne črte so izoforme proteinske koncentracije, kjer
dosežemo mejno vrednost viskoznosti 15 cP. Najugodnejši kompromis med viskoznostjo
in stabilnostjo je pri koncentraciji arginina okrog 100 mM, kjer so oboje izoforme vzporedne. Višja koncentracija arginina formulacije ne izboljša. Formulacija brez sukroze
in 50 mM argininom je recimo v stabilnosti in viskoznosti enakovredna formulaciji s 50
mM sukrozo in 200 mM argininom.

Zaključek
Fizikalna stabilnost proteinov je aktivno področje številnih raziskav. Degradacijske poti
proteinov, še posebno agregacija, so močno odvisne od specifičnih lastnosti površin proteinov, njihove konformacije in interakcije z ostalimi topljenci. Veliko napredka na tem
področju je prepuščeno eksperimentalnim in računskim metodam, ki so še v razvoju, ali
pa šele bodo zasnovane. Kljub temu biofarmacevtska industrija s čedalje večjim zagonom
razvija nove in nove inovativne terapevtske proteine, ki podaljšujejo življenjsko dobo, in
še pomembneje, njegovo kvaliteto.
V tem delu se osredotočamo na razvoj vodnih raztopin terapevtskih proteinov s stališča fizike mehke snovi. Uporabimo nove kombinacije eksperimentalnih in računskih
metod in interpretiramo dobljene rezultate z namenom izboljšanja poteka razvoja proteinskih formulacij bioloških zdravil. Predstavljena tema bo tudi v prihodnosti ostala del
aktivnega področja fizike mehke snovi.
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